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1 Introduction

1.1 Motivation and overview

Big events and mass transportation have become inherent parts of our everyday life.
While this entails many security implications, ideally, they are handled flawlessly and
unnoticed. However, incidents in the last years have revealed vulnerabilities concerning
mass security screenings: They can neither efficiently handle the amount of people to
be screened nor detect most of the possible threats. Concerning transportation, an
increased demand for comprehensive security checks combined with growing numbers of
travelers lead to the necessity of faster controls with additional detection capabilities
at the same time. In general, mass security controls suffer from a fundamental conflict
between speed and precision. Any false negative like a missed dangerous object can be
extremely threatening and should therefore be avoided[1]. Thus, methods usually tend
to prefer false positives which lead, as a consequence, to additional individual personal
screenings, so called “pat downs”, or even strip searches. The fact that the common
security screening with metal detectors only detects metallic objects is a severe limitation
and actually implies pat downs for every screened person. Newer technologies try to
address the problem of limited detection capabilities by using X-rays or microwaves which
allow to detect a wide variation of materials[2]. However, X-ray exposure of humans for
non-medical purposes is considered critical by many people and even illegal e.g. in
Germany[3]. The European Union explicitly banned X-ray body scanners[4].

In addition, X-ray backscattering as well as microwave scanners unavoidably produce
nude images due to their active illumination of the human body[5]. A common and in
most cases compulsory way to protect privacy is an automatic analysis of the image with
a resulting transformation to an abstract representation with markers showing possible
threat locations. Since 2013, this is mandatory in the USA[6]. However, this additional in-
termediate processing step increases the risk of detection errors, which usually is trimmed
to false positives due to the aforementioned reasons. The implied additional “pat downs“
made necessary by this again cause a severe reduction in throughput, which usually is
acceptable only up to a certain level[7]. Furthermore, all of these technologies still rely
on a portal, which acts as an unflexible bottleneck and limits the stream of people. To
achieve an acceptable throughput and limit the effects on convenience and the protection
of the private sphere, a common, but dissatisfactory compromise is to apply pat downs
only on randomly chosen persons.

Because of these reasons, future security controls have to improve in speed, flexibil-
ity, detection capability and convenience at the same time. An ideal technology would
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

therefore detect simultaneously any threat in any location in real-time without violating
the private sphere in any way, ideally even without any noticeable interaction with the
scanned person. The concept of a passive terahertz video camera, which is described in
chapter 1.3, promises to come closer to this ideal.

Like X-ray and microwave systems, it allows to detect and locate different materi-
als, like metals, ceramics, glass and explosives[8]. In addition, a terahertz video camera
has several advantages over X-Ray and microwave systems. First, it avoids any kind of
irradiation and thus legal restrictions or social conflicts. For the same reason, this tech-
nology does at no point produce pictures with an impression of nudity. This fact strongly
adds to the applicability, because there is no general need for obscuring software like in
other technologies[9] which reduces the detectability and increases the complexity of the
system. The fact that there is no binding to a radiation source except the examined
person itself uncouples the system location and the controlling area. This opens up the
possibility to flexibly scan at variable locations within short time using adapted optical
systems. No additional bottleneck as a portal is necessary.

Sufficient resolution from distances of several meters are possible (see section 1.2),
facilitating a real camera. Therefore, it is able to follow movements in real-time without
touching, irradiating or virtually undressing people. At high frame rates, this would
allow for speeding up security checks. Also applications needing a secure distance become
possible.

Thus, passive terahertz detection is an upcoming challenge for security applications.
This requires highly sensitive detection of small radiation differences under a significantly
higher background load, as shown in section 1.3.

Astronomical exploration systems have shown that it is possible to use transition edge
sensors (TES) to passively detect terahertz radiation with high sensitivity[10]. However,
sampling of frames with several thousand pixels, as needed for a security camera, is
always a compromise between integration time and array size. Compared to the very
expensive astronomical tools looking at nearly static objects, the requirements of speed
are severely stressed for security purposes while complexity and production cost play an
important role for realistic application scenarios.

These special requirements are analyzed in this thesis with respect to practical ap-
plicability, production costs and long term stability, focusing on the resulting demands
concerning the sensors. In detail, general properties of voltage biased TES in bolometric
mode are discussed based on a common lumped model to define the necessary steps to
adjust them to fulfill these requirements (see chapter 2). Starting from the TES design
used in a single pixel demonstrator, optimization steps concerning reproducibility and
long term stability are presented and discussed in chapter 3. Based on a detailed analysis
of the characteristic properties of the initial design in comparison to the theoretical pre-
dictions in chapter 4, a computer simulation model was created that allows to reproduce
the behavior of the TES and to analyze deviations from the lumped model in chapter
5. In the following, it was used to improve the sensor time constants (chapter 6). This
allowed to reduce the time constants of the sensor compared to the reference design by
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1.2. CHOICE OF THE OPTICAL FREQUENCY RANGE

Figure 1.1: Definition of the THz band in the electromagnetic spectrum.

a factor of approx. four at nearly the same noise level. Also the radiation coupling
efficiency could be maintained by optimizing the sensor integration setup. Their applica-
bility could be shown in a demonstrator system presented in section 6.5 that was capable
to visualize hidden objects of different materials at frame rates up to 10 Hz with a sensor
array consisting of 20 TES.

The analysis and reduction of interference effects of the TES with the readout elec-
tronics are presented and discussed in section 7. The enhanced stability could be demon-
strated in an advanced camera system containing 64 TES. In section 7.4 results of real
time imaging at 25 frames per second are presented. They demonstrate that the time
constants of the sensors are low enough to achieve a spatial resolution close to the theo-
retical diffraction limit while their improved stability allows for undistorted video streams
without sensor outages. Hence, no redundant sensors (including the corresponding read-
out components) are necessary, which reduces the production cost of such a system.

Finally, an advanced design that combines the previously ascertained improvements is
presented and discussed in chapter 8. It promises faster sensors with an extended stable
working range and hence further enhancements for future camera systems.

1.2 Choice of the optical frequency range

Terahertz (THz) radiation is a rather newly defined electromagnetic band. It is settled in
between microwaves and infrared, filling a (former) technical gap between electrical and
optical technologies. Because of this technically induced definition and the advancing
technical development, different definitions of the borders of this band can be found (for
example in [11] and [12]). However, a quite common definition of the lower end of the
THz band is derived from the upper limit of the EHF radio band, which is the upper
range of the microwave band, at a frequency of νopt = 300 GHz1. As an upper limit,
oftentimes 3 THz can be found. This corresponds to wavelengths2 λ of 1 mm to 100 µm
(see figure 1.1). Thus, this range is also called submillimeter band. In this thesis, the

1In this thesis, the subscripts ‘opt’ and ‘el’ will be used to denote properties of electromagnetic radiation
and and electrical signals, respectively.

2Wavelengths refer to vacuum and in good approximation to air as the optical medium.
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Figure 1.2: Transmission through different materials used to produce clothing for typical thick-
nesses. In the shown range, transmission decreases strongly with rising radiation frequency. The
data are taken from [15] (dash-dotted lines) and measured at IPHT (solid lines).

terms “THz” and “THz band” will be used as synonyms for the range from 300 GHz to
3 THz, which corresponds to the ITU frequency band number 12, as defined in [13].

As for microwaves, a lot of dielectric materials show high transmission for THz radia-
tion, especially many materials used to produce clothing[14][15][16]. However, this effect
which is essential for security controls reduces with increasing frequency (see figure 1.2).

These low frequencies compared to the visible light range and the corresponding large
wavelengths of up to one millimeter let diffraction become significant for stand-off ap-
plications. As spatial resolution is one of the key parameters of a camera system, its
dependency on the chosen frequency has to be taken into account as part of specifying
the system parameters of a THz camera.

Spatial resolution can be defined as the minimum distance rmin of two objects that
still can be separated. According to the Rayleigh criterion, two objects are just resolved
when the distance of the maxima of their diffraction patterns is as large as the distance
of the first minimum to the maximum, the so called airy disc radius rairy.

For a circular aperture with the diameter dAP ,

rairy = 1.22 · dobj · λ
dAP

= 1.22 · dobj
dAP · c

νopt

(1.1)

if dobj is the distance to the object and c the speed of light in vacuum. According to this,
resolution improves with rising frequency. As figure 1.3 shows, with an aperture of half a
meter, microwave based full body scanners working at 35 GHz or at 94 GHz[17][18], are
limited to distances of 1 m and 2.6 m, respectively, to still achieve a spatial resolution of
2 cm. A camera system working at THz frequencies above 300 GHz can achieve the same
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1.2. CHOICE OF THE OPTICAL FREQUENCY RANGE

Figure 1.3: Diffraction limited spatial resolution using an aperture of 0.5 m. The dependency on
frequency is shown for different distances of the object. While a resolution of 2 cm is achievable
for frequencies above 73 GHz at a distance of 2 m, at least 366 GHz are necessary if the object
is 10 m away.

resolution from at least 8 m distance, e.g. 350 GHz would allow for about 10 m.

Terahertz radiation is strongly absorbed in water[19]. Accordingly, the human bodies
thermal emission can be approximated as a blackbody of approx. 310 K. Corresponding
to Planck’s law (equation 1.2), a blackbody emits incoherent continuous radiation.

The power Pbb emitted by a blackbody at the absolute temperature T from an area A

and the frequency interval
[
νopt − ∆νopt

2 , νopt +
∆νopt

2

]
is given by

Pbb(T ) =

∫
A

∫
νopt

Meν(T )dA dνopt =

∫
A

∫
νopt

2πhν3
opt

c2
1

e
hνopt
kBT − 1

dA dνopt (1.2)

[Meν ] =
W

m2 ·Hz (1.3)

With h being the Planck constant, kB the Boltzmann constant, T the absolute tem-
perature in Kelvin, νopt the center frequency, ∆νopt the bandwidth and Meν being the
spectral radiant emittance. In case of an emitting area A at constant temperature, the
surface integral simply results in a constant factor A. If Meν in good approximation is
a linear function within the optical bandwidth ∆νopt, the expression for Pbb(T ) can be
simplified to

Pbb(T ) =
2πhν3

opt

c2
1

e
hνopt
kBT − 1

·A ·∆νopt (1.4)
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A real object will always emit less than a blackbody, though it can be very close to it.
Therefore, a more general model of an object emitting thermal radiation is the graybody.
Its emitted power at temperature T

Pgb(T ) = ε · Pbb(T ) (1.5)

0 ≤ ε < 1 (1.6)

is the blackbody radiation power for the same temperature scaled by the emissivity ε
of the object. In the THz band, the reflectivity of the skin decreases with increasing
frequency[20]. At 350 GHz, a remaining value of rskin ≈ 18 % for normal incidence was
found by[16].

Figure 1.4 compares the spectral radiant emittance of a the human body to the one of
the surrounding at an assumed temperature of 295 K. For the human body, a temperature
of 310 K is assumed and the emission is calculated as

M body
eν = 0.82 ·Meν(310 K) + 0.18 ·Meν(295 K) (1.7)

As can be seen, total power as well as the signal difference to room temperature back-
ground increase with rising frequency (figure 1.4 C and D).

As THz radiation strongly interacts with different oscillation modes of water molecules,
also water vapor[21] and therefore air shows significant absorption. This becomes rel-
evant for stand-off detection from distances of several meters. Figure 1.5 shows the
transmittance of air at 295 K, 1013 mbar and 30 % relative humidity. In the considered
range, in principle, the transmittance declines with increasing frequency. However, there
are certain regions (atmospheric windows), in which the transmission is significantly
higher compared to their surrounding frequency ranges. These atmospheric windows are
preferable working points for systems with object distances of several meters.

Combining these properties, a compromise is necessary to define the wavelength of
choice for a THz security camera. It is mandatory to pick one of the atmospheric windows,
and stay below 0.5 THz to achieve good transmission through most types of clothing.
This thesis focuses on sensors for the 345 GHz window (see figure 1.5), corresponding to
a wavelength of 870 µm, where a spatial resolution of 2 cm still can be achieved with an
aperture of 0.5 m diameter from 10 m distance and the emittance of the human body is
still high. However, the sensors described in this thesis can be easily adapted to different
frequencies in the THz band, and the discussed optimizations are in principle independent
of the chosen frequency.

1.3 Concept and requirements of a THz Camera

A THz security camera setting consists of mainly three components: The first is the
object space which in general can be separated into the screened person, objects in
between the person and the camera and the background, which includes everything else

14



1.3. CONCEPT AND REQUIREMENTS OF A THZ CAMERA

Figure 1.4: Left: Spectral radiant emittance of the human body and a blackbody at 295 K.
The relative fraction of the maximum at 295 K is marked for the borders of the THz band and for
the 35 GHz microwave window for comparison. B) Magnification of the range from 0.2 THz to
0.4 THz. C) Difference between the curves shown in A). The relative fraction of the maximum is
marked for the borders of the THz band and for the 35 GHz microwave window for comparison.
D): Magnification.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Figure 1.5: Upper graph: Transmittance of air at 295 K, 1013 mbar and 30 % relative humidity
for different object distances. The shown data was calculated using [22]. Lower graph: The range
of (348 ± 20) GHz is shaded. Because of the asymmetry of the transmittance, its maximum is
shifted to lower frequencies compared to the center of this window.
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1.3. CONCEPT AND REQUIREMENTS OF A THZ CAMERA

that contributes to the resulting image. A natural demand concerning the object space
for a THz camera for person screening is the possibility to map a whole person, which
defines a minimum of the necessary lateral dimensions. Depending on this setting and
the objects that have to be detected, sensitivity and spatial resolution of the camera have
to be adapted. Depending on the aspired scenario and security demands, an appropriate
distance between object space and camera has to be chosen. It is called working distance.

The second component is the optical system, the “objective” of the camera. It defines
the dimensions and location of the object space. The parameters of the optics result in
a maximum solid angle that can be mapped. It is referred to as the angular field of view
which in combination with the working distance results in the size of the area that is
actually being screened. The field of view (FOV) is oftentimes referred to as the size
or diameter of this area in combination with the working distance. Combined with the
depth of field, it describes the section of space in which objects can be pictured with the
required spatial resolution.

For a given working distance and optical wavelength, the aperture of the optical system
defines a lower limit of the achievable spatial resolution (see equation 1.1), which corre-
sponds to the case of diffraction limited imaging. Due to the large optical wavelengths in
the THz band, the diffraction limited case usually is aimed for as the ideal optical system.
However, the effective aperture size can be smaller than its physical dimensions due to
shadowing effects or limited use of the available cross section. This can be accounted for
by using this effective value for calculations.

Also the received radiation power is defined by the optical system. Depending on its
efficiency and setup, a certain amount of the emitted radiation power from the different
locations in the object space will be guided into the camera. For a passive system, this
is defined by the spectral radiant emittance of the objects as described in the previous
section and their optical characteristics. Also the efficiency of the optical system affects
the received radiation. For a diffraction limited system with negligible losses, the received
radiation power per sensor is independent of the optical system parameters as the aper-
ture size, the working distance and the resolution, as will be shown below. This is also
the case if an effective aperture size has to be taken into account, as long as the system
still behaves as an ideal diffraction limited system with the appropriate aperture. In this
case, the received power per sensor only depends on the chosen frequency, bandwidth and
emission characteristics, so it is defined by the object space independent of the optics.

The third component is the “camera body” containing the sensor, but also the neces-
sary optical filters, readout electronics, power supply and control units. In this thesis,
the filters and readout components will be assumed as given, so only the sensors and the
essential components for their integration into the system will be discussed in detail.

To define the requirements concerning the sensitivity of the sensors, the received ra-
diation power has to be estimated. The radiation signal received by the THz security
camera can be described by the radiation power per sensor Psig. In the most simple case,
it only consists of radiation from the surrounding background with the power Pbg. A

17
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Figure 1.6: Composition of the received radiation power of a THz security camera: The signal
is a combination of emission from the surrounding background Pbg, from the human body Pbody

and objects in between the body and the camera. The latter partly transmits radiation from
the body and reflect the background, depending on its transmittance τobj and reflectivity robj .
In general, the received signal can be described as in equation 1.20.

18



1.3. CONCEPT AND REQUIREMENTS OF A THZ CAMERA

person stepping into the field of view changes the signal to Pbody. If an object is placed
in front of the body the received power is Pobj . The definition of these power levels will
be given in the following.

In an idealized environment, the background radiation results from materials at a
common and constant temperature. In this case, reflected and transmitted radiation
usually originates from the background, as well. Therefore, independent of reflectivity
and transmissivity of the materials, they act as an effective background that behaves like
a nearly ideal blackbody (see equation 1.2). Hence, the radiation power received from
the background can be described as

Pbg = εbg · Pbb(Tbg) (1.8)

εbg ≈ 1 (1.9)

⇒ Pbg ≈ Pbb(Tbg) (1.10)

where εbg is the effective emissivity of the background with the effective temperature Tbg.
The human body shows no significant transmission τbody in the used frequency range.

However, the reflectivity of rbody ≈ 18 % can not be neglected (see section 1.2). Hence,
the radiation received by the camera from the human body is a combination of its thermal
emission and reflected radiation from the background:

Pbody = εbody · Pbb(Tbody) + rbody · Pbb(Tbg) (1.11)

rbody ≈ 0.18 (1.12)

τbody ≈ 0 (1.13)

εobj + τobj + robj = 1 (Kirchhoff’s law of thermal radiation) (1.14)

⇒ εbody ≈ 1− rbody (1.15)

⇒ Pbody ≈ 0.82 · Pbb(Tbody) + 0.18 · Pbb(Tbg) (1.16)

where εbody is the emissivity of the human body at the effective temperature Tbody.
An object at temperature Tobj in between the human body and the camera in general

can reflect the background, transmit radiation from the covered body and emit thermal
radiation (see figure 1.6). Hence, the received signal is the sum of these three components:

Pobj = εobj · Pbb(Tobj) + τobj · Pbody + robj · Pbg (1.17)

0 ≤ τobj < 1 (1.18)

0 ≤ robj < 1 (1.19)

with εobj , τobj and robj being emissivity, transmittance and reflectivity of the object,
respectively.

In a real environment, combinations of several different object layers can be described
by a single virtual object with chosen parameters that result in the same received power.
Similarly, the emission from the background as well as the uncovered body can be de-
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scribed the same way as received from a perfectly reflective and transparent object,
respectively. This allows also to account for complex reflection and transmission paths
without considering them explicitly by integrating them into the effective values, includ-
ing inhomogeneous background settings, if necessary.

Hence, the general description of the received signal in all cases is

Psig ≈ εeffobj · Pbb
(
T effobj

)
+ τeffobj · Pbody + reffobj · Pbg (1.20)

while the used properties εeffobj , τeffobj , reffobj and T effobj of the object are effective values,
possibly representing different object layers.

If one assumes that

Tbody ≥ T effobj ≥ Tbg (1.21)

the maximum signal difference to be expected is given by

⇒ Pbody ≥ Psig ≥ Pbg (1.22)

⇒ (∆Psig)max = Pbody − Pbg (1.23)

The combination of equations 1.2 and 1.23 shows, that for Tbg = 295 K and Tbody = 310 K
at νopt = 345 GHz the maximum signal difference (∆Psig)max will be approx. 4.3 % of
the background signal Pbg, when the reflectivity of the human skin is taken into account.

To evaluate the emitted power by a spot in the object space mapped to a sensor,
a circular area with the same radius as the airy disc rairy can be used in the case of
a diffraction limited system. The blackbody emission from this disc can be calculated
using equation 1.2. However, due to its strong inhomogeneity, the intensity distribution
across the airy disc has to be taken into account. It is rotationally symmetric and given
by

Iairy(r) = I0 ·
(
J1(2πr)

πr

)2

(1.24)

where r is the distance from its center and J1 the normalized Bessel function of the first
kind and of order one. The surface integral over the normalized airy disc up to its radius
rairy results in ζ ≈ 0.23. Thus, the radiation from a circular spot with radius rairy has
to be scaled with ζ.

Ignoring higher orders of the diffraction pattern does not give exact results as in the
case of an ideal circular aperture the airy disc contains only approx. 84 % of the total
power[23]. In real cases, however, the exact value depends on the specific properties of
the optical system due to varying diffraction patterns. With respect to these variations,
the assumption of only the airy disc being the source of the radiation leads to good
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1.3. CONCEPT AND REQUIREMENTS OF A THZ CAMERA

approximation of the general case.

Moreover, the actually received power is further reduced by the fact that only a small
portion of the emitted radiation is caught by the aperture. Thus, a diffraction limited
system with an airy radius of rairy, an aperture diameter of dAP and an object distance
of dobj receives the background radiation power of (see equation 1.4)

Pbg ≈
2πhν3

opt

c2
1

e
hνopt
kBT − 1

·∆νopt · 0.23 · πr2
airy ·

π
(
dAP

2

)2
2πd2

obj

(1.25)

As a result of equation 1.1, this value is unchanged for any diffraction limited system at
the same frequency, temperature and bandwidth:

Pbg ∝
(
rairy ·

dAP
dobj

)2

= (1.22λ)
2

(1.26)

⇒ Pbg ≈
π2hνopt

e
hνopt
kBT − 1

·∆νopt · 0.085 (1.27)

Therefore, in case of the used frequency νopt = 345 GHz, a bandwidth of ∆νopt = 40 GHz
in the chosen optical window and a background temperature of Tbg = 295 K, the received
background radiation is

Pbg ≈ 1.3× 10−10 W (1.28)

with the corresponding maximum signal difference amounting to

(∆Psig)max ≈ 5.7× 10−12 W (1.29)

Different objects in the THz image are distinguished by their signal difference. Hence,
the relevant measure to specify the sensitivity of a THz camera refers to the resolvable
signal differences. The smallest power difference that can be resolved (∆Psig)min defines
the maximum achievable bit depth b of resulting pictures:

b = log2

[
(∆Psig)max
(∆Psig)min

]
(1.30)

This is oftentimes limited by the overall sensor noise, where (∆Psig)min equals the noise
level Pnoise. Accordingly, the maximum achievable resolution commonly is also given as
the maximum signal to noise ratio (SNR), which in this case can be defined as

SNR ≡ SNRmax =
(∆Psig)max
Pnoise

(1.31)
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so in the noise limited case the relation between b and SNR is

SNR = 2b (1.32)

Therefore, the sensors used in a THz camera have to be able to detect significantly lower
signal powers than (∆Psig)max, depending on the aspired SNR.

Though promising developments in heterodyne detectors could be shown in the last
years[24][25], the more simple implementation of thermal detectors combined with their
good scalability and proven applicability for highly sensitive THz detection led to the
decision of using thermal detectors for this thesis. This will be further discussed in
chapter 2.

THz photons at the chosen frequency of 345 GHz have an energy of h · νopt ≈ 1.4 meV.
This is by a factor of approx. 18 smaller than the average thermal energy per degree of
freedom of a particle at room temperature of 22 ◦C, which is kB · T ≈ 25meV. Ther-
mally induced noise power (thermal fluctuation noise as well as Johnson-Nyquist noise)
is proportional to kB · T , so a means for improving the sensitivity of a thermal sensor is
to reduce its temperature T (see also section 2.1).

While cooling the sensor also constitutes an additional degree of complexity of the
overall system, this is strongly alleviated by the development and improvement of com-
mercial cryogen-free cooling systems. For an efficient and user-friendly cooling setup,
fully automated two stage pulse tube coolers[26] that reach base temperatures of 4 K are
commercially available[27]. However, sensitive setups in such cryocoolers may suffer from
thermal oscillations and microphonic effects caused by the small vibrations due to the
periodic gas pulses. Such distortions would reduce the sensitivity of cooled sensors. This
effect can be significantly reduced by adding another cooling stage which is mechanically
decoupled from the pulse tube. In the camera systems discussed in this thesis, a com-
mercial closed system 3He evaporation cooler [28] is used for that purpose which is also
decoupled thermally from the cold stage of the pulse tube in operation mode. Another
advantage of this combination is an additional drop in base temperature, which can be
stabilized in a working point that can be chosen from 0.4 K to 1 K. Details of the specific
setup of the particular systems will be given in the corresponding chapters, see sections
6.5 and 7.4.
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2 Fundamentals of transition edge
sensors

2.1 Requirements

The first decision while choosing an appropriate sensor type for a certain application is
whether to use direct or heterodyne sensors. The higher spectral resolution of heterodyne
sensors is especially favorable for applications like spectroscopy that aim for a small,
possibly adaptable, signal bandwidth. Especially in the THz range, their scalability
strongly depends on the availability of THz sources of adequate power to serve as the local
oscillator for all sensors. Opposed to that, the use of the direct detection principle usually
allows for wider optical bandwidths that improve the sensitivity of the sensors, which
is advantageous for non-spectroscopic imaging applications where phase sensitivity does
not play a role. The bandwidth of direct detectors usually is defined by radiation filters.
The readout is simplified by the fact that no THz source is needed, however, to achieve
high sensitivity, cooling is necessary. An extended discussion of this subject can be found
in [24]. A fundamental limit of the achievable sensitivity of a direct sensor with wideband
sensitivity is given by thermal radiation fluctuations from its environment. It depends
on the effective blackbody temperature of it surrounding and the detector area[29]. The
large wavelength in the THz range prevents detectors to become significantly smaller
than of the order of a square millimeter, which makes cooling necessary down to 4 K and
below to keep the the thermal fluctuation noise from the surrounding negligible[30]. Due
to the serious improvements of automated and user-friendly cooling systems in the last
years (see section 1.3) and the still limited power of THz sources especially in the range
below 1 THz which is relevant for the targeted application in this work, the use of direct
detectors was favored.

Based on the requirements from the previous sections, adequate sensors for the THz
video camera concept have to fulfill several requirements: They should work at tempera-
tures below 1 K, are sensitive enough to resolve signal differences of approx. 1× 10−13 W
under a constant background load of approx. 1× 10−10 W (see section 1.3). Cooled low
noise amplifiers should be available for low noise preamplification in the readout circuit.
They have to be fabricable in thin film technology for high scalability, reproducibility
and low production cost. This implies the use of low temperature bolometers[24], which
proved to be highly scalable while achieving high sensitivity in the THz range[10].
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2.2 Bolometers

absorber
Tabs, C

thermometerradiation (Prad)

th
er
m
a
l
li
n
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G

thermal bath Tbath

Figure 2.1: Sketch of a bolometer: An absorber material is heated up by incoming radiation
and cooled by a link to a thermal bath at constant temperature Tbath. A connected electri-
cal thermometer is used to measure the temperature of the absorber Tabs. The temperature
difference Tabs − Tbath is a function of the radiation power.

Bolometers (from Greek βoλή, and µέτρoν meaning ’tools to measure light’) measure
the power of electromagnetic radiation by converting it to heat which changes the tem-
perature of an electrical thermometer. This principle was invented in 1878 by Samuel
Langley, an American astronomer. Using this principle, he was able to detect the thermal
radiation emitted by a cow from a distance of more than 400 m[31].

The principle setup of a bolometer is shown in figure 2.1: Incoming radiation is heating
up an absorber material. An attached electrical thermometer measures its temperature
Tabs. The absorber is thermally isolated except for a link to a thermal bath at constant
temperature Tbath, which is cooling the absorber. In thermal equilibrium, incoming
radiation power Prad and the heat flow over said link Plink have to be equal:

Prad = Plink (2.1)
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2.2. BOLOMETERS

The thermal conductance G of the link and its average G are defined as

G ≡ G(T ) =
dPlink
dT

(2.2)

G =
1

∆T

Tabs∫
Tbath

G(T ′)dT ′ (2.3)

The ratio of Prad and G defines the resulting temperature offset ∆T of the absorber:

∆T = Tabs − Tbath (2.4)

⇒ ∆T =
Prad

G
(using equation 2.1) (2.5)

If a small signal δPrad · eiωt with the angular frequency ω is added with

Prad = Prad,0 + δPrad · eiωt (2.6)

δPrad � Prad (2.7)

the first order approximation results in

Tabs ≈ T0 + δT · eiωt (2.8)

δT ≡ dTabs
dPrad

· δPrad (2.9)

δT � ∆T (2.10)

G(Tabs) ≈ G(T0) ≡ G = constant (2.11)

and

Plink ≈ Plink,0 +
dPlink
dT

· δT · eiωt (2.12)

Plink ≈ Plink,0 +G · δT · eiωt (2.13)

The finite heat capacity of the absorber C (including attached elements, like the ther-
mometer), causes a change of the corresponding thermal energy Uth = C ·T , which leads
to a dissipated portion of the heat. This modifies equation 2.1 by adding another term,
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describing the change of Uth:

Prad(t) = Plink(t) + Pth(t) (2.14)

Pth =
dUth
dt

(2.15)

C(Tabs) ≈ C = constant (2.16)

⇒ Pth ≈ i · ω · C · δT · eiωt (2.17)

Equation 2.14 can be separated into an equilibrium term

Prad,0 = Plink,0 (2.18)

and a variing term

δPrad · eiωt = (G+ i · ω · C) · δT · eiωt (2.19)

Therefore, the temperature responsivity SboloT of the bolometer in the small signal case
is given by

SboloT ≡ δT

δPrad
(2.20)

SboloT =
1

G+ i · ω · C (2.21)

As the step response h(t) of a system is given by the time integral over the inverse
Laplace transform L−1 of its transfer function G(ω)[32]

h(t) =

t∫
0

L−1(G(ω))dt′ (2.22)

the step response of the bolometer for a step ∆P steprad at t = 0 follows an exponential
decay

∆T stepabs

∆P steprad

≡ T stepabs − T0

∆P steprad

=

t∫
0

L−1(SboloT (ω))dt′ (2.23)

T stepabs (t) = T0 +
∆P steprad

G
·
(

1− e−t/τ0
)

(2.24)
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Figure 2.2: Sketch of the superconducting phase transition. Starting from the normal state
resistance Rn at temperatures significantly above the critical temperature Tc, resistance drops
down to zero around Tc. The temperatures at 90 % and 10 % of Rn, denoted by T 90

c and
T 10
c , respectively, define the characteristic parameters of the transition: Their average is Tc =

T90
c +T10

c
2

, the difference the transition width ∆Tc = T 90
c − T 10

c .

with the thermal time constant of the bolometer τ0

τ0 =
C

G
(2.25)

The bolometer is capable of measuring the absolute power of the absorbed radiation,
when the thermal conductance of the link is known (equation 2.5). In the small signal
case discussed above, the temperature offset to the bath is proportional to the radiation
power (equation 2.11). For sufficiently slow signals, the sensitivity of this measurement
only depends on the thermal conductance (equation 2.24) and the sensitivity of the used
thermometer. As thermometer, any material with a temperature dependent resistance
can be used, and the sensitivity is increasing with the strength of this dependency.

2.3 Transition edge sensor bolometers (TES)

As superconducting materials usually show a strong temperature dependence of their
electrical resistance R(T ) in the superconducting transition (see figure 2.2), they are ap-
plicable as the thermometer of a bolometer. In 1942, this was demonstrated by Donald
Hatch Andrews[33], an American chemist[34]. The fact that such bolometers work on the
edge of the superconducting transition established the name ”transition edge sensors“
(TES). While a steep R(T ) curve is favorable as it causes a higher sensitivity, it is hard
to stabilize such a working point. In addition, current biasing the thermometer to mea-
sure its resistance leads to a thermal runaway effect[35]. A solution to this problem was
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absorberabsorber
superconductorsuperconductor

structured membranestructured membrane

thermal baththermal bath

Figure 2.3: The absorber and the thermistor of a TES are located on a thin membrane. The
membrane is structured to define the thermal conductivity to the thermal bath.

proposed and successfully performed by J. Clarke et al. in 1977[36]. They could stabi-
lize the temperature of the superconductor with an external feedback loop including a
heater. A further improvement was the integration of the feedback by voltage biasing
the superconductor, leading to an internal feedback effect that drastically simplified the
application of TES, as demonstrated by K. Irwin et al. in 1995[37]. This allows to keep
the superconductor at a fixed temperature at varying radiation power and base temper-
ature. Using the superconductor as a heater instead of a thermometer and measuring
the necessary current to keep the temperature constant linearizes the bolometer response
and can reduce its time constant significantly (see below). To avoid misunderstandings,
such a superconductor in the following will be called thermistor. By now, TES in voltage
biased mode are a common type of bolometers working at temperatures below 1 K for
astronomical applications[38],[39],[40],[41].

In such bolometers, the absorber and the thermistor usually are placed together on a
thin, self-supporting structured membrane[42]. The structuring of the membrane is used
to properly adjust the thermal conductance to the bath (see figure 2.3).

As described above, incoming radiation with the power Prad is transformed to heat in
the absorbers and thereby heating the platform. In addition, the thermistor is biased
with a constant voltage Vth, which adds an electrical heating power of

Pel =
V 2
th

Rth
(2.26)

In the case of an evacuated cryostat and a thermal shield at the bath temperature with
a highly reflective surface, other sources of energy transfer like gas coupling and thermal
radiation from the surrounding to the platform usually can be neglected. Thus, the total
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heating power Pheat is

Pheat = Prad + Pel (2.27)

In thermal equilibrium, the amounts of incoming and outgoing energy per time unit have
to be the same:

Pheat = Pout (2.28)

In an ideal bolometer, G is chosen to dominate the heat transfer from the platform

Pout ≈ Plink (2.29)

and the temperature on the platform, including absorber and thermistor, is homogeneous:

T ≡ Tplatform ≡ Tth ≡ Tabs (2.30)

These assumptions will be made for the following calculations.

2.3.1 Thermal response

Assuming a small signal δPrad · eiωt as in section 2.2, the TES can be described by

Prad(t) + Pel(t) = Pth(t) + Plink(t) (2.31)

Pel ≈ Pel,0 +
dPel
dT
· δT · eiωt (2.32)

Pel ≈ Pel,0 +

(
1

Rth
· dV

2
th

dRth
− Pel
Rth

)
· dRth
dT

· δT · eiωt (2.33)

Pel ≈ Pel,0 −
Pel
Rth
· dRth
dT

· δT · eiωt (Vth= constant) (2.34)

which can be separated in analogy to equations 2.18 and 2.19 into an equilibrium term

Prad,0 + Pel,0 = Plink,0 (2.35)

and a variing term[43]

δPrad · eiωt =

(
G+ i · ω · C +

Pel,0
T0
· α(T0)

)
· δT · eiωt (2.36)

introducing the commonly used transition parameter α[44]

α(T0) ≡ α =
T0

Rth
· dRth
dT

(2.37)
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Thus, the temperature responsivity of the TES, STEST in the small signal case is given
by

STEST ≡ δT

δPrad
(2.38)

STEST =
1

G+ i · ω · C +
Pel,0
T0
· α(T0)

(2.39)

Defining an effective thermal conductance

Geff = G+
Pel,0
T0
· α(T0) (2.40)

STEST =
1

Geff + i · ω · C (2.41)

allows to come to a similar representation as in equation 2.21. Thus, in analogy to
equation 2.24, the step response of the TES in thermal equilibrium for a step ∆P steprad

at t = 0, with an arbitrarily chosen zero point of the time scale, follows an exponential
decay

T step(t) = T0 +
∆P steprad

Geff
·
(

1− e−t/τ
)

(2.42)

with the corresponding effective time constant

τ =
C

Geff
(2.43)

2.3.2 Negative electrothermal feedback

In analogy to electrical amplifiers[45], the responsivity can be interpreted as an amplifica-
tion factor. While the bolometer without electrical heating (chapter 2.2) is represented by
an amplifier without feedback where the amplification Abolo is equal to the temperature
responsivity,

Abolo = SboloT (2.44)
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Figure 2.4: Left: Thermal response scheme without negative electrothermal feedback (nETF)
in the small signal case (first order approximation): A change in radiation power δPrad causes
a change in temperature δT . Right: If nETF is applied, thermal response is reduced depending
on the loop gain L = − dPel

dPheat
.

the TES behaves as an amplifier with amplification ATES , negative feedback β and loop
gain L (figure 2.4), where

ATES =
dT

dPheat
(2.45)

β = −dPel
dT

> 0 (2.46)

L = ATES · β = − dPel
dPheat

> 0 (2.47)

(2.48)

ATES is the amplification without feedback, hence, it is identical to Abolo.

The loop gain

L = − δPel
δPlink + δPth

(2.49)

can be written as

L =
L

1 + iωτ0
(2.50)

L =
Pel,0 · α(T0)

G · T0
(2.51)
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L is the static loop gain. STEST is reduced by the negative feedback compared to SboloT

by

SboloT

STEST

= 1 + L (2.52)

In case of the TES, the feedback is caused by an electrothermal interaction and thus
called negative electrothermal feedback (nETF). If the nETF is strong (L � 1), it
significantly reduces the temperature variation of the platform and thereby stabilizes
the working point. This also speeds up the reaction on signal changes, and a direct
comparison to the bolometer without nETF (equation 2.25) shows that

τ0
τ

=
Geff
G

(2.53)

τ0
τ
− 1 = L ∝ α (2.54)

Hence, the effective time constant τ is strongly influenced by α.

2.3.3 Current response

The read out measure of the TES is, as mentioned above, the current through the ther-
mistor, Ith. For a constant bias voltage Vbias, it is proportional to the electrical heating
power

Ith =
Pel
Vth

(2.55)

which results in a current responsivity

STESI =
δIth
δPrad

(2.56)

STESI = STEST · dIth
dT

(2.57)

STESI = STEST ·
(
−Ith,0

T0

)
α (2.58)

STESI ∝ STEST (2.59)
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which is proportional to the temperature responsivity. Accordingly, the time constant of
the current step response is identical to the one of the temperature step response:

Istepth (t) = I0 −
I0
T0
· α · ∆P steprad

Geff
·
(

1− e−t/τ
)

(2.60)

Istepth (t) = I0 −
∆P steprad

Vbias
· L

L+ 1
·
(

1− e−t/τ
)

(2.61)

Equation 2.61 shows that while measuring the current through the thermistor does
not allow to determine the absolute value of the absorbed radiation power, it is possible
for power differences ∆Prad. A power difference is proportional to a difference in the
measured current ∆Ith, and the factor of proportionality, STESI is constant for a given
working point. Rewriting it in terms of L and τ leads to

STESI = − 1

Vbias
· L

L+ 1
· 1

(1 + iωτ)
(2.62)

For large values of L, the equilibrium response of the electrical power to the radiation
power will become independent on the working point

δPel
δPrad

≡ STESI · Vbias (2.63)

δPel
δPrad

(ω → 0)→ − L

L+ 1
(2.64)

2.4 Electrical setup and readout

In the sections above, an ideal model of the TES is described. For a more realistic repre-
sentation, some additional aspects have to be taken into account: The bias voltage Vbias
of the TES is implemented by a shunt resistor Rsh placed in parallel to the thermistor
(see figure 2.5). This causes the voltage at the thermistor to be dependent of Rth, R0 and
RL. R0 denotes a parasitic resistance on the chip in series to the thermistor, while RL
represents a possibly non-zero resistance in the readout circuit in series to the thermistor.
Different to RL, a non-zero value of R0 also increases Pel.

For possibly non-zero, but in the working range constant Rsh, RL and R0, the electrical
heating power on the platform is given by

P effel =
V 2
th

Rth
+
V 2
R0

R0
(2.65)
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Figure 2.5: Schematic representation of the electrical setup of the TES and the readout. The
shaded area represents the cooled electronics. On the TES chip, marked by the dashed rectangle,
superconducting wiring is used to avoid parasitic resistances like R0. RL represents a possible
parasitic resistance in the readout circuit. For voltage bias and strong nETF, Rsh, RL � Rth is
necessary.

By introducing the effective thermistor resistance Reffth and voltage V effth as

Reffth = Rth +R0 (2.66)

V effth = Vth + VR0
=
Vth
η

(2.67)

η =
Rth

Reffth

(2.68)

this can be simplified using Ith = IR0
to

P effel =

(
V effth

)2

Reffth

(2.69)

Using Kirchhoff’s circuit laws, the exact form of V effth for the general TES circuit
shown in figure 2.5 is

V effth = Ibias ·Rsh ·
Reffth

Reffth +RL +Rsh
(2.70)
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In analogy to equation 2.32 we find

P effel ≈ P effel,0 +
dP effel

dT
· δT · eiωt (2.71)

αeff =
T

Reffth

· dR
eff
th

dT
= α · η (2.72)

−βeff ≡ dP effel

dT
= −P

eff
el

T
· α · ξ · η (2.73)

with

ξ =
Reffth −RL −Rsh
Reffth +RL +Rsh

≤ 1 (2.74)

The general form of equation 2.36 is

δPrad · eiωt =

(
G+ i · ω · C − dP effel

dT

)
· δT · eiωt (2.75)

This leads to the following general specific parameters of the TES, as the effective thermal
conductance

Geffeff = G+
P effel

T
· α · ξ · η = G · (1 + Leff ) (2.76)

and the feedback parameter

Leff = − 1

G
· dP

eff
el

dT
= L · ξ · η (2.77)

L eff =
Leff

1 + iωτ0
= L · ξ · η (2.78)

Also, the temperature and current responsivities change to

STES,effT =
1

Geffeff + i · ω · C
(2.79)

SboloT

STES,effT

= 1 + L · ξ · η (2.80)
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and

STES,effI = STES,effT · dIth
dT

(2.81)

STES,effI = STESI · Rth

Reffth +RL +Rsh
(2.82)

leading to an effective time constant of

τeff =
τ0

Leff + 1
(2.83)

τ0
τeff

− 1 = L · ξ · η (2.84)

For any working point with

ξ ≈ 1 (2.85)

η ≈ 1 (2.86)

equation 2.70 shows that the Vth is nearly independent on variations of Rth that do not
affect the conditions above:

V effth = Ibias ·Rsh ·
Reffth

Reffth +RL +Rsh
=
Vth
η

(2.87)

Vth = Ibias ·Rsh ·
Reffth

Reffth +RL +Rsh
· η (2.88)

Vth = Ibias ·Rsh ·
ξ + 1

2
· η (2.89)

From equation 2.82 it is obvious that the current responsivity of the TES will be
reduced, if Rth is not much larger than Rsh, RL and R0. In this case, also the effective
time constant will be larger (equation 2.83). By placing the shunt on chip with the
thermistor and using superconducting wiring, extremely low values of Rsh can be realized,
and R0 can be neglected. As this is the case for all designs discussed in this thesis, R0

will not be included in the formulas from this point on, leading to a model as discussed
in [46]. For perfect voltage biasing, an infinitely small shunt resistance Rsh would be
necessary; However, the lower Rsh, the higher the necessary bias current Ibias for a given
working point with Rth and the necessary Vth. In particular, the resulting joule heating
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power of the shunt rises, which imposes an additional thermal load to the cooling stage:

Ibias = Vth ·
Rth +RL +Rsh

Rth ·Rsh
(2.90)

Rsh → 0⇒ Ibias → Vth ·
Rth +RL
Rth

· 1

Rsh
∝ 1

Rsh
(2.91)

Psh,joule =
V 2
bias

Rsh
=
V 2
th

Rsh
·
(
Rth +RL
Rth

)2

(2.92)

⇒ Psh,joule ∝
1

Rsh
(2.93)

Hence, a good compromise is to chose Rsh ≈ Rth
10 for the (lowest) targeted Rth.

The output signal Ith of the TES is measured, because of the low impedance of the
circuit, using superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID) current sensors[47].
SQUIDs are highly sensitive magnetic flux meters[48]. Combined with a superconducting
coil, located in a close, fixed position to the SQUID which transforms the input current
to a measurable flux, they can be used to precisely measure the current flowing through
this coil by determining the resulting magnetic flux. As the SQUIDs are working at
low temperatures, they can be located close to the sensors and be used as low noise
preamplifiers. However, the output voltage of the SQUID is nonlinear and periodic. The
flux-voltage characteristic of the SQUID and thus the current-voltage characteristic of the
current sensor has a periodic and sinusoidal shape. To linearize the transfer function,
a negative feedback is applied. To achieve this, a current proportional to the output
voltage of the SQUID is fed into a feedback coil attached to the SQUID. By applying
this flux in opposed polarity compared to the signal from the input coil, changes in the
input signal are compensated, and the SQUID is kept in a fixed working point. A voltage
proportional to the feedback current of this flux locked loop (FLL) is used as the output
value. This gives a linearized output voltage proportional to the input current with an
unknown offset, which is due to the periodicity of the SQUID transfer function. The
use of superconducting input coils and wiring allows to limit RL to the resistance of
connectors which can be significantly below 1 Ω.
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3 Fabrication and stability

3.1 Initial TES design

3.1.1 Overview

TES have been fabricated at IPHT for more than ten years now. The application focus
was put on bolometric systems for astrophysical observations in the THz band[49], as the
Submillimetre APEX Bolometer Camera at the APEX telescope in Chile[50]. Adapted
from these developments, a SuperCOnducting Terahertz Imager (SCOTI) was set up
to demonstrate the applicability of this technology for a security camera. The setup
is shown in figure 3.1. A small cryostat, cooled with liquid 4He and equipped with
a 3He evaporation cooler stage was used as refrigerator. The base temperature was
approximately 300 mK. Using a single TES as the sensor, it was capable to demonstrate
the basic functionality of a THz camera for security purposes at moderate frame rates of
several seconds per image[51]. After implementing a fast optical scanner, it was able to
produce circular pictures of 40 cm diameter with 1.5 cm spatial resolution from a distance
of 5 m at a maximum frame rate of nearly 1 Hz, still using a single TES bolometer[52].
However, as figure 3.1 shows, the field of view and the optical resolution were reduced at
the higher frame rates due to the limited bandwidth of the sensor.

The TES design of SCOTI was used as a basis of the TES developments in this thesis.
Its characteristic parameters will be described in the following. Due to its characteristic
number of 16 absorbers, it will be called “16A”.

The general concept of a voltage biased TES as described in chapter 2.3 was realized
in a pure thin film system. A free standing 1 µm thin silicon nitride (Si3N4) membrane
was structured to define a platform with weak thermal links to a thermal bath (figure
3.2). The bath is defined by the used crystalline silicon substrate. On top of the plat-
form, absorbers and thermistor are placed. the thermistor is electrically connected to
superconducting wiring made of niobium (Nb).

3.1.2 The membrane

A silicon substrate covered with a 1µm thick layer of Si3N4 is used as the substrate
and thermal bath. By removing the silicon below the Si3N4 in a wet etching process,
a free standing membrane is created[53]. The significantly reduced heat capacity of the
membrane compared to the substrate combined with the reduced thermal conductance
result in a higher sensitivity at a lower time constant. Patterning this membrane is used
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1600 µm
A) B)

C) D)

(3)(3)

(4)(4)

(1)(1)

(2)(2)

(3)(3)

Figure 3.1: Upper Left: The SuperCOnducting Terahertz Imager (SCOTI). Right: Micrograph
of a single TES as used in SCOTI. Below: THz images of a person. Left: 0.5Hz frame rate (2s).
Right:0.8Hz frame rate (1.25s) with a reduced field of view (upscaled). Visible objects: Glasses
(1), a stripe of aluminum tape (2). Hidden under a T-shirt: Aluminum dummy handgun (3),
scissors (4).
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3.1. INITIAL TES DESIGN

Figure 3.2: Top view (left) and schematic sectional view (right) of the 16A TES design: A set
of 16 dipole absorber pairs (yellow) and the thermistor (red) are placed on top of the silicon
nitride membrane (gray), that spans the opening of the silicon substrate (blue). The thermistor
is electrically connected to superconducting niobium wires (green).

to further reduce the thermal conductivity of the TES and to adjust it to the desired value
that is adequate concerning sensitivity and background load. This technology allows to
use the same production process for security and astronomical applications, only changes
in the lateral geometry are necessary[41].

In the case of 16A, the square shaped membrane has an edge length of 3.3 mm and 32
radially arranged legs that connect the bath to a platform with 1.6 mm edge length. The
legs have a width of 68µm and vary in length from 850µm to 1200 µm. On the platform,
the thermistor and the absorbers are located.

3.1.3 The thermistor

As the thermistor of the TES, a thin film superconductor-metal bilayer is used. In such
a system, the quasi-particles as well as the cooper pairs have a finite probability to exist
in the superconductor and metal, respectively (figure 3.3). This causes the (supercon-
ducting) proximity effect[54], which was first discovered in 1932[55] by the Swedish and
German physicists R. Holm[56] and W. Meißner[57]. The critical superconducting tem-
perature Tc is tunable over a wide range below the Tc of the superconductor as a single
layer.

Such thin film bilayers with molybdenum (Mo) as the superconducting layer are suit-
able for TES working in the sub-kelvin range[58]. E.g, they are used in several astronom-
ical applications[59][60].

At IPHT, a gold-palladium (AuPd) alloy of 50 atomic percent (at%) each is used as the
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Figure 3.3: Left: Proximity system consisting of a stack of superconductor and a normal
conducting metal. Charge carriers as quasi particles and cooper pairs have a non-zero propability
to exist in both layers which causes the bilayer as a whole to act as a superconductor with a
reduced Tc compared to the single superconducting layer. Right: Proximity effect in Mo/AuPd
bilayers produced and measured at IPHT: The transition temperature is tunable from ≈800 mK
down to ≈100 mK by adjusting the thickness ratio of the layers. Varying the Mo thickness
from 60 to 140 nm at a constant thickness ratio does not affect the resulting Tc. Each point
in the graph corresponds to a reference sample of a long term (seven years) series of wafer
runs. Layer thicknesses are calculated from deposition times determined from regular calibration
measurements. The resulting long term scatter is proportional to the AuPd:Mo thickness ratio.

normal metal, in order to cover the full temperature range of usual TES applications with
a single fabrication process (≈100 mK up to several hundred mK, see figure 3.3)[61],[62].
Compared to Mo/Cu or Mo/Au bilayers, the stronger suppression of Tc by the AuPd
allows for thinner layers and thus easier production especially in the range of a few
hundred mK[63].

In the original SCOTI design, the bilayer was shaped rectangularly, with a base area
of 220µm × 50 µm and a thickness of approx. 100 nm. The 16A samples analyzed in
this chapter were produced on the same wafer as those discussed in chapter 6 and had
a width of 58 µm for better comparability. The exact geometrical parameters which are
also used as the basis of the presented calculations in the following chapters are given in
table 3.1.

3.1.4 The absorber

The used absorbers consist of λ/2 dipole antennas. Each dipole is designed to match
the desired wavelength. In case of 345 GHz radiation, corresponding to λ = 870µm, the
dipole length is 435 µm. The dipoles are placed in a periodic grid structure, covering
approx. 2.65% of the area Aunit of a unit cell of this grid. This leads to an average
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Table 3.1: Geometry parameters of the 16A design.

component number
height

[m]
length

[m]
width

[m]

total
volume

[m3]

platform 1 1·10−6 1.6·10−3 1.6·10−3 2.56·10−12

thermistor 1 1.08·10−7 2.2·10−4 5.8·10−5 1.38·10−15

dipole 32 2.1·10−8 4.3·10−4 1·10−5 2.89·10−15

wiring 2 1.5·10−7 7.26·10−4 1·10−5 2.18·10−15

Figure 3.4: Left: Sketch of the dipole absorber structure. The absorbers are located in a
periodic grid. The unit cell (marked by a dashed square) contains one λ/2 dipole absorber.
Right: To achieve polarisation independent absorption, two grids with orthogonal orientation
of the dipoles are superposed.

square impedance Z� of

Z� =
Aunit
Aabs

· Z�
abs (3.1)

The Z� is matched to the impedance of free space Z0 ≈ 377 Ω:

Z� = Z0 (3.2)

Z�
abs = 0.0265 · Z0 ≈ 10 Ω (3.3)

Such a grid matches one linear polarization. As any polarization can be formally
described by a separation into two orthogonal linear components, an orthogonal super-
position of two of such grids can be used to achieve polarisation independent absorption.
A possible solution are crossed dipole antennas, as they are used in this case (see figure
3.4). As analyzed by [64], a combination of such absorbers with a feedhorn antenna and
a backshort reflector can achieve high absorptances.

The 16A design contains 16 absorbers made of AuPd in a grid with 400 µm base length.
The dipoles are 435 µm long, 10µm wide and 21 nm thick. An overview of the geometric
parameters of the different components of the 16A design is given in table 3.1.
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3.2 Fabrication

Samples were fabricated by the standard IPHT TES process on 4 inch silicon wafers. As
substrates low-resistive 〈110〉 cut Si was used, covered with a Si3N4 layer with a thickness
of 1µm. Reactive ion etching (RIE) was used to open windows at the back side of the
wafer. Later in the process, these windows define the membrane sizes of the bolometers.
Before deposition of the bilayer for the thermistors, the wafers were cleaned for 2 min
in Ar plasma. During deposition, the temperature stayed below 30 ◦C. The bilayer was
magnetron sputtered in situ with a substrate-source distance of about 100 mm. The
deposition rates for Mo and AuPd were 14 nm min−1 and 7 nm min−1, respectively. The
base chamber pressure was below 6× 10−8 mbar, the working pressure was 1× 10−3 mbar
for Mo and 4× 10−3 mbar for AuPd. The thermistors were structured in a lift-off process.

Further sputtering steps with subsequent lift-off were used to deposit and pattern the
Nb wiring, the absorbers and the bond pads, respectively. The shunt resistors were
deposited in an electron beam evaporation and lift-off process. After finishing the thin
film deposition, the front side of the wafer was protected with a wax cover. Then, the
Si behind the Si3N4 membranes was completely removed in a sodium hydroxide solution
(NaOHaq) wet etching process. Because of the anisotropic nature of the NaOHaq etching,
which is slower on 〈111〉 planes compared to the other directions in the crystal, the
resulting windows are defined by 〈111〉 oriented walls at 54.7◦. A final RIE step defines
the spider leg structure of the Si3N4 membranes.
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A)

B)

Figure 3.5: A) VIS micrograph of a visibly degraded thermistor. The usually homogeneous
surface of the bilayer in between the electrical contacts (white) looks roughened, seemingly
caused by a process starting from the edges, as the center is less affected. B) A faultless
thermistor is shown for comparison. Right: A) Corresponding R-T curve of the degraded sample,
revealing substantial increase of Rn from initially approximately 2 Ω and drastic widening of the
transition width to several hundred millikelvin. B) shows an unaffected steep transition.

3.3 Parameter stability

TES based on the 16A design as described above sometimes showed broadened transition
widths ∆Tc and a local Tc variation between different thermistors (see table 3.2) that is
higher than expected from the known production parameters and partly not reproducible.
In addition, degradation effects could be observed that led to declining Tc values and
variations of ∆Tc in time and sometimes even destroyed the TES physically, as shown
in figure 3.5). According to equation 2.83, the former weakens the feedback strength
and thus is expected to cause higher time constants of the TES. The latter aggravates
the implementation of arrays of TES, because varying Tc values in an array cause the
working points to vary from TES to TES. This makes common biasing hard to realize
and would lead to reduced performance as non-ideal working points have to be accepted.
Thus, low, well defined and long term stable ∆Tc values are necessary for arrays of fast
TES bolometers. Especially for large arrays, a low scatter in Tc is essential.

These parameters can be influenced by oxidation of the molybdenum as part of the
bilayer which is forming the thermistor of the TES. Therefore, chemical degradation, for
example by condensed water, can be expected to significantly contribute to the observed
effects. To understand the underlying processes and the relevance concerning the de-
teriorated parameters of the TES, different analyses of single Mo layers and Mo/AuPd
bilayers have been performed. Starting with the degradation process of pure thin film
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Table 3.2: Tc and ∆Tc variation, measured at 3.5 µA of different thermistors on two different
sample chips of type EL.

chip TES Tc ∆Tc Rn

[mK] [mK] [Ω]

1 1 689 16.2 2.32
1 2 701 18.0 2.31
1 3 694 14.6 2.21
2 1 690 9.2 2.31
2 2 690 13.8 2.35
2 3 697 19.6 2.31

Table 3.3: X-ray diffraction results of Mo-layers for different substrates. The crystallite size
was estimated using the Scherrer equation.

substrate
FWHM

Mo (110)
crystallite

size

rocking curve
FWHM

Mo (110)
[◦] [nm] [◦]

Si 0.3 33 9.5
Si 0.34 27

Si3N4 0.4 24 9

Mo (section 3.3.3) to judge its sensitivity under exposure to water, the found results were
compared to the effects on Mo/AuPd bilayers (section 3.3.4) under the same conditions.
The relation of the observed degradation to the superconductivity parameters of the
bilayer is discussed in section 3.3.5. The results of these analyses were published in [65].

3.3.1 Samples

Samples were produced as described in section 3.2. However, for samples analyzed in
energy dispersive electron probe micro-analyzer (EPMA) measurements as in sections
3.3.3 and 3.3.4, substrates without Si3N4 coating were used. This type of substrate
is advantageous for EPMA measurements, as will be explained in section 3.3.2. X-ray
diffraction analysis showed that the Mo layer has the same structural characteristics
with and without the Si3N4 layer on the substrate. In particular, all Mo layers are
polycrystalline, grow in the (110) direction, have a similar lattice constant variation and
rocking curves (see table 3.3). For the measurements in section 3.3.3, an unstructured
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Figure 3.6: Sectional view of samples of type SL (upper left), BL (upper right) and EL. Bottom
right: Top view of Mo/AuPd bilayer (a) with niobium wiring connectors (b). The uncovered
area of the bilayer is 200µm × 58 µm.

single Mo layer (SL) of 300 nm thickness was used (figure 3.6), as the quantitative EPMA
is improved by using a thick layer. To come close to the worst case of bilayers, samples
with thinner AuPd layers than used in the camera systems were prepared for the bilayer
experiments. Therefore, an unstructured bilayer (BL) of (80± 3) nm Mo and (5± 1) nm
AuPd is analyzed in section 3.3.4. A second wafer with a bilayer with the same parameters
was produced for electrical measurements. Following the 16A TES design (see section
3.1), it was deposited on a Si3N4 covered substrate and structured with 200 µm× 58 µm
wide elements of which seven were arranged on a chip with niobium wiring, following
the standard test sample design shown in figure 4.2. On half of the sample chips, the
silicon was not removed under the nitride membrane, as the free standing membrane
would not allow for fast drying of the sample after the different immersion steps, which
is necessary to ensure defined immersion times. We call these samples EL-n, where
n denotes the position index of the thermistor on the chip. They were used for the
experiments described in section 3.3.5.

3.3.2 Methods

To achieve meaningful results, a defined oxidation of the samples was necessary. This
was achieved by first cleaning and then immersing them in deionized water at room
temperature for a given time. Afterward, they were immediately dried with pure nitrogen
gas.

To determine the oxidation level in the Mo layers of both SL and BL samples, EPMA
measurements were performed[66]. This method allows to quantitatively analyze the
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Figure 3.7: Left: The relative amount of oxygen in the excited volume of samples of type SL
found by EPMA analysis vs. exposure time. Within the first few hours oxidation is slow (inset).
The excited volume extends in depth from ≈100 nm to ≈200 nm with increasing oxidation,
because of the higher penetration depth in MoOx compared to Mo. Right: Oxidation process
of samples stored outside the desiccator in an air-conditioned room. The rel. humidity was
measured as (40 ± 5) % for 5 days a week, and up to 50 % for two days a week. Initially, sample
I was immersed for 30 s, sample II for 30 min.

chemical composition of a sample. This is achieved by focusing an electron beam on
it. As a result, characteristic X-rays are emitted. By analyzing the spectra of these
emissions, the proportions of the chemical components of the sample can be found. The
usual method to avoid misleading charging effects during these measurements is to cover
the sample with a thin conductive layer. This would have influenced the results and
the following immersion steps. Therefore, the electrically conducting substrates in both
the SL and BL were used to minimize the performance degrading charge buildup in the
sample.

The temperature dependence of the resistance of the EL-n samples at low temperatures
was measured in the DC regime as described in section 4.3.2 with a constant bias current
of 3.5 µA. While on samples with free standing Si3N4 membranes a reduced transition
width was measured due to self-heating effects, on those samples where the silicon behind
the Si3N4 was not removed, this current was low enough to ensure self-heating effects
were negligible (see also figure 3.12 in section 3.3.6).
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Figure 3.8: SEM BSE image at 45◦ tilt of a FIB cut through a sample of type SL after 66 h
in water. A protective Pt layer (a) was sputtered on the sample just before the cut. It was
locally removed by the ion beam (e). An oxide layer (b) of ≈ 100 nm thickness can be clearly
separated from the pure Mo (c) and the substrate (d). This suggests exhaustive oxidation in
(b), separated from pure metal by a negligible intermediate transition zone.

3.3.3 Oxidation of molybdenum

Bulk Mo is rather insensitive to water and oxygen at room temperature. Surface oxidation
will form an oxide barrier of MoO3 strongly reducing further oxidation up to temperatures
of 790 ◦C, which is the melting temperature of MoO3[67]. Similar behavior is reported
for thin films exposed to pure water in [68], while a continuous oxidation by water and
moisture in e-beam deposited Mo films is observed by [69]. The SL samples produced at
IPHT with thin Mo films sputtered at room temperature, showed significant oxidation
when in contact with water. As can be seen from figure 3.7, the oxygen concentration did
rise slowly within the first few hours, probably due do the formation of a dense MoOx

layer (figure 3.7, inset). This could be confirmed by the analysis of focused ion beam
(FIB) cuts on partly oxidized samples, which showed a clear border between pure and
oxidized Mo (figure 3.8). An increase in oxidation rate was followed by the formation
of visible cracks (figure 3.9). They can be explained by the integration of oxygen which
increases the volume, causing internal stress of the layer. Resulting cracks increase the
surface area. With increasing depth, they permit the water to come in direct contact to
the inner regions leading to faster oxidation. After 66 h, the formation of an oxide layer
of approx. 100 nm could be observed (figure 3.8). After 10 days, cracks in the 300 nm
film had reached the substrate and the film separated into pieces which detached from
the substrate surface (figure 3.9, bottom right).

The Mo (110)-peak, that was clearly visible in X-ray diffraction measurements of
unoxidized samples, reduced in amplitude with increasing oxidation and finally was no
longer measurable after 10 days, meaning exhaustive oxidation of the Mo. Since no
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Figure 3.9: SEM micrographs at 40◦ tilt of samples of type SL stored in a desiccator (upper
left), 66 h (upper right) and ten days in water (bottom). The cracks in the latter sample reach
the substrate and the film separates into partly detached pieces (bottom right, 60◦ tilt).
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MoOx peaks could be measured, the formed oxide was amorphous. EPMA measurements
resulted in (74± 8) at% of oxygen in this state, making MoO3 (75 at%) the most probable
oxide formed. However, MoO2 (66 at%) would also fit the error margins.

Unoxidized samples left in ambient conditions for one week showed no significant
changes in comparison to the reference samples stored in a desiccator, confirming the
findings in[70]. Furthermore, partly oxidized samples showed similar stability. This con-
firms the protective properties of the formed surficial oxide layer. Thus, the oxidation
in air is much slower compared to the effect of water and is independent of the initial
oxidation state, as can be seen from the right side of figure 3.7 that shows the results of a
long term evaluation. The corresponding samples were stored for more than one year at
ambient conditions outside the desiccator in a room equipped with an air-conditioning
system. The relative humidity was measured as (40± 5) % for 5 days a week, and up
to 50 % for two days a week (on weekends). EPMA measurements showed that they
reached a comparable oxidation level within this time as samples immersed for a few
hours. Thus, oxidation at humid air has to be taken into account for long term stability;
Condensed water is able to extremely accelerate this process.

3.3.4 Bilayers

In the following, the results from above will be compared to the effect of oxidation on
bilayers. The directional growth of the oxide layer normal to the surface in contact
with water observed in the SL samples suggests higher resistance to oxidation for BL,
as the only uncovered surfaces of the Mo are the edges of the samples. As expected,
EPMA analysis on a BL sample showed no significant oxidation after 50 h of immersion,
compared to several 10 at% of oxygen in SL samples. However, this does not apply in
cases of structural defects of the AuPd layer. After 1 min of immersion single local spots
of circular shape and a few micrometer in diameter could be found on some samples,
which grew in size and number with increasing immersion time (see figure 3.10). Their
convex surface in earlier states and the nearly perfect circular shape strongly indicates
point-shaped openings in the AuPd layer, through which oxidation of the Mo can happen
locally. Resulting stress between the layers seemingly has a very destructive effect since
the bilayer is strongly degraded or even removed in areas of serveral hundred µm diameter
after 50 h (figure 3.10, D), whereas pure Mo did not show such effects. EPMA analysis
shows that while in regions outside of such spots (figure 3.10 region (a)) no oxidation
effect can be seen, due to the protection by the AuPd layer, (b) shows a strong oxygen
peak. This means while the AuPd layer is still there, the Mo layer is oxidized and
transformed to a porous material, which can be seen once the AuPd is ruptured and
lifted. In doing so it is partly ripping off the Mo from the substrate (figure 3.10 (c)),
laying the latter open.

Degradation effects could also be observed in several Mo/AuPd bilayers used as TES
after some time of exposure to air (figure 3.10 E), where the time varies strongly, but tends
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A) B)

C) D)

E)

Figure 3.10: A) A Circular oxidation spot on a sample of type BL immersed for 30 min. B) In
the center of all such spots, a small structure can be observed.
C) and D) BL immersed for 50 h. EPMA analysis shows that while in region (a) no oxidation
effect can be seen, (b) is strongly degraded. In region (c), the substrate is laid open. In the
transition from (b) to (c), the AuPd layer is lifted (e), sometimes with Mo attached, in other
regions leaving uncovered Mo (d). E) Structured Mo/AuPd bilayer (type BL) degraded at the
outer edge after several weeks of contact to air.
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Table 3.4: Electrical parameters after different immersion times for samples of type EL.

Tc [mK] ∆Tc [mK] Rn [Ω]
immersion time 0 30 min 4.5 h 17 h 0 30 min 4.5 h 17 h 0 66 h

w/o SP EL-1 689 664 651 635 16 25 20 20 2.3 448
EL-3 701 694 680 665 18 22 20 30 2.4 521
EL-6 694 664 631 613 15 69 26 12 2.3 565

average 695 674 654 638 16 39 22 21 2.3 511

to be smaller for thinner AuPd layers. Based on the measurements described above, two
effects have to be considered: Oxidation from uncovered sides of the structured bilayer
(see section 3.3.1) and oxidation through defects in the AuPd layer. In a given area, the
rate of oxidation strongly depends on the local defect density.

3.3.5 Electrical measurements

For the analysis of the effect on the usability of these bilayers as sensors, the electrical
behavior of samples of type EL was measured. Table 3.4 shows the influence of immersion
in water on several superconductivity parameters. After 30 min the Tc of the bilayers
was already reduced significantly, and decreased further for longer immersion times.
∆Tc of these samples varied strongly without a general tendency. From the continuous
reduction of Tc it can be deduced that no significant oxidation through the top AuPd
layer happened within the first 17 h. Such oxidation would first affect parts of the Mo
close to the AuPd, reducing the coupling and the proximity effect[54] and thus resulting
in an increased Tc[71, 72]. It is known that changes in stress of the bilayer can affect
Tc[73], thus a possible conclusion is that oxidation from the sides and resulting stress to
the bilayer is a likely cause of the reduction in Tc. In this case, ∆Tc will be dominated
by local inhomogeneities in oxidation of the bilayer at the edges. The reducing rate of Tc
change again is a sign of the forming of an oxide barrier slowing down further oxidation.
Assuming the speed of growth of the oxide layer to be comparable to the case of pure Mo
(samples SL) where an oxide layer of 100 nm is formed within several days, full oxidation
would take weeks as the width of the bilayer is approx. 60 µm.

Relevant changes in Rn could be observed for the first time after several days of
immersion, when large scale degradation was also visible on the AuPd layer. Based on
these results it can be assumed that for several hours, only small portions of the bilayer
are changed by oxidation, stressing the high sensitivity of superconductivity to even slight
oxidation.
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Figure 3.11: Left: Sectional view of samples of type EL with SP. Right: Top view of Mo/AuPd
bilayer (a) with niobium wiring connectors (b) and AuPd SP (c). The uncovered area of the
bilayer is 200µm × 50µm.

3.3.6 Sidewall passivation (SP)

Samples

For the following experiments, samples of type EL-n as described in section 3.3.1 were
used. Sidewall passivation (SP) was added at the otherwise unprotected edges of the
superconductors (see figure 3.11). This was applied to four of these elements per chip,
as to leave 3 elements without SP for direct comparison. The AuPd film used as SP was
chosen to be 100 nm thick and 8µm wide, laterally overlapping the bilayer by 4 µm. It was
structured with lift-off, to avoid etching on top of the fragile bilayer. The combination
of bilayers with and without SP on the same chip ensures identical production and later
treatment of the compared bilayers.

Effects of SP

To further compare the significance of oxidation from the top and the edges, we compared
samples with and without SP as described in section 3.3.6. For samples with SP, oxidation
will mainly happen through defects in the thin AuPd top layer, as the 100 nm thick and
4 µm wide AuPd SP will prevent oxidation from the previously unprotected edges of the
Mo layer and constitute a much stronger barrier to water than the thin AuPd top layer.

As table 3.5 shows, the SP ensures low initial values of the transition width. Results
for a larger number of samples are presented in figure 3.12. Also a reduction of the
scatter of Tc can be observed in agreement with results for Mo/Cu bilayers found in[74].
This can be explained by avoiding any early oxidation, resulting in a more homogeneous
coupling of the two layers at the edges and thus a lower local Tc variation. This low
parameter variation is highly reproducible, as the table shows. Furthermore, Tc itself
is reduced reproducibly by adding SP on these samples. This could not be observed
on samples with target values of Tc below 600 mK. An increasing number of structural
defects for thinner AuPd layers would be reasonable. It could cause a reduction of the
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Figure 3.12: Transition width of a series of samples of type EL without and with SP. The
abscissae denote arbitrary sample numbers. Left: Because of the low thermal conductance, self
heating of the thermistor leads to seemingly lower transition widths. Right: This can be avoided
by not removing the silicon substrate below the silicon nitride. In this case, the transition width
is independent on the measurement current, thus representing the actual value. Both graphs
show a strong reduction in ∆Tc and its variation.

adhesion of the AuPd cover to the Mo layer, especially towards the edges, and thus lead
to a weakened proximity effect. This might explain increased Tcs as well as high initial
transition widths. The covering of the edges with SP might improve the definedness of the
layer contact at the edges and thus avoid these effects. However, for a clear explanation
of this behavior, extensive experiments are necessary which go beyond the scope of this
thesis.

Throughout the first 17 h of immersion, no significant change in Tc could be observed
for samples with a SP, and the variation of ∆Tc remained low. This confirms that the
changes in the samples without SP were caused by oxidation from the edges. Hence,
even in the case of higher Tc and thus thin AuPd layers, SP can drastically reduce the
sensitivity to degradation.

After immersing the samples with a SP for 66 h, surficial changes were visible in large
areas similar to those observed on samples of type BL. Their Rn increased, and only some
regions of the samples were superconducting, shown by a non-zero residual resistance.
These effects can be attributed to slow oxidation through the top AuPd layer. Even
in this state, the samples without SP showed stronger degradation. Therefore, edge
oxidation will probably support oxidation from top by affecting the structure of the
AuPd layer.
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Table 3.5: Electrical parameters after different immersion times for samples of type EL with
and without SP. Sample EL-5 shows a local distortion on the surface, probably causing the
higher ∆Tc.

Tc [mK] ∆Tc [mK] Rn [Ω]
immersion time 0 30 min 4.5h 17h 0 30min 4.5h 17h 0 66h

w/o SP EL-1 689 664 651 635 16 25 20 20 2.3 448
EL-3 701 694 680 665 18 22 20 30 2.4 521
EL-6 694 664 631 613 15 69 26 12 2.3 565

average 695 674 654 638 16 39 22 21 2.3 511

with SP EL-2 609 608 606 610 2.4 2.4 4.7 2.0 2.1 19
EL-4 613 613 609 611 2.2 2.0 2.5 2.0 2.0 241
EL-5 607 606 608 607 5.6 5.0 5.2 4.8 2.1 27
EL-7 607 608 604 606 2.2 2.2 2.6 1.6 2.0 16

average 609 609 607 609 3.1 2.9 3.8 2.6 2.1 76

Table 3.6: Geometry parameters of the 16A design with SP.

component number
height

[m]
length

[m]
width

[m]

total
volume

[m3]

platform 1 1·10−6 1.6·10−3 1.6·10−3 2.56·10−12

thermistor 1 1.08·10−7 2.2·10−4 5.8·10−5 1.38·10−15

dipole 32 2.1·10−8 4.3·10−4 1·10−5 2.89·10−15

wiring 2 1.5·10−7 7.26·10−4 1·10−5 2.18·10−15

SP 2 1·10−7 2.28·10−4 8·10−6 3.65·10−16

3.3.7 Applicability

Low scatter of Tc and ∆Tc as well as long term stability are important requirements on
Mo/AuPd bilayers for TES applications. The found strong and continuous reduction of
Tc as well as the increased values and variation of ∆Tc in such bilayers was caused by
oxidation of the Mo, even by only a few percent by volume. Contact for a few minutes
only to e.g. condensed water can degrade such bilayers measurably. It was possible to
reduce this significantly by adding SP at the uncovered edges of the bilayer, leaving only
oxidation through defects in the covering AuPd layer. Even in the investigated case of
higher Tc and thus very thin AuPd layers, the transition width could be reduced by this
measure and kept low even in direct contact to water for several hours. No significant
Tc change was measured in this case. No negative side effects of SP could be observed.
The geometry parameters of the 16A design including SP are given in table 3.6.
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4 Characteristics of the initial TES
design

The 16A TES design as used in SCOTI was taken as a basis for the development of
appropriate sensors for a THz video camera for security applications. The results of
SCOTI showed, that for the primary requirements, a larger field of view and higher
frame rates, faster TES implemented in multi-sensor arrays were necessary. To define
the precise steps of adjustment, the characteristics of this TES design was determined
in the following sections. The development of an appropriate computer model as a basis
for optimizations is described in section 5.2.3.

4.1 Testbed cryostat setup

For the different measurements on TES, a dedicated multi-purpose cryostat was designed
for series measurements on test samples. The cryostat is evacuated to 1× 10−7 mbar to
limit the heat transfer by gas particles to a negligible level. Liquid nitrogen is used to
supply a precooling stage at 77 K. All wires are thermally anchored on the different
temperature levels to limit the heat load to the next temperature stage, as cooling power
and heat capacities decrease with temperature. For the same reason, all wiring is limited
to a diameter of 100 µm, and has a minimum length of 1 m. Finally, manganin wiring
with low thermal conductivity and an electrical resistance of approximately 50 Ω m−1 is
used for all lines except those for which a lower resistance is necessary. In the latter case,
copper wiring is used.

The inner surface of the outer shell of the cryostat is equipped with a highly reflective
surface to reduce the thermal load by radiation on the 77 K stage. The load is propor-
tional to the emissivity ε of the surface, which is given by 1 − r with the reflectivity r
(Kirchhoff’s law of thermal radiation). Similarly, a cooled and highly reflective radiation
shield at the 77 K stage further reduces the radiative load on the lower temperature lev-
els. As the load is proportional to the fourth power of the temperature according to the
Stefan–Boltzmann law, this causes a reduction by a factor of more than 200.

The intermediate thermal stage is cooled with liquid helium-4 (l4He). Reducing the
vapor pressure of the l4He to approximately 1.5 mbar results in a temperature of 1.3 K.
This allows to condense helium-3 (3He) which has a critical temperature of ≈ 3.3 K in
the last temperature stage, a helium-3 (3He) evaporation refrigerator. Again, a thermal
shield is limiting the radiative load from the l4He stage to the last stage, where in a closed
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Figure 4.1: The bolometer is surrounded by a superconducting aluminum shield (a) cooled
down to Tbath to protect it from thermal radiation of the setup and electromagnetic and magnetic
distortions. The signal is coupled into this casing through feedhorn antennas (b). To increase
the absorption efficiency, a backshort reflector (c) is located behind the membrane at a distance
of λ/4, which is defined using spacers (d). A set of optical filters (e) defines the bandwidth of
the received radiation that is coupled to the feedhorn antenna.

cycle system 3He can be liquified inside a small container attached to the experimental
platform. A temperature controlled sorption pump reduces the vapor pressure of the
3He to values in the range from 10 mbar to 10µbar, giving a continuously controllable
temperature range from 1 K to 350 mK, which is used as the base temperature for ex-
periments. Two different measurement chambers as described below are attached to this
stage. They are connected to the SQUID readout (see section 2.4) which is located at
the intermediate stage at 1.3 K with superconducting wiring to avoid ohmic resistance
and limit the thermal load.
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Figure 4.2: Left: Layout of the standard test sample design used throughout this thesis. It
contains seven TES (a) arranged in a regular hexagonal structure. Superconducting wiring (b)
made of niobium connects the TES and the bond pads (c). The shunt resistor (d) is included
on the chip to realize small resistances. Additional bond pads (e) along the electrically unused
edges of the chip are used to thermally couple the chip to its carrier. Right: Photograph of a
carrier for TES sample chips as shown on the left. It is made of electrolytic copper plated with
gold to ensure good thermalization of the chip and the PCBs. Along two sides of the sample
chip, it provides gold plated surfaces in 0.2 mm distance, which are thermally coupled to the
chip using short gold bonds. On the other two sides, the PCBs are glued to the carrier. The
asymmetric placement of the connecting plugs referring to the center of the carrier allows to
provide two different connection modes.

4.2 System integration

Figure 4.1 shows how the TES is integrated into the system. The setup concept is the
same for the testbed cryostat as well as for the camera systems: A set of optical filters
limits the bandwidth of the incoming radiation. For each sensor, a feedhorn antenna
defines the angular field of view of the TES and transfers the radiation into a closed
casing made of aluminum, which contains a chip with several TES. This casing is cooled
down to Tbath and is superconducting at that temperature. Thus, it serves as a magnetic
and electromagnetic shield for the contained sensors, removing external noise influences
and thermal radiation. Opposed to the output cone of the feedhorn antenna, at a distance
of λ/4 behind the membrane of the TES, an aluminum backshort enforces a maximum
of the electric field component of the radiation in the plane containing the absorber,
improving the absorption efficiency[64].

All sample chips analyzed in the testbed cryostat were produced with a fixed arrange-
ment of TES, electrical wiring and bond pads to allow for simple sample changing and
backwards compatibility. The general layout of such a chip is shown in figure 4.2: Seven
TES are arranged in a regular hexagonal structure with fixed center coordinates to pro-
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vide the possibility to measure different chips without the need to change the surrounding
system, providing better comparability. Evenly distributed pairs of bond pads along op-
posed edges of the chip allow for short bonding distances to the carriers PCB, while the
strip lines of the PCB can be short and wide to minimize parasitic resistances.

The carrier used in the testbed cryostat itself is shown on the right side of figure 4.2. It
is made of gold plated electrolytic copper. Along two sides of the sample chip, it provides
gold plated surfaces in 0.2 mm distance, which are thermally coupled to the chip using
short gold bonds. On the other two sides, the PCBs are glued to the carrier, each with a
distance of 0.2 mm to the chip. Each bond pad is connected by two aluminum bond wires
to a wide, gold-plated strip line. The connection between PCB and carrier is realized
using a thin film of stycast epoxy directly attaching the wired surface of the PCB to the
carrier to thermalize the wiring. Two connecting plugs attached to the outer edges of
the carrier and soldered to the PCB allow for fast sample changing. The asymmetric
placement of the connecting plugs referring to the center of the carrier allows to provide
two different connection modes in the cryostat by plugging it to the measurement chamber
either unrotated or rotated by 180◦. These two connection modes are used to provide
the capability to subsequently measure the voltage-temperature characteristic of the
thermistor as described in section 4.3.2 and the current-current characteristic of the TES
(section 4.3.4) without the need for changes of the bonding.

4.3 Characteristic of the 16A TES

4.3.1 Heat capacities

The heat capacity of an ideal crystalline and infinitely large solid at low temperatures
can be described mainly by the sum of the contributions of phonons and electrons. At
low temperatures, the difference between the values for constant volume CV and constant
pressure CP is negligible [76]. Therefore, it will just be called heat capacity in this thesis
and denoted by C for absolute values and c for the specific heat capacity. In materials
without conduction electrons like isolators and superconductors significantly below their
transition temperature, electrons do not the contribute to the heat capacity. Other
processes like magnetism can add terms to the heat capacity which are usually small and
negligible for a consideration of total values. In real materials, deviations from the ideal
crystal structure, boundaries, defects and impurities can lead to significant differences
from the ideal values. However, as measurements of the heat capacities especially in
small volumes, thin films and at temperatures below 1 K are complex in implementation,
the use of experimentally found bulk values is a common means for estimations of the
heat capacity of thin film structures [76].

The phonon contribution cph to the specific heat capacity c can be described by the
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Table 4.1: Literature values of relevant properties of the used materials. These are bulk values,
which can significantly differ from thin film properties. The values in this table are taken from
or calculated based on values from [75–79]. The values for AuPd are deduced from averages of
the per particle values of Au and Pd. The value for k of Si3N4 is derived from measurement data
given by [80] for thin film low stress Si3N4 in the range from 0.2 K to 1 K. “WFL“ marks values
that are estimated as needed from the particular electrical conductivity using the Wiedemann-
Franz law (eqn. 4.14).

material
β

[J K−4 m−3]
γ

[J K−2 m−3]
θD
[K]

k
[W m−1 K−1]

Mo 2.27 224 450 WFL
AuPd 29.4 540 - WFL
Si3N4 0.58 0 - 0.0129 · T 2.2

Nb 8.39 0 277 -
Au 44.8 67.5 162 -
Pd 11 1,100 274 -

Debye model, which gives (cf. [75]):

cph ≈
12

5
· π

4 ·NA · kB
θ3
D

· T 3 (4.1)

Here, NA denotes the Avogadro constant, kB the Boltzmann constant, and θD the Debye
temperature, a characteristic value for a given material. A common writing is

cph ≈ β · T 3 (4.2)

β ≈ 1943.8 J mol−1 K−1

θ3
D

(4.3)

introducing the material constant β.

This approximation gives a proportionality of the heat capacity to the third power of
the temperature, and is valid in the case of T � θD. Temperatures below 1 K comply to
this condition (cf. table 4.1).

While phonons contribute to the heat capacity for all materials, electrons only play a
role when they can move freely as conduction electrons. In metals at low temperatures,
the contribution of the electrons is proportional to the ratio of the temperature and the
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so called Fermi temperature TF derived from the Fermi energy EF , and is given by[75]

cel ≈
meff

m
· π

2NA · kB
2

· T
TF

= γ · T (4.4)

TF =
EF
kB

(4.5)

In real metals, due to different interaction processes of the electrons with each other and
their surrounding, the effective electron mass meff usually differs from the free electron
mass m. The first factor of equation 4.4 accounts for this correction, usually based on
experimentally found values of the material constant γ. This approximation works well
for T � TF , which is highly maintained by temperatures below 1 K, as TF of metals
amounts to the range from 1× 104 K to 1× 105 K[81].

The total specific heat capacity can be written in good approximation as

c = cph + cel = β · T 3 + γ · T (4.6)

In the special case of a metal with a superconducting transition, the heat capacity will
change when it enters the superconducting state. Because of the new degree of freedom,
a discontinuous jump happens at the upper edge of the transition, which is given by
∆cel = 1.43 · cel for superconductors following the BCS theory[82]. To lower tempera-
tures, cel drops exponentially due to the decreasing number of conduction electrons[76].
Far below Tc (T . 0.1 · Tc), the electron contribution to the heat capacity becomes neg-
ligible, as it drops exponentially with respect to Tc

T [83].

Based on the values given in table 4.1, the heat capacities of the different components
of the thermal platform of the 16A design have been estimated using the geometric
parameters shown in table 3.1. The results for T = 0.56 K are shown in table 4.2. For
the thermistor, the electron component is assumed to be equal to the one of the normal
state multiplied by a factor of 2.43.

While table 4.2 clearly shows that the wiring does not affect the heat capacity of
the TES significantly, the contributions from the absorber dipoles, the thermistor and
the platform itself are all of the same order of magnitude. Keeping in mind possible
significant deviations from these literature values, all of them will be considered in further
calculations. As the original SCOTI TES was produced without SP, for the following
analysis, a 16A TES without SP was used, which was selected not to show effects of
degradation. For comparison, the heat capacity for the 16A TES with SP is shown in
table 4.3. It predicts an acceptably small increase of ≈ 7 % of the total heat capacity
compared to the TES without SP.
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Table 4.2: Heat capacities of the 16A design at 0.56 K based on the values given in table 4.1
and the geometry shown in table 3.1. The electron contribution of Mo in the thermistor is
multiplied by 2.43 to reflect the effect of the superconducting transition.

component
CAuPd

[J K−1]
CMo

[J K−1]
CSi3N4

[J K−1]
CNb

[J K−1]
Ctotal

[J K−1]

platform 0 0 2.61 · 10−13 0 2.61 · 10−13

thermistor 2.97 · 10−14 3.91·10−13 0 0 4.21 · 10−13

dipole 8 · 10−13 8.82·10−14 0 0 8.88 · 10−13

wiring 0 0 0 3.21 · 10−15 3.21 · 10−15

sum 8.3 · 10−13 4.79·10−13 2.61 · 10−13 3.21 · 10−15 1.57 · 10−12

Table 4.3: Heat capacities of the 16A design including SP at 0.56 K based on the values given
in table 4.1 and the geometry shown in table 3.6. The direct comparison to table 4.2 results in
an expected increase of the heat capacity of ≈ 7 % by adding SP to the thermistor.

component
CAuPd

[J K−1]
CMo

[J K−1]
CSi3N4

[J K−1]
CNb

[J K−1]
Ctotal

[J K−1]

platform 0 0 2.61 · 10−13 0 2.61 · 10−13

thermistor 2.97 · 10−14 3.91·10−13 0 0 4.21 · 10−13

dipole 8 · 10−13 8.82·10−14 0 0 8.88 · 10−13

wiring 0 0 0 3.21 · 10−15 3.21 · 10−15

SP 1.12 · 10−13 0 0 0 1.12 · 10−13

sum 9.42 · 10−13 4.79·10−13 2.61 · 10−13 3.21 · 10−15 1.69 · 10−12
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Figure 4.3: The bolometer is surrounded by a superconducting aluminum shield which is
closed by an aluminum blind flange (a). Cooled down to Tbath, this casing protects the TES
from thermal radiation of the setup and electromagnetic and magnetic distortions and thus
allows for measurements of the bolometer behavior for Pheat = Pel.

4.3.2 Voltage-temperature characteristic of the thermistor

The voltage-temperature characteristic (V -T curve) of the thermistor was used to define
fundamental properties of the thermistor, like Tc, ∆Tc and the normal state resistance
Rn, which are necessary for further analysis of the TES properties. The V -T curve
was measured in a dedicated setup as described in section 4.1). A sample chip with
seven TES, following the structure shown in figure 4.2, was placed in a closed aluminum
chamber cooled down to Tbath, as sketched in figure 4.3. The cold, highly reflecting
surface of this casing avoids significant influence of radiation on the temperature of the
superconductor. While sweeping Tbath, Vth was measured at a fixed DC current Ith in
a four point measurement setup, as shown in figure 4.4. All thermistors were measured
in the same sweep to ensure comparability of the results. The current was supplied by
a battery and a tunable series resistance Rvar and measured with a multimeter. The
voltages were read with a Prema 6001 digital multimeter with multiplexed inputs.

Temperature measurements were made with a calibrated RuO2 thermometer with a
precision of ±10 %. From repeated measurements of Tc we found a reproducibility of
≤ 1 mK within a cooldown cycle and ≤ ±1 % for different cool down cycles. ∆Tc was
defined as the temperature difference between 90 % Rn and 10 % Rn (see figure 2.2),
resulting in an uncertainty of values for ∆Tc of ±10 %, but not less than ±1 mK. For
Rn, the uncertainty is ±5 %.

Using the results from the V -T measurements, the resistance-temperature character-
istic (R-T curve) can be determined. Figure 4.5 A) shows the R-T curve of a thermistor
in the 16A design, measured with a current of 3.5 µA. The transition was measured
once with increasing and decreasing temperature, respectively. The bent arrows mark
the measurement direction for the two curves. For the second curve, the current polarity
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Figure 4.4: Setup for measuring the V -T curve of several thermistors. Vth is measured at
a fixed current Ith defined by a battery and a tunable series resistance Rvar and measured
with a multimeter. All seven thermistors on a chip are measured at the same time to ensure
comparability of the results. The shaded area represents the cooled components.

was flipped. Consequently, the offset in the superconducting state did change by less
than 40 mΩ, while the offset itself was about 200 mΩ in both cases. This means that
the offset is mainly due to the multimeter itself. As a slow time drift in this value could
be watched, it can be attributed to a thermal drift. Thus, Rn can be determined as
the difference of the Vth

Ith
values in the normal conducting state and the superconducting

state. Tc, ∆Tc and Rn were determined by least-squares fits of the data with a piecewise
linear function, Rsegm(T ) consisting of five linear segments:

Rsegm(T ) = Roffset +Rn ·



0 , T < T 0
c

0.1 · T−T 0
c

T 10
c −T 0

c
, T 0
c ≤ T < T 10

c

0.1 + 0.8 · T−T
10
c

∆Tc
, T 10
c ≤ T ≤ T 90

c

0.9 + 0.1 · T−T 90
c

T 100
c −T 90

c
, T 90
c < T ≤ T 100

c

1 , T > T 100
c

(4.7)

The adjustable parameters of the fit are the resistance offset Roffset, the normal state

resistance Rn, Tc =
T 10
c +T 90

c

2 , ∆Tc = T 90
c − T 10

c , T 0
c and T 100

c . This fit method allows to
precisely determine Tc and ∆Tc independent of the actual transition shape. An example
of such a fit is given in figure 4.5 B).
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Figure 4.5: Measured R-T curve of a thermistor in the 16A design (Ith = 3.5 µA). A) The
transition was measured once with increasing and decreasing temperature, respectively. The
bent arrows mark the measurement direction. For the second curve, the current polarity was
flipped. The values for Tc differ by 100µK which confirms that the measurement was slow
enough to be in thermal equilibrium. B) Least squares fit with Rsegm(T ) (see eqn. 4.7).

4.3.3 Thermal conductance

A temperature gradient in a material of length l and cross section A causes a heat flow
Pflow in the direction of the gradient. Along this gradient, a thermal conductance

G(T ) =
dP

dT
(4.8)

can be observed. While for temperatures of around 100 mK and below ballistic transport
mechanisms in thin Si3N4 membranes were found[84][85], the diffuse phonon transport
model as described in [80] reproduces the behavior of the samples discussed in this thesis
at temperatures above 300 mK. Hence, only diffuse heat transport will be discussed in
the following. In this case, the geometry independent thermal conductivity k is defined
as

k(T ) = G(T ) · l
A

(4.9)

for infinitesimal A and l.

The process of thermal conductance can be generalized as the transport of heat carriers
with a certain heat capacity C and an effective average transport velocity, where the latter
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depends on the particle velocity and their mean free path λ[76]. In dielectric materials,
heat transported by phonons defines the thermal conductivity: k = kph with

kph ∝ Cph · λph(T ) (4.10)

The Debye model predicts a proportionality of Cph ∝ T 3 (equation 4.1) for tempera-
tures significantly below the Debye-temperature. This leads to

kph = λph(T ) · T 3 (4.11)

At temperatures far below the Debye temperature, the small number of excited phonons

makes phonon-phonon-interactions negligible and causes defects, dislocations and crys-
tallite boundaries to dominate λph[76]. Varying numbers of defects can have strong influ-
ence on the low temperature thermal conductivity. In case of grain-boundary scattering,
λph is expected to be temperature independent[76], while randomly distributed disloca-
tions cause a proportionality of k ∝ T 2 [86]. This would equal a thermal conductivity
proportional to T 3 and T 2, respectively.

Applying this to the Si3N4 membrane of the TES, the thermal conductance can be
written as

G(T ) = G0 · Tn (4.12)

resulting in the heat transfer along the thermal link

Plink =
G0

n+ 1
·
(
Tn+1
th − Tn+1

bath

)
(4.13)

where G0 is independent of the temperature and a constant for a given material and ge-
ometry. For Si3N4 membranes similar to the ones used here, [80] found a proportionality
close to T 2 below 1 K.

In addition to the thermal conductivity of the Si3N4 membrane (table 4.1), values
of the intrinsic thermal conductivity of the thermistor and the absorber are needed for
later modeling of the TES (see chapter 6). Measuring the thermal conductivity of a
metal at low temperatures is difficult[87]; however, as electrons dominate the thermal
conductivity in such a case, it can be approximated using the Wiedemann-Franz law
(WFL) that describes the proportionality of the thermal conductivity to the electrical
conductivity. It is applicable in cases of T � θD, which is the case here[87]:

k = σ · L0 · T (4.14)

L0 = 2.443× 10−8 V2 K−2 (4.15)

σ denotes the electrical conductivity, L0 is the Lorentz constant. Thus, for the absorber,
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of which the electrical conductivity is known from the impedance adjustment, the WFL
is used to approximate the thermal conductivity for calculations and simulations.

Based on the geometry parameters given in table 3.1, for the thermal conductivity of
the absorber this results in ≈ 0.12 W m−1 K−2 · T which is significantly higher than the
thermal conductivity of the membrane. At 0.6 K, the ratio is approx. 17:1. However,
due to the thickness ratio of ≈ 1 : 48 between absorber and membrane, the thermal
conductance ratio per cross section is ≈ 1 : 3. Hence, the absorbers do not strongly
affect the thermal conductance on the membrane.

The thermistor is operated close to Tc where a large number of electrons is not bound
in cooper-pairs which makes the WFL still applicable. Thus, it is also used, taking Rn as
a reference. The resulting thermal conductivity for Rn ≈ 2.5 Ω is 0.31 W m−1 K−2 ·T . At
0.6 K, it is 45 times as high as the thermal conductivity of the membrane. Again, the ratio
is reduced because of the thickness ratio of ≈ 1 : 9 when the thermal conductance per
cross section is considered. But different to the absorber, it is still 5 times as high as the
one of the membrane, increasing the temperature homogeneity locally at the thermistor.

4.3.4 Current-current characteristic of the TES

Different to the V -T curve described in section 4.3.2, the current-current characteristic
(I-I curve) of the TES is measured in the normal TES biasing and readout setup as
described in figure 2.5.

Using the relation between Pel and Ith,

Pel = Plink − Prad = Rth · I2
th (4.16)

Ith (assumed to be positive) can be expressed as a function of T :

Ith(T ) =

√
Plink(T )− Prad

Rth(T )
(4.17)

Combining equations 4.13 and 4.17 gives

Ith(T ) =

√
G0

n+1 · (Tn+1 − Tn+1
bath )− Prad

Rth(T )
(4.18)

The relation between Ibias and Ith resulting from equation 2.90 allows to do the same
for Ibias:

Ibias(T ) = Ith(T ) ·
(

1 +
Rth(T ) +RL

Rsh

)
(4.19)

The negative electrothermal feedback (see section 2.3.2) turns into a positive feedback
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for βeff < 0, as shown by equation 2.73. The critical resistance for this is given by

βeff (Rminth ) =
Pel
T
· α · R

min
th −RL −Rsh

Rminth +RL +Rsh

!
= 0 (4.20)

βeff (Rth < Rminth )
!
< 0 (4.21)

as

Rminth = RL +Rsh (4.22)

This is the minimum resistance of stable operation that can be theoretically reached
in the transition, as for lower values the positive feedback will cause the thermistor to
switch to the superconducting state or back to the stable states, as soon as a small signal
fluctuation occurs. For the R-I curve this means a minimum of Ibias(Rth) at Rminth , and
as in good approximation Ith ∝ 1√

Rth
, the I-I curve shows a local minimum of Ibias(Ith).

The quotient of Ibias and Ith,

Q ≡ Q(Rth) =
Ibias
Ith

=

(
1 +

Rth +RL
Rsh

)
(4.23)

in different regions of the I-I curve can be expressed as

Qn = Q(Rth = Rn) =
dIbias
dIth

∣∣∣∣
Rth=Rn

(4.24)

Qs = Q(Rth = 0) =
dIbias
dIth

∣∣∣∣
Rth=0

(4.25)

Using equation 4.19, the characteristic resistances of the setup can be expressed using
these quotients and Rsh as

RL = (Qs − 1) ·Rsh (4.26)

Rn = (Qn −Qs) ·Rsh (4.27)

Thereby, RL and Rn can be precisely determined if Rsh is known. We found no
significant difference in Rsh at 4.2 K and 300 mK, and the value is stable throughout a
four inch wafer with a variation smaller than ±1 mΩ. Thus, it can be easily measured
using a simple helium dip stick at 4.2 K and be used to calculate said parameters.

As a model for Rth(T ) in the transition, a smoothed step function can be used, as it
is shown in figure 2.2:

Rth(T ) =
Rn

1 + e−
2.2·(T−Tc)

∆Tc

(4.28)
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The resulting calculated I-I curve is shown in figure 4.6. for a fixed base temperature,
the bias current is varied. Starting from the superconducting state of the thermistor, the
measured current will vary along the steep blue line described by

Isth =
Ibias
Qs

(4.29)

Rsth = 0 (4.30)

Once the critical current is exceeded, Ith jumps to the black curve. The region coinci-
dent with the straight red dotted line marks the normal conducting state with

Inth =
Ibias
Qn

(4.31)

Rsth = Rn (4.32)

where Joule heating of the thermistor occurs.

Reducing Ibias from a point in the normal conducting range causes T to fall. When
the superconducting transition is entered, the curve starts turning with a local minimum
marked by the arrow in figure 4.6. Further reducing Ibias causes Rth to fall and Ith
to rise, which slows down the temperature reduction until the negative electrothermal
feedback turns into a positive feedback at Rth = Rminth . While theoretically the curve
would follow along the thin black dotted line, due to the positive feedback these states
are not stable. The thermistor will enter the superconducting state, leading to a jump of
Ith to the blue line. As the readout usually does not follow this sudden change in current,
Ith seemingly runs down on a shifted path which is represented by the green dashed line.
By using its differential definition in equation 4.25, Qs still can be determined by a least
squares fit using a linear function.

In a measurement, the same is necessary for Qn due to the fact that the SQUID readout
circuit produces an unknown current offset ∆Ith (see section 2.4). Thus, the curve has
to be shifted accordingly. This is done by using the offset parameter Ith,offs of the least
squares fit of a linear function to the measured values Imeasth in the normal resistive range:

Imeasth = Ith + ∆Ith = Qn · Ibias + Ith,offs (4.33)

Because of the fact that the real current Ith has to be zero at Ibias = 0, the offset has
to be

∆Ith
!
= Ith,offs (4.34)

and thus can be canceled out by shifting the data by Ith,offs.

The measured I-I curve in figure 4.7 shows discontinuous regions, caused by distortions
of the signal that cause changes in the offset of the readout signal. In the I-I curves of
the discussed TES, irregularly distributed regions of such distortions have been observed.
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Figure 4.6: Calculated I-I curve (left) and the corresponding R-I curve (right) of a TES
with Tc = 0.6 K ± 1 × 10−3 K, Tbath = 0.4 K, Rn = 1.0 Ω, Rsh = Rn/50.0, RL = 0 Ω, G =
9.5 × 10−9 · T 1.7W K−1, Prad = 0.0 W. The dotted line represents a constant resistance as it
is in the normal conducting region, the dashed blue line equals the superconducting state. As
the readout usually does not follow the jump from the normal to the superconducting state, the
green dashed line instead will be measured.

Figure 4.7: A) Measured I-I curve (bold black line) and corrected curve (white line). The
lower limit of stable operation is slightly higher than suggested from the calculated ideal curve
(dashed magenta line), thus the straight line representing the superconducting range is shifted
from the dashed green to the dashed blue line. RL ≈ (44 ± 1) mΩ was determined from Qs,
with Rsh = (52.9 ± 0.5) mΩ as measured at 4.2 K. The calculated feedback factor L is shown as
a straight thin black line. B) Corresponding R-I curve.
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This is discussed in detail in section 7. By eliminating non-monotonic jumps, a corrected
curve can be calculated. As can be seen, it fits the calculated ideal curve well. Slight
differences within the transition range are due to slight temperature variations through-
out the measurement which are limited to ±2 mK and deviations of the real transition
shape from the assumed one for the calculated model (equation 4.28). The lower limit of
stable operation is shifted to higher resistance of the thermistor compared to the modeled
value. As the negative feedback gets weaker towards lower resistance within this region
as shown in figure 4.7, this is most likely due to uncompensated fluctuations that cause
a premature jump to the superconducting state.

Thermal conductance measurements

To find G0 and n of the membrane from measurements, the TES is located in a com-
pletely closed case of aluminum at Tbath (figure 4.3), as it is also used for the V -T curve
measurements. Its highly reflective surface results in a negligible net radiation power
Prad. This means in terms of chapter 2.3

Pheat ≈ Pel (4.35)

Plink ≈ Pel (4.36)

and with equations 4.18 and 4.19, G0 can be expressed in terms of the currents Ith and
Ibias:

G0 ≈
n+ 1

Tn+1 − Tn+1
bath

· Ith · (Ibias ·Rsh − Ith · (Rsh +RL)) (4.37)

By measuring the I-I-curve (see figure 4.7, left), G0 can be calculated using eqn. 4.37
from the superconducting transition range, where the temperature of the thermistor is
known to be in very good approximation T ≈ Tc. While close to the normal conducting
range the current offset is precisely defined by the offset calibration as described in
section 4.3.4, the above mentioned distortions cause an increasing uncertainty of the
current offset towards lower resistance. Thus, it is advantageous to use a point close to
the upper edge of the superconducting transition for determining G0.

The local minimum of the curve, marked by the arrow in figure 4.7, can be used as
such a reference point. Though the related resistance depends on the precise transition
shape and thus can vary from sample to sample, it is always clearly located within and
in the uppermost part of the transition, as for example in the right graph in figure 4.7.
In this case, T can be assumed to be in the range from Tc to Tc + ∆Tc.

Figure 4.8 shows a set of I-I-curves of the 16A design measured at different base
temperatures. The curves are plotted after a correction for single non-monotonic jumps
as described above in section 4.3.4. The fit results for Rn and RL for the different
curves deduced from equations 4.26 and 4.27 are listed in table 4.4. These values are
reproduced with a precision of approx. 1 % at the different base temperatures. While
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Figure 4.8: I-I curves of a TES with the 16A design. The curves were taken at different base
temperatures to determine the temperature dependence of the thermal conductance. Visible
discontinuities arise from distorted states of the TES as discussed in the text. Right: The
symbols denote the determined electrical heating powers from the curves on the left. The data
can be approximated using equation 4.38 with n = 1.7 ± 0.5. The green shaded region marks
the error margins resulting from the precision limits of the temperatures for n = 1.7, the purple
shades mark the range from n = 1.2 to n = 2.2.

Table 4.4: Fit parameters derived from the curves shown in figure 4.8.

Tbath Rn RL

0.362 2.452 0.044
0.402 2.449 0.044
0.432 2.441 0.044
0.462 2.428 0.044
0.502 2.435 0.044

average 2.441 0.044

(max-min)/av 0.01 0.011
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they confirm that the upper region of the transition is precisely defined by the Qn fit,
significant variation in current offset of the superconducting range occurs. It can be
attributed to the remaining discontinuities of the curves after the correction of jumps.
These discontinuities are reproducible areas in which distortions occur that cause the
linearization of the SQUID readout to fail and produce arbitrary offset changes. This
phenomenon will be discussed in section 7.

By using the above mentioned local minimum as a reference point in these curves,
several values for Pel can be determined for the different bath temperatures (figure 4.8,
right). These values can be approximated by

Pel =
G0

n+ 1
·
(
Tn+1 − Tn+1

bath

)
(4.38)

T ≈ Tc + ∆Tc (4.39)

resulting in n = 1.7± 0.5. For n = 1.7, the least squares fit results in

G0 = (9.5± 0.7) nW K−2.7. (4.40)

The error margins are dominated by the temperature fluctuations of the bath temperature
of ∆Tbath = ±2 mK while measuring and the exact temperature of the thermistor, which
is located in the interval from Tc to Tc + ∆Tc. The result for n fits the literature value
given in table 4.1. As discussed in section 4.3.3, a value of n close to two suggests that
the thermal conductance is dominated by phonon-dislocation scattering.

4.3.5 Time constants

Combining the results from sections 4.3.1 and 4.3.4, the thermal time constant τ0 can be
estimated from G and C. This results in

τ0 =
C

G
≈ 1.7× 10−12 J K−1

4.0× 10−9 W K−1 ≈ 430 µs (4.41)

for Tc = 0.6 K and

τ0 =
C

G
≈ 1.6× 10−12 J K−1

3.6× 10−9 W K−1 ≈ 440 µs (4.42)

for Tc = 0.56 K. The similarity of these values which is due to the fact that both C and
G rise and fall with rising and falling temperature, respectively, though with different
exponents, shows that a variation of the critical temperature of some 10 mK does not
strongly affect the time constant. This allows to apply findings at one temperature to a
temperature range of several 10 mK.

For time constant measurements, a setup as sketched in figure 4.9 was used. The
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Figure 4.9: Time constant measurement setup.
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Figure 4.10: Step response of the time constant measurement setup, including the data aqui-
sition system. It is measured using a zero bias detector, replacing the cryostat with the TES.
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Figure 4.11: Measured τ (Ibias) (symbols) and I-I curve (thick black line) for the 16A design.
A calculated curve (brown line) was used to determine the lumped model time constant levels
(a) based on the measured parameters of the curve and the thermal time constant (eqn. 4.42)
for ∆Tc = 1 mK and ∆Tc = 3 mK, respectively. Upscaling the heat capacity by factors of 147
(∆Tc = 1 mK) and 50 (∆Tc = 3 mK) leads to a similar minimum τ as the measured data, but
considerable differences in the shape of the curves (b). Much better fitting curves (c) result from
adding an offset of 250 µs to the curves (a) without heat capacity scaling (see text).

TES was placed inside a superconducting aluminum chamber as shown in figure 4.1.
Microwaves at a constant power level of 10 mW and a frequency of 15.041 GHz from an
HP 83650L[88] continuous wave generator were fed into an amplifier/multiplier chain
(AMC) S145 from virgina diodes (VDI)[89] with a total frequency multiplication factor
of 24, resulting in an output frequency of 361 GHz. This signal was modulated using
a rectangular voltage from a Tektronix AFG 3022B[90] function generator using the
attenuation control input of the AMC. The output feedhorn of the AMC emits a linearly
polarized signal.

The resulting time domain signal shape was measured with a VDI zero bias detector
“ZBD”. The signal includes the characteristic of the source as well as of the used analog-
to-digital converter (ADC), a Ni DAQPad-6015 from national instruments[91], with a
maximum sampling rate of fsampling = 200 kHz and 16 bit resolution. Figure 4.10 shows
the resulting shape of the falling edge of the signal, with three consecutive measurements.
On the rising edge of the AMC, a severe overshoot with a damped oscillation can be
observed. Thus, only the clean falling edge was used. At a sampling frequency of 200 kHz,
it contains in all measured cases only one single sampling point, meaning the total step is
not wider than 10 µs. Thus, time constants significantly above this time can reliably be
identified with this system. From the Nyquist-Shannon sampling theorem, the sampling
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rate of 2× 105 samples/s would allow to reproduce a minimum time constant τmin of

τmin >
1

2πfmax
(4.43)

and

fmax =
fsampling

2
(4.44)

thus τmin ≈ 16 µs. In real measurements, due to the small signals and the strong depen-
dence of the fit precision on the number of samples within the edge of the signal, this
limit is shifted to approx. 30µs.

By feeding the signal into the cryostat with the TES as shown in figure 4.9, the step
response of the TES was measured. To ensure a comparable signal as it would occur in
a THz camera, the signal amplitude was reduced. As a reference, the signal difference
of the room temperature background radiation to the emission of the human body was
used (see figure 1.4). For this, a hand was slowly passed in front of the entry window
of the cryostat. The corresponding current response (“hand response”) of the TES in
an arbitrarily chosen working point was measured. An adjustable optical attenuator
consisting of a set of fiberglass plates with variing thickness was placed in between the
output feedhorn of the AMC and the entry window of the cryostat. This was used to
adjust the THz signal to cause a current response of the TES that was of the same order
of magnitude as the “hand response”.

To find the bias dependent current step response of the TES, the I-I curve was sampled
starting from the normal resistive range down to the lowest stable working point in steps
of the bias current of 4 µA. For each resulting working point, a time domain sample of
Ith containing the response to three periods of the input signal was recorded. The period
of the signal was chosen to be significantly longer, at least by a factor of 20, than the
highest time constant of the TES. This allows the TES to fully reach the equilibrium
state after each signal change. For each of these samples, the rising edge of the current
response (which corresponds to the falling edge of the THz signal) was approximated
with a least squares fit of an exponential decay function

I(t) = I0 +A ·
(

1− e−(t−t0)/τ
)

(4.45)

to find the time constant τ .

Figure 4.11 shows the result of this process for a TES with the 16A design at a base
temperature of 400 mK. The thick black line represents the corresponding measured
I-I curve, which again includes distorted regions that lead to a jump in the measured
current offset. A calculated I-I curve based on the measured parameters is plotted as
a brown line. Based on this and the thermal time constant of τ0 = 440µs calculated in
equation 4.42, the predicted dependency of the time constant on the bias current was
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calculated as described in section 2.3. Corresponding to the measured transition width
of ∆Tc = (2± 1) mK, the results are plotted for ∆Tc = 1 mK and ∆Tc = 3 mK as a red
and a blue dashed line, respectively.

In its lowest range, the curve for ∆Tc = 1 mK goes down to ≈ 3.4 µs. For ∆Tc = 3 mK,
the minimum time constant is ≈ 10 µs. As can be seen, the measured time constants
significantly differ from these predictions. Throughout the working range, they show a
significantly higher minimum level of

τmin ≈ (250± 50) µs (4.46)

which is nearly constant throughout the working range.

A possible cause for this is the approximation of the heat capacities with values of bulk
crystalline materials. Amorphous materials like the used sputtered thin films oftentimes
show significantly increased heat capacity below 1 K compared to the crystalline material
due to localized excitations[87]. However, a simple upscaling of the heat capacity to fit the
minimum of the calculated time constants to the measured ones does not fit the measured
results. The orange dashed curve shows the results for ∆Tc = 3 mK and τ0 = 11 ms which
is 50 times the calculated value. The accordant curve for ∆Tc = 1 mK and τ0 = 32 ms,
corresponding to a factor of 147, is given as a dashed gray line. Different to the measured
data, a steep increase of the time constant in the upper half of the transition range
can be observed in the calculated curves. Thus, the heat capacity scaling can not be
assumed to be the only cause for the difference. Instead, adding an offset of 250 µs to
the curves for τ0 = 440µs results in a qualitatively much better fitting trend of the time
constant. This is visualized in figure 4.11 as the dotted purple (∆Tc = 1 mK) and violet
(∆Tc = 3 mK) curves. Such an additional time constant can result from coupled elements
with different time constants. Hence, it is presumably due to the distributed structure
of the bolometer, which causes the simple TES model that assumes lumped structures
to fail[92]. A modeling of the extended geometry and its effect on the time constant will
be given in chapter 6.

4.3.6 Sensitivity

A crucial parameter of the TES is the sensitivity to signal differences in the incoming
radiation power. It is given by formula 2.56 as STESI . However, this refers to the power
differences at the thermistor and does not account for any type of losses throughout the
way of the radiation from its source in the object plane to the TES. Signal reduction
caused by the optical system, like shadowing effects in the imaging optics, unavoidable
losses in the optical filter sets and the coupling of the radiation to the TES is not
avoidable. As the overall efficiency of the system can vary from setup to setup as the
optical system design varies for different applications, it is necessary to estimate the real
background load and referred to the sensor noise the achievable bit depth of the system,
as given in equation 1.30. For the comparison of different TES designs, the coupling
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Figure 4.12: I-I-curves for the 16A design with (gray curve) and without (black curve) the
load from room temperature radiation. The radiation power can be determined from the shift
of the marked turning points. The resulting effective radiation power is Prad ≈ 3.2 × 10−11 W.

efficiency of the TES to the horn antenna is a key parameter which is independent of the
optical system. It will be discussed in detail in chapter 6.

By measuring the I-I-curve of the TES without optical load as described in section
4.3.4 and comparing the determined electrical heating power P 0

el to the one under the
load from room temperature background radiation, PRTel , the effective radiation power
can be determined from equation 4.16 as

Prad = P 0
el − PRTel (4.47)

Figure 4.12 shows the I-I-curves for the 16A design, with and without the load from
room temperature radiation. The radiation power results in a shift of the transition range
of the curve towards the origin of the graph, as the electrical heating power is reduced
by the same value (equation 4.47). The resulting absorbed radiation power is

Prad ≈ 3.2× 10−11 W (4.48)

Compared to the electrical heating power of the thermistor of approx. 4.2× 10−10 W at
a bath temperature of Tbath = 400 mK, this results in a ratio of

Prad
Pel

≈ 8 % (4.49)

For Tbath = 500 mK, Pel ≈ 1.7× 10−10 W, hence the ratio rises to about 19 %.
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Transforming equation 2.77 for the static loop gain L to

L =
Pel · α
G · T · ξ (4.50)

⇒ L =

(
1−

(
Tbath
T

)n+1
)
· Pel
Pflow

· α

n+ 1
· ξ (4.51)

shows that for a given thermistor characteristic and bath temperature, the ratio of Pel
to Pflow will influence the strength of the negative electrothermal feedback. Using the
relationship given in equation 4.16 leads to the condition

Pel
Pel + Prad

≈ 1 (4.52)

which means that

Pel � Prad (4.53)

is necessary to avoid a reduction of the feedback strength. The results listed above
maintain this demand. Hence, the thermal conductance is not limiting the feedback
strength for this design.

Compared to the calculated value of the background radiation received by the system
of 1.3× 10−10 W as given in section 1.3, this results in an optical system efficiency of
approx. ηopt ≈ 24 % and a maximum signal difference of

(∆Psig)max = 1.4× 10−12 W (4.54)

In combination with the noise level, (∆Psig)max can be used to determine the achiev-
able SNR and the corresponding bit depth as given in equation 1.30. Noise in TES
is hard to describe precisely, as there are many sources of so called excess noise and
high frequency terms, that are only partly understood[93–96]. However, the fundamental
noise components to compare to as an ideal reference are caused by the fluctuations of
the carriers of electric charge, heat and light. These are Johnson noise, phonon noise
and photon noise. To be able to compare to the signal amplitude, noise usually is given
as the electrical noise equivalent power (NEP), that represents the smallest signal power
difference at the thermistor that can be measured. Thus, it represents the characteristic
noise of the TES.

For the Johnson noise, the NEP of a TES is given by[44]

NEPjohnson =
1∣∣STESI

∣∣ ·
√

4 · kB · T
R

· τ
τ0
·
√

1 + ω2
el · τ2

0

1 + ω2
el · τ2

(4.55)

To distinguish between optical and electrical signal frequency, the electrical frequency
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νel and the corresponding angular frequency ωel = 2πνel are denoted with a subscript
’el’, while the optical frequency is marked with an ’opt’.

Phonon noise, oftentimes also called thermal fluctuation noise, contributes as [44]

NEPphonon =
√
γ · 4 · kB · T 2 ·G (4.56)

γ < 1 (4.57)

γ =
n+ 1

2n+ 3
· 1−

(
Tbath
T

)2n+3

1−
(
Tbath
T

)n+1 (4.58)

γ is a correction factor that compensates for the temperature gradient along the thermal
link[97].

The radio case of optical noise is defined by the condition

kB · Tsource
h · νopt

� 1 (4.59)

where Tsource is the effective blackbody temperature of the source. For Tsource ≈ 300 K
and ν ≈ 350 GHz the left hand side results in approximately eighteen, therefore the
approximation is suitable in the case of the considered TES.

In the radio case, the photon component of the noise can be written as[98]

NEPphoton ≈ ηopt · kB · Tsource ·
√

2 ·∆νopt (4.60)

It is scaled by the optical efficiency ηopt of the system, as the NEPs in the given forms
refer to the power at the thermistor.

As the different noise components are uncorrelated, the Johnson noise, phonon noise
and photon noise result in a combined NEPcomb of

NEPcomb =
√
NEP 2

johnson +NEP 2
phonon +NEP 2

photon (4.61)

It is plotted as dashed lines in the graphs of figure 4.13.

A common way to present noise is to plot the noise current which is achieved by mul-
tiplying the NEP with STESI . However, this is strongly dependent on the TES working
point and does not allow to directly compare to the optical signal level ∆Psig without
a working point dependent correction factor of the latter. Plotting of the NEP instead
allows to compare to the power spectral density Ssig referring to the square root of the
electrical bandwidth ∆νel

Ssig =
∆Psig√

∆νel
(4.62)
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The measured time constant of the TES of τ ≈ 250 µs as given in equation 4.46
corresponds to an electrical bandwidth of

∆νel = νl =
1

2πτ
(4.63)

with ∆νel ≈ 640 Hz, where νl denotes the cutoff frequency of the TES.

Noise measurements were performed with a HP 35670A dynamic signal analyzer[88].
They resulted in the spectral density of the root mean square of the noise current, δInoiserms ,
given in A Hz−1/2. To deduce the achievable bit depth, the noise was transformed to the
NEP, representing the smallest signal power difference at the TES that can be measured.
This was realized using the current responsivity STESI as defined in equation 2.56

NEP =
δInoiserms∣∣STESI

∣∣ (4.64)

STESI =
δIth
δPrad

(4.65)

Referring to equation 2.62, we find

NEP = δInoiserms · Vth ·
L+ 1

L
·
√

1 + ω2
el · τ2 (4.66)

which can be approximated for working points with L� 1 to

NEP ≈ δInoiserms · Vth ·
√

1 + ω2
el · τ2 (4.67)

The frequency dependency of STESI represents the limited capability of the TES to
follow signals faster than its cutoff frequency. This leads to a strong rise in the Johnson
noise NEP for higher frequencies, corresponding to the reduction of the SNR with in-
creasing frequency. This results in plots like shown on the left graph of figure 4.13. It is
clearly visible that this representation suppresses the visibility of high frequency features
of the noise. Thus, an advantageous alternative is to scale the graphs by

κ ≡ κ(ωel) =
1√

1 + ω2
el · τ2

(4.68)

which preserves the SNR while high frequency features are shown in a more prominent
way. This is realized on the right side of figure 4.13. In this case, the general character-
istics of the noise levels equal those of the noise current as measured in the system. The
resulting frequency dependency of the optical signal, which is represented by a dotted
line in the graphs, is proportional to the measured signal amplitude and accounts for the
ceasing sensitivity to fast signals.
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Figure 4.13: A) Measured NEP of the TES and Smax
sig (dotted line) are compared. The noise

under background radiation load from 295 K (black) and Tbath (green) is shown. The dashed
lines correspond to the calculated NEPcomb (eqn. 4.61). B) all graphs are scaled by κ(ωel).
While NEPcomb fits the noise level within the electrical bandwidth of the TES fairly well,
towards higher frequencies excess noise can be observed. In addition to the theoretical noise
levels with a feedback strength corresponding to the found time constants, the theoretical levels
for strong feedback (L >> 1) are shown as thin dashed lines.

The plotted signal is given as the signal power spectral density Smaxsig derived from the
maximum signal difference (∆Psig)max in equation 4.54, hence

Smaxsig =
(∆Psig)max√

∆νel
(4.69)

Within the bandwidth ∆νel of the TES, the measured NEP for the 16A design is ap-
proximately 4× 10−16 W Hz−1/2 for room temperature background radiation load. This
is only slightly higher than the calculated NEPcomb of 3.8× 10−16 W Hz−1/2.

This allows for a SNR of

SNR =
(∆Psig)max

NEP · √∆νel
(4.70)

SNR16A ≈ 135 (4.71)

and according to equation 1.30 equals an achievable bit depth of ≈ 7 bit.

Below 10 Hz, an increase of the measured noise level can be observed which is varying
from measurement to measurement and mainly due to temperature fluctuations of the
bath temperature caused by the temperature stabilization. As this is below the targeted
frame rate for a THz video camera, these contributions do not cause differences within
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one frame and thus are of minor importance. Further, the usual offset calibration in the
image processing will compensate for resulting differences between consecutive pictures.

Towards higher frequencies, significant excess noise can be observed compared to the
theoretical noise level. Similar behavior has been observed oftentimes in TES, and several
correlations have been identified. [95] was able to assign effects of excess noise to the
distributed heat capacity in the spider leg structure. [93] described an excess noise
hump at higher frequencies which was proportional to the inverse transition width of
the thermistor. [94] described excess noise due to the high frequency thermal decoupling
of normal state and superconducting areas within the thermistor. Suggestions to limit
excess noise, which can not be fully avoided[96], oftentimes try to reduce the feedback
strength or increase the heat capacity and thus the effective time constant of the TES[93].
This works for astronomical applications which do not need fast sensors[99] or systems
for short wavelengths that can compensate reduced feedback by strong reduction of the
heat capacity of the TES. For TES for security applications using wavelengths in the
order of millimeters, the possibility for heat capacity reduction, as described in chapter
6 is limited, and reduced feedback strength therefore not acceptable. With the assumed
weak feedback deduced from the calculated thermal time constant in equation 4.42 and
the measured time constants, which results in L . 2, the theoretical noise levels exceed
the measured data towards the high frequency limit of the right graph of figure 4.13. For
comparison, the theoretical noise levels for the strong feedback limit L � 1 are plotted
as thin dashed lines, suggesting a stronger feedback combined with an excess noise hump
as in [93]. An explanation of a possibly higher feedback will be suggested in chapter 6.

As mentioned above, there is different working points that show significant distortions
of the readout electronics. This goes along with increased excess noise. While in cases
of strong distortions this can not be measured as the readout circuit does not work, in
moderately distorted regions increased noise can be observed as shown in figure 4.14.
The noise level is increased throughout the whole measured frequency range; However, it
is most significant above the cutoff frequency of the TES. This will be further analyzed
in chapter 7. As long as sufficient anti alias filtering is applied, the excess noise above
the bandwidth is not affecting the operation. Otherwise, it will add to the noise in the
working band.

4.4 Summary

A detailed analysis of the properties of TES following the 16A design has been performed.
Concerning sensitivity and characteristics of the chosen optical window, they are suitable
for THz imaging for security applications. The images provided by the single pixel
demonstrator SCOTI showed, that hidden objects under clothing could be visualized.
However, for a THz video camera, higher frame rates and a larger field of view (FOV)
are necessary. The time constant of the TES limits the applicability of the TES in
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Figure 4.14: Measured NEP of the TES under room temperature background radiation load
(black). In a moderately distorted working point (red line), where the readout electronics
was still working, excess noise could be observed throughout the full frequency range with a
strong rise above the cutoff frequency of the TES. The dotted line marks Smax

sig , the dashed line
corresponds to the calculated NEPcomb (see eqn. 4.61). All graphs are scaled by κ(ωel).

two ways: First, the reduction of the SNR at frequencies close to and above the cutoff
frequency of the TES causes fast signals, for example small objects in a scanning camera
system to result in smaller system response amplitudes, which is the usual cause for the
limit of their visibility. At the same time, the suppression of frequency components above
νl smears signal steps. In a scanning system, this limits the lateral optical resolution.
Therefore, for higher frame rates as well as a larger FOV, reduced time constants of the
TES are necessary. Also the use of an array of several sensors is reasonable to limit
the demands on the single TES. For a feasible operation of such arrays, the relevant
properties of the thermistor have to be reproducible. For practical applications, also
long-term stability has to be ensured. Finally, the appearance of unusable working points
gains in importance for larger numbers of TES, to find common working points. Solutions
for these demands will be addressed in the following chapters.
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5 FEM Models

5.1 Motivation

The results of chapter 4 stress that the main necessities for a faster THz camera are the
improvement of the sampling speed and a larger FOV. Both correlate to the number of
sensors and the time constant of the TES. While the improvements that result from chap-
ter 3.3 facilitate the use of larger TES arrays, the complexity as well as the production
cost of a system increase with the number of sensors. In contrast, the design of the single
TES itself has a much smaller influence on both. Accordingly, ways to reduce the time
constant by redesigning the TES are a necessary step towards a THz camera achieving
frames at video rate. As the time constants of the TES discussed in section 4.3.5 showed
significant deviations from the predictions of the lumped model given in section 2.3, a
more realistic model was necessary to allow for better understanding of the TES behavior.
Based on this, improved designs could be developed. Thus, a finite element simulations
model was developed based on the 16A design, which will be presented in section 5.2.3.
It takes into account the geometrical distribution of the different components and the
heat capacities of the TES. Its predictions are compared to the measurement results from
above to verify the significance of the model as well as its limitations. Based on this, the
effects of the geometrical composition of the TES on the time domain behavior will be
discussed. To include the influence of the sensor design on the coupling efficiency into this
model, the sensor has to be considered as a whole, including the coupling components.
Therefore, a model of the feedhorn antenna, the absorber structure and the backshort
reflector was implemented to simulate the electro-magnetic interaction (section 5.2.1).

5.2 Finite element simulations

5.2.1 Model for electro-magnetic simulations

For a precise model of a TES with an extended geometry, the influence of its geometrical
setup on the radiation coupling is of fundamental importance. In addition, as for any
sensor, the influential parameters of the design on the coupling efficiency have to be
identified and optimized for each setup. To achieve this, three dimensional electro-
magnetic field simulations were performed. As a basis for the electro-thermal modeling
discussed in section 5.2.3 and as a reference for further designs, the relevant components of
the 16A design were simulated. Figure 5.1 gives an overview of the involved components.
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Figure 5.1: For the analysis of the absorptance, several geometric parameters are of importance:
Here, dout and αout denote output diameter and the opening angle of the output cone of the
feedhorn. lf−m is the distance between output cone opening and the averted Si3N4 membrane
surface, lr−m the distance between membrane and reflector. lcyl and dcyl define the length and
diameter of cylindric wave guide, respectively. Right: Absorber structure used in the EM model
to simulate the 16A design.
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Table 5.1: Geometrical parameters of the radiation coupling components for the 16A setup.

parameter value unit

dcyl 0.54 mm
lcyl 1 mm
dout 1 mm
lf−m 0.2 mm
lr−m 0.22 mm
αout 22.5 ◦

This includes, in addition to the alignment of the dipole absorbers on the TES, the
adjacent guiding elements for the electro-magnetic field. The latter is coupled into the
sensor chamber by the feedhorn antenna, which defines a lower frequency limit by the
diameter of the cylindrical waveguide dcyl, which has a length of lcyl. The opening
of the connected output cone, referred to by its diameter dout defines the output lobe
in combination with the opposed reflector. The distances between feedhorn cone and
membrane is denoted by lf−m, the distance between reflector and membrane by lr−m.
The latter is fixed to approx. a quarter of the center wavelength in the used optical
window. The relevant parameters of the 16A design are shown in table 5.1.

A simplified model of this structure was implemented with the simulation software
“CST microwave studio” (CST) [100], which uses the finite integration technique (FIT)
to solve Maxwell’s equations for this setup. As sketched in figure 5.2, it is independent
of external components like radiation filters or optical elements and thus focuses on
the actual sensor setup to be as general as possible. Several idealizations have been
carried out to exclude external influences: The incoming radiation is represented by an
ideal source at the averted end of the cylindrical waveguide of the feedhorn regarding
the TES. Consequently, the input cone of the feedhorn is not included, and the model
refers to the power reaching the waveguide, excluding reflections at the input of the
feedhorn antenna. The source, implemented as a so called “port” in CST, emits electro-
magnetic radiation at a constant power level within the analyzed bandwidth. It creates
the dominant mode (H11) with the electric field vector polarized in parallel to the x-axis
in the cylindrical waveguide which limits the maximum wavelength to approx. 923 µm
corresponding to a minimum frequency of approx. 325 GHz [101]. The waveguide walls
are defined as a lossless material. While in the real superconducting material losses will
occur, for the short length taken into account within the model of only a few wavelengths,
these are negligible. Additionally, the length of the feedhorn antennas is not significantly
changed for all designs discussed in this thesis, therefore, all results will be directly
comparable. At the output of the cylinder, the radiation is guided through the emitting
cone with the opening angle αout and the opening diameter dout to the absorbers. The
Si3N4 membrane is ignored, as a dielectric material with a thickness below of 1 % of
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the radiation wavelength does not significantly interact with the radiation. Hence, the
absorbers are defined as freely floating bodies with the appropriate square impedance
of Z�

abs = 10 Ω as required in equation 3.3. The backshort behind the absorbers is
implemented as a lossless reflector. The defined border constraints allow the radiation
to travel in directions in the x-y-plane away from the absorbers but not to be reflected.
This ensured a defined environment and avoids reflections while allowing the model have
a compact geometry.

5.2.2 Radiation coupling

Using this model, the frequency dependent absorptance A(νopt) of the TES was simulated
for the frequency range from 300 GHz to 450 GHz. This was achieved by recording the
sum of the absorbed powers

P sumabs =
∑
i

P iabs (5.1)

in the dipoles and dividing it by the source power Psource:

A(νopt) =
P sumabs

Psource
(5.2)

In addition, the lateral power distribution which has to be taken into account for the
setup of the electro-thermal simulations in section 5.2.3 could be determined by analyzing
the absorbers individually and considering the absorbed power within each dipole P iabs
relative to the total absorbed power P sumabs . Accordingly, about 60 % of P sumabs are absorbed
by the four cross dipole pairs closest to the center of the TES while the other 40 % are
distributed over the outer dipoles.

Figure 5.3 shows a plot of the simulated overall absorptance of the 16A model. Above
the cutoff frequency of the cylindrical waveguide at approx. 325 GHz, the absorptance
rises strongly. This rise is accompanied by a resonant overshoot on the rising edge of the
absorptance, which is an artifact of the simulation without a real counterpart. Towards
higher frequencies, the absorptance rises fast up to a maximum of nearly 80 % at 364 GHz.
Afterwards, it continuously sinks again at a much lower rate compared to the initial rise,
being still at 70 % at 450 GHz. This is only slightly below the average of 71 % within the
frequency window from 328 GHz to 368 GHz marked in the graph as a shaded rectangle.
Based on the average absorptance Ā in the frequency range from νminopt to νmaxopt , given as

Ā
(
νminopt , ν

max
opt

)
=

1

νmaxopt − νminopt

·
∫ νmaxopt

νminopt

A(ν)dν (5.3)
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Figure 5.2: The setup for electro-magnetic coupling simulations: A source (“port”) emits
electro-magnetic radiation at a constant power level within the analyzed bandwidth. It creates
the dominant mode (H11) with the electric field vector polarized in parallel to the x-axis in a
cylindrical waveguide (b) with fixed length lcyl = 1 mm and diameter dcyl = 0.54 mm which
limits the maximum wavelength to approx. 923µm corresponding to a minimum frequency of
approx. 325 GHz [101]. The waveguide walls are defined as lossless material. They guide the
radiation into the emitting cone (c) with a fixed opening angle αout towards the absorbers (d).
The opening diameter dout and the distance to the absorbers lf−m can be varied independently.
The backshort behind the absorbers is implemented as a lossless reflector. Border constraints
allow radiation traveling in directions in the x-y-plane away from the absorbers but not to be
reflected. For better visualization, objects are rescaled in the drawing and a reduced number of
absorbers is plotted.
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Figure 5.3: Electro-magnetic simulation of the absorptance A of the 16A model with the
parameters of table 5.1. The dashed line marks the average absorptance Ā for the window from
328 GHz to 368 GHz. The dotted line represents the average Ā starting from 328 GHz to the
particular frequency.

the electro-magnetic coupling efficiency ηEM can be defined as

ηEM = Ā
(
νminopt , ν

min
opt + ∆νopt

)
=

1

∆νopt
·
∫ νmaxopt

νminopt

A(ν)dν (5.4)

∆νopt = νmaxopt − νminopt (5.5)

For the shaded window with νminopt = 328 GHz and ∆νopt = 40 GHz this results in

ηEM ≈ 71 % (5.6)

The average absorptance Ā (328 GHz, νopt) starting from 328 GHz up to the respective
frequency νopt is plotted as a dotted line in the graph. It reaches its maximum of 74 %
at approximately 420 GHz, corresponding to the maximum coupling efficiency

ηmaxEM ≈ 74 % (5.7)

This would allow for the use of a wider frequency window for moderate distances, for
which the attenuation of air plays a minor role.

5.2.3 Model for electro-thermal simulations

As a basis for the development of improved designs, the results of the measurements
presented above were used to create a virtual model of the 16A design TES.
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(a)

(b) (c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

Figure 5.4: Geometry of the 16A TES FEM model. Compared to the structure of the fabricated
TES (fig. 3.2), the spider leg structure is slightly simplified. SP and superconducting wiring are
omitted as they do not significantly contribute to the total heat capacity (cf. table 4.3). The
magnification shows the electrical circuit that allows for a realistic modeling. It includes the
thermistor (a), the shunt resistor (b), RL (c) and the current nodes (d) and (e) on the wiring
(f). The blue frame (g) marks the fixed thermal bath at Tbath.

Because of the numerous interactions within this model, an analytical description of
the contribution of each component is extremely complicated. Even if the distributed
heat capacity of the membrane would be ignored, 18 separated elements (the thermal
bath, the absorbers and the thermistor) would have to be taken into account. Utilizing
the symmetry, this can be reduced to 10. However, each of these components interacts
with all others, resulting in 45 different time dependent coupled heat flow equations. As
shown in [92], the quantitative analysis of only 3 elements already results in a complex set
of equations. Therefore, to achieve realistic representation of the extended geometries, a
modeling system based on the finite element method (FEM) was chosen. The necessity
to take into account the different physical processes and their interactions led to the
choice of the finite element analysis (FEA) software “comsol multiphysics”[102] as the
basis of the model. It is capable to combine the thermal properties, heat distribution and
thermal conductance as well as electrical behavior, resistance modeling, current flow and
Joule heating including their interactions into one model and describe the time dependent
development of these properties. This allows to describe the temperature distribution on
the membrane of the TES as well as to simulate its I-I curves and signal step responses.

Using this system, a simplified model of the 16A TES was set up. It consists of a
set of two-dimensional adjacent elements in the x-y plane, as shown in figure 5.4. Each
element has a defined virtual thickness to represent the three dimensional character of
the real TES. The corresponding values were taken from table 3.1, to adequately fit the
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Figure 5.5: Mesh structure of the FEM model of the 16A design.

real geometry. To avoid this flat modeling to cause unnatural results, boundary effects
like thermal boundary resistances in between these elements are set to zero. Also no
equivalents of the real three-dimensional boundary effects were introduced to focus on
unavoidable fundamental effects resulting from the geometry itself, keeping the model as
general as possible. For the same reason, an ideal thermal bath is assumed and simulated
by fixing the outer edges of the model geometry, as marked in figure 5.4, to the bath
temperature Tbath. The results presented in the following will confirm that despite these
limitations still a good matching to measurement data can be achieved, confirming the
fundamental influence of the geometrical properties of the TES.

Because of their negligible contribution to the total heat capacity (see table 4.3),
superconducting wiring and SP were not included into the model. Instead, a simplified
electrical circuit containing all the relevant components was included directly on the
membrane. It consists of the thermistor itself, the bias circuit including the shunt resistor
Rsh and the series resistance RL connected by low resistive strip lines and nodes for the
current bias, as marked on the right side of figure 5.4. The parasitic resistance R0 is
included into the thermistor without a geometric representation.

To not distort the thermal properties of the model, all electrical components except
the thermistor were set as thermally identical to the membrane: Heat capacity, thermal
conductance and thicknesses are the same as for the membrane. In addition, these
components can not cause Joule heating. This limits their effect to the electrical domain
and causes the thermal behavior of the TES to be exactly the same as if these components
were located outside of the membrane.
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Figure 5.6: R-T curve used in the comsol FEM models (black line). It is nearly identical to the
R-T curve given in figure 2.2, here plotted as a red dotted line which is used in the calculated
curves. For comparable results, the levels at T 10

c and T 90
c and consequently the transition width

are identical for both curves. Slight differences occur at the edges of the transition resulting
from the faster convergence of the comsol curve to the constant asymptotic levels in the fully
superconducting and normal conducting ranges. This only causes small changes in the shape of
the resulting I-I curves but is advantageous for the stability of the FEM model.

For the calculation of the time dependent properties of the model, its geometry is
separated into a set of small subdomains. This fragmentation is represented by a mesh
of nodes and their interconnections that covers the model. For each node, the necessary
differential equations, as the heat equation, Ohm’s law and Joule’s law, are numerically
solved with regard to its neighbors, and the results are interpolated to get a full solution
for the whole model. Figure 5.5 shows the used mesh for the 16A model.

In analogy to the analytical lumped model used in section 4.3.4, the temperature de-
pendence of the electrical resistance of the thermistor in the comsol model is given by a
smoothed step function, defined by the normal state resistance Rn, critical temperature
Tc and transition width ∆Tc, defining the 10 % and 90 % limits of the resistance drop
(see figure 5.6). For practical reasons, the used functions are not fully identical: For the
analytical description of the lumped model, the use of an invertible function is advanta-
geous. The chosen function as given by equation 4.28 converges to constant resistance
levels in the fully superconducting and normalconducting states, respectively, but never
actually reaches a constant state. Opposed to that, the stability of the FEM simulations
is improved if extremely small differences from the asymptotic levels can be avoided.
Thus, in the latter case, a function is used that converges faster and returns constant
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levels for both cases. This is achieved by the internal “flc2hs” comsol function [103].

However, as can be seen from figure 5.6, the R-T curve of the FEM model is nearly
identical to the analytical R-T curve given in equation 4.28 which is used for calculated
curves based on the model in section 4.3.4. Slight deviations can be seen at the edges
of the transition. This is caused by the required faster convergence of the comsol curve
to the constant asymptotic levels in the fully superconducting and normal conducting
ranges. As these slight differences only cause small changes in the shape of the resulting
I-I curves but do not significantly affect the results, these minor differences are justified
by their practical advantages.

Another difference between the numerical and analytical models is also caused by the
difficulty to handle extremly small or large quantities correctly in the numerical models
without affecting the stability of the simulations. In the superconducting state, the
electrical resistance becomes zero. However, the corresponding infinitely large electric
conductivity causes the simulations to diverge and thus become non-solvable. Thus, a
small parasitic resistance R0 is introduced to ensure a non-zero minimum resistance. It is
kept low enough to be fully negligible for the behavior of the thermistor and thus of the
TES throughout its working range and to reproduce the behavior in the superconducting
state, which is the case for

R0 � Rsh (5.8)

R0 � Rminth (5.9)

R0 � RL (5.10)

as discussed in section 4.3.4. In this and the following simulations, it is set to

R0 = 1 mΩ (5.11)

which fulfills the conditions given above.

For the same reason, the superconducting wiring is represented by a electrical conduc-
tivity which is not infinitely large but 1000 times as high as the conductivity of the shunt
resistor. Due to the compact geometry used in the model with wide and extremely short
wiring (see figure 5.4), the model approaches the case of superconductivity fairly well
and differences resulting from this slight deviation are negligible.

Material properties, especially specific heat capacities and thermal conductivities were
defined by temperature dependent functions for each element as discussed in section
4.3.1:
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cth = βth · T 3 + γth · T (5.12)

cabs = βabs · T 3 + γabs · T (5.13)

cmem = βmem · T 3 (5.14)

and

kth = σNCth · L0 · T (5.15)

kabs = σabs · L0 · T (5.16)

kmem = k0
mem · T 1.7 (5.17)

where the indizes “th”, “abs” and “mem” denote the properties of the thermistor, the
absorber and the membrane, respectively. σ is the electrical conductivity and L0 the
Lorentz constant (see equation 4.14). σNCth refers to the value in the normal conducting
state conductivity of the thermistor.

For the definition of the specific heat capacities and thermal conductivities of the
different components, the values given in table 4.1 were used. However, due to the two-
dimensional character of the model, the thermistor and the dipoles replace the membrane
at these locations, while in the real TES, they are located on top of it. To accommodate
these structural differences, effective values for the thermal conductivities for the ther-
mistor and the dipoles were used to represent the membrane at these locations. Thus,
the used values are

keffth = σNCth · L0 · T + kmem ·
dmem
dth

(5.18)

keffabs = σabs · L0 · T + kmem ·
dmem
dabs

(5.19)

The values of dmem, dth and dabs represent the thicknesses of the membrane, the
thermistor and the absorber. The last factors are used to compensate the differences of
the thicknesses of the modeled elements and the membrane. For the heat capacities no
adjustments of the values were used as table 3.1 shows that the total mismatch of the
heat capacity of the platform is below 6 %, so it would have only minor effects on the
behavior of the TES as a whole. Locally, the additional heat capacity would be approx.
0.3 % at the thermistor and 1.6 % at the absorbers, referring to table 4.2. Thus, also
local effects can be neglected.

The thermal conductivity of the membrane as given in equation 5.17 was determined
using the findings of section 4.3.4. Due to the non-trivial geometrical influences on the
ratio between G0 and k0

mem, simulated I-I curves were used to find the corresponding
value of k0

mem.
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Figure 5.7: I-I curve simulated using the comsol FEM model with kth as calculated from the
WFL. For improved visibility of details, it is plotted twice: As a thicker brown line to guide the
eye in the overview on the left and a thinner green line reflecting fine details of the curves. The
initial bias current was set to the normal conducting range (red dotted line) and continuously
reduced. Throughout the transition range, for certain bias current ranges the solution is very
sensitive to smallest current changes or even diverging, as can be seen in the magnifications on
the right. In some regions, the local trend of the curve drastically changes as in the section
marked by the black arrow.

5.2.4 current-current characteristic

By virtually feeding a decreasing current bias ramp Ibias(t) into the current nodes of the
bias circuit of the FEM model, the I-I characteristic of the TES can be simulated.

Figure 5.7 shows such an I-I curve using kth as calculated from the WFL (equation
4.14). Starting from a bias current value in the normal conducting range and consecu-
tively reducing it, the typical curve shape as described in section 4.3.4 can be reproduced.
However, as the magnifications on the right side of the graph show, the curve contains
several sections of increased sensitivity to changes in the bias current. While normally
moderate changes of Ibias lead to a fast convergence to the corresponding new working
point, in these sections even small steps can cause inappropriate results like discontin-
uous jumps. The resulting local distortions of the curve can be reduced by running
the simulation with extremely small current step sizes. However, in several bias ranges,
resonant-like oscillations of the current through the thermistor could be observed which
also result in divergent solutions. These resonances become stronger the closer a certain
bias region is sampled and can fully break the simulation. Thus, in these regions the
bias step size must be increased. As both types of these regions occurred throughout the
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Figure 5.8: I-I curve (left) and the corresponding R-I curve (right) simulated using the comsol
FEM model. The initial bias current was set to the normal conducting range (red dotted line)
and continuously reduced. Close to the superconducting range, the simulated curves show
an overshooting oscillation (black arrows) due to the transition to the positive electrothermal
feedback at Rmin

th,eff which is marked by a blue circle on the left and a blue dash-dotted line
in the right graph. The overshoot is a non-realistic effect and due to a local divergence of the
solution of the simulation. For lower currents, the curve converges to the superconducting state
(green dashed line).

Figure 5.9: Left: Measured I-I curves of the 16A model without background radiation (square
symbols) at Tbath = 402 mK (brown) and Tbath = 502 mK (black) and the corresponding sim-
ulated curves of the comsol model (thin lines). The local minimum at the upper end of the
transition range was used to adjust the value of k0mem by fitting the simulated curves to the
measured data.
Right: The simulated curves match the analytically calculated curves of the lumped model
(thick lines) very well throughout the transition range.
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whole transition range and their location could not be predicted, an empirically found
set of strongly varying sampling step widths must be used to find a stable solution for a
curve. For a given set of parameters for the model, this set of steps reproducibly leads
to a stable solution. However, the process to find such a set is extremely time consum-
ing. Furthermore, even with these parameters, in some regions of the curve the local
trend changed, causing the curve to bend. An example of such a behavior is marked
by the black arrow in figure 5.7. This effect could be observed for various mesh sizes
and different temperature levels. However, in these critical regions, oftentimes a clear
separation of the thermistor into segments with different temperatures and thus resistive
states could be observed. A substantial increase of the thermal conductivity kth within
the thermistor could significantly reduce these effects. Therefore, a scaling factor ψth for
kth was introduced. This extends equation 5.15 to

keffth = σNCth · L0 · T · ψth + kmem ·
dmem
dth

(5.20)

Based on the discussed in section 4.3.3 it is possible to conclude that increasing kth
by choosing values of ψth larger than one should not affect the characteristic behavior of
the TES as a whole, as even for ψth = 1 the local thermal conductance at the thermistor
is dominated by the thermistor itself. Thus, as long as the thermal conductivity of the
membrane is not significantly larger as the value given in table 4.1, only intrinsic effects
on the thermistor are to be expected for ψth � 1, like influences on the distortions. In
particular, the determination of k0

mem would not be affected. Consequently, ψth = 100
was used in the following to find k0

mem.

The left graph of figure 5.8 shows a typical curve with ψth = 100: By starting with an
initial bias current in the normal conducting range and continuously decreasing it in the
following, a full I-I curve from the normal conducting range to the superconducting state
as discussed in section 4.3.4 can be achieved. The very good matching of the analytically
calculated and the simulated curves shown in figure 5.9 stresses that the FEM model
despite its distributed geometry maintains the properties of the analytical model for
lumped TES for the I-I characteristic.

As for the analytically calculated curves but different to the measured ones, the abso-
lute current values show no variable offset, and the jump to the superconducting range is
clearly visible. As can be seen in the figure, this jump happens exactly at the predicted
minimum resistance Rminth marked by a blue circle as defined in equation 4.22. Including
the parasitic resistance R0, it is given by

Rminth,eff = RL +Rsh (5.21)

However, in the immediate vicinity of this jump coming from higher bias currents, due
to the transition from negative to positive electrothermal feedback, an oscillation and
overshoot of the simulated resistance and thus the current through the thermistor Ith
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can be observed, which leads to non-realistic values, like values of Ith exceeding Ibias.
But different to the distortions described above for ψth = 1 this is a strongly localized
effect in the curve which immediately converges as soon as the superconducting range is
reached.

Simulated I-I curves were used to adjust the thermal conductivity to a value that
results in the same thermal conductance as found in section 4.3.4. For the temperature
exponent, the value of 1.7 based on the above mentioned measurements was used. While
the measurements resulted in a value for G0, the constant factor of the thermal conduc-
tance, a direct calculation of the corresponding thermal conductivity is challenging due
to the extended and complex geometry. Instead, for a set of simulations, the value of
k0
mem was adjusted to result in I-I curves fitting the measured data as shown in figure

5.9. Thus, by combining FEM simulations and measurements, the material parameter
k0
mem could be estimated. The resulting value is

k0
mem = 7.5× 10−3 W m−1 K−1 K−1.7 (5.22)

which results in a relative difference to the literature value given in table 4.1 of

klitmem − kcomsolmem

klitmem
≈ 1− 0.58√

T
(5.23)

This yields 8 % to 25 % for the temperature range from 0.4 K to 0.6 K. Therefore, the
derived value is very close to the found value in [80]. In particular, it is not significantly
larger than klitmem for temperatures above 0.35 K, which is the lowest temperature dis-
cussed in this thesis. Therefore, the conditions of section 4.3.3 are fulfilled: k0

mem it does
not affect the local thermal conductance at the thermistor and thus justifies the use of
ψth > 1 as discussed above.

5.2.5 Temperature distribution and efficiency

By applying a bias current within the transition range, the thermistor is heated up to
a temperature close to Tc. The resulting temperature distribution for Tbath = 402 mK
is shown on the left in figure 5.10. A significant thermal gradient across the platform
of the membrane can be observed which is due to the not negligible thermal resistance
from the thermistor to the edges of the platform. This distribution does not change
significantly throughout the whole working range, as the temperature changes in the
thermistor are limited to ∆Tc, which is much smaller than the observed temperature
differences throughout the platform.

To include the effect of radiation into the FEM model, the radiation power was simu-
lated as heat sources in the dipole absorbers. To keep the simulation conditions as close
as possible at the measured results, the total radiation power was matched to the ab-
sorbed background power as measured for the 16A TES of Prad = 3.2× 10−11 W, which
is given in equation 4.48. As this value was determined as the difference in the joule
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402 440 480 520 564 489 500 520 540 564

Figure 5.10: Left: Temperature distribution of the 16A comsol model in the transition range
for Tbath = 402 mK and Tc = 564 mK without radiation load. The color scale marks the tem-
perature levels in mK.
Right: The simulated total background radiation power was Prad = 48 pW. A limited temper-
ature range was used to visualize the gradient on the platform.

heating power ∆Pel of the thermistor caused by the additional radiation (see section
4.3.6), ∆Pel had to be matched to the measurements. Due to the thermal gradient on
the platform, the effect of the radiation load on the thermistor is reduced. This can be
expressed by an efficiency factor ηabs between the power at the absorbers P absrad and the
power difference at the thermistor P thrad ≡ Prad = ∆Pel below one. It can be defined as

ηabs =
∆Pel
P absrad

(5.24)

To take into account the lateral intensity distribution across the platform, the found
parameters from section 5.2.2 were applied, resulting in 60 % of the total power ab-
sorbed in the four dipole absorber pairs closest to the center of the membrane, while the
remaining 40 % were evenly distributed over the outer absorbers.

By simulating the I-I curves with varied values of P absrad and calculating the correspond-
ing ∆Pel, ηabs was determined as

ηabs ≈ 67 % (5.25)
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with the resulting radiation power at the absorbers of

P absrad =
∆Pel
ηabs

= 4.76× 10−11 W (5.26)

This efficiency can be combined with the coupling efficiency found in section 5.2.2 to
a bandwidth dependent overall efficiency for the TES including the feedhorn antenna of

ηTES = ηEM · ηabs (5.27)

which evaluates for the 16A model to

η16A
TES ≈ 48 % (5.28)

for the optical frequency range from 328 GHz to 368 GHz.
The temperature distribution on the thermal platform with radiation load is shown

on the right side of figure 5.10. As can be seen from the figure, the Joule heating in
the thermistor dominates the temperature distribution as required by equation 4.53 for
a strong negative electrothermal feedback. As for the case without background load,
the thermalization is strongly inhomogeneous. The temperature difference between the
outer edges of the platform and the thermistor is approx. 70 mK, thus far beyond the
temperature variation caused by a signal in the working range of the TES, which has to
be significantly smaller than ∆Tc. Therefore, the different components on the platform
have to be considered individually, and significant deviations from the lumped geometry
modeling which predicts ηabs = 1 can be caused by the different interactions of these
components, even in case of less complex structures[92].

5.2.6 Time constants

To determine the time constants of the comsol model, a concept based on the exper-
imental setup described in section 4.3.5 was used to avoid systematical differences to
the measurements. Thus, under a background load as described in section 5.2.5, a rect-
angular signal δPrad was applied to the TES. It was added to the background Power
Prad and thus directly applied to the absorbers. For the amplitude of the total signal,
(∆Psig)max = 1.4× 10−12 W as given in equation 4.54 was used. To accommodate the
internal efficiency of the TES, it was scaled by ηabs as

δPrad =
(∆Psig)max

ηabs
≈ 2.0× 10−12 W (5.29)

δPrad was distributed in the same ratio over the absorbers as the background radiation.
As a reference for the following simulations, the I-I curve with background load was
simulated to exactly locate the working range referred to the bias current. It is shown
in the left graph of figure 5.12. For the actual simulation of the signal response a set
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Figure 5.11: Time flow diagram of the time constant simulation. At t = 0, Ibias is set to the
normal conducting state (denoted as “NC”) of the thermistor, and the radiation is set to the
background power level Prad. Within the first millisecond, it is linearly reduced to the working
point value (marked as “WP”). Starting at t = 5 ms, the signal is switched on for 5 ms every
10 ms. The current through the thermistor Ith is reduced accordingly with its characteristic time
constant. The curves are scaled and shifted arbitrarily for a better visualization. For values of
KFEM

C different from 1, all timing values are scaled accordingly (see text and equation 5.33).

of working points was chosen for individual evaluation. To achieve a stable model for
each of them, a defined initial state was created by setting the bias current to a value
in the normal resistive state and linearly reducing it within 1 ms to the actual working
point, where it was kept constant until the end of the simulation run. The background
radiation was applied from the beginning, while a settling time of 5 ms was used to fully
stabilize the simulation before the signal was switched on for another 5 ms. Within this
time span, the TES could fully reach the new state of equilibrium even for the largest
time constants measured. Afterward, the signal was switched off again. A periodic signal
was used, but as the step responses proved to be very reproducible, only one period was
evaluated. A time flow diagram of this simulation procedure is presented in figure 5.11.

Three examples of the step responses resulting from this procedure are shown in figure
5.12. The used working points are marked in the I-I curve. As can be seen from the
figure, the simulated curves can not fully be matched by single exponential functions.
Thus, for comparison, the effective time constants were determined using the 1/e drop
criterion. For this purpose, the time difference between the start of the step to the
drop to 1/e of the level differences was compared to the time constants resulting from
the exponential curve fits. The differences in the time constants for both methods were
found to be only a few percent of the value, oftentimes smaller than one percent. Thus,
both methods result in comparable time constants. However, for the best reproducibility,
the results from the 1/e drop were used in the following evaluation.

As the current response δIth of the TES depends on the first derivative of the resistance
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Figure 5.12: A) Simulated I-I curve with background load of 48 pW. For the marked working
points denoted as (a), (b) and (c), the corresponding step responses of the TES are shown in
B). The step response curves (continuous lines) are shifted to have a common upper level for
easier comparison. They can not be fully matched by single exponential functions (dashed lines).
Thus, time constants were also determined as the time difference between the start of the step
to the drop to 1/e (marked as straight orange line for the red curve) of the level differences
(dotted lines). However, the differences in the time constants for both methods were found to
be only a few percent of the value, oftentimes smaller than one percent.

of the thermistor with respect to its temperature (cf. equation 2.58), the closer a working
point comes to the normal conducting range, the smaller is δIth. Above a certain bias
value, the response becomes too small to be evaluated. While in measurements this
is limited by the SNR, in the FEM simulations dRth/dT becomes exactly zero (see
figure 5.6). Hence, to still be able to evaluate working points close to and in the normal
conducting range to define a thermal time constant τ0, using δIth is not suitable. Instead,
for these working points the thermal response δT was used. For Rth close to Rn, the
thermistor voltage can be assumed to be constant for sufficiently small signals (see section
2.4), with a direct proportionality of the resistance response δRth to the current response:

δIth = − Vth
R2
th

· δRth ∝ δRth, δRth � Rth, Vth ≈ const. (5.30)

In this case, due to the strictly monotonic character of the R-T curve within the transition
range, the resulting temperature response can be assumed to be proportional to the
current response for small enough signals to keep dRth/dT constant.

While the latter condition is hard to match in the strongly nonlinear range of the R-T
curve close to Rn, it can be extrapolated to temperatures close to the transition with
dRth/dT = 0. The thermal response found there by evaluating δT (t) can be expected to
be very close to the thermal time constant of the TES without electrothermal feedback.
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Figure 5.13: A) shows the FEM simulation results for ∆Tc = 3 mK of τ (Ibias) (a), τ0 (b) and
the I-I curve (c). While the course of the simulated τ is similar to the measured time constants
(d) throughout the usable working range (shaded), it significantly differs from the lumped model
results (e). B) Scaling the heat capacities by KFEM

C = 6 results in an also quantitatively good
matching of the simulated and the measured τ throughout the shaded range for ∆Tc = 3 mK
(blue stars) as well as for ∆Tc = 1 mK (gray rhombi) while both strongly deviate from the
lumped model results (orange dashed line: ∆Tc = 3 mK, red dashed line: ∆Tc = 1 mK). For
comparison, Reff

th is plotted (black line).

Therefore, in addition the current based evaluation of the time constants throughout
the transition range, a value for the thermal time constant was determined by using the
temperature response for each set of simulations.

The symbols in the left graph of figure 5.13 show the resulting time constants plotted
versus the bias current of the corresponding working points. The determined thermal
time constant level is marked by a horizontal dashed line.

Though the heat capacities and thermal conductance used in the model are the same
as those used for the lumped model thermal time constant τ lumped0 ≈ 440 µs in equation
4.42, the FEM model results in a significantly smaller value of

τFEM0 = 277µs (5.31)

Thus, the ratio of these thermal time constants ητ0 of

ητ0 =
τFEM0

τ lumped0

≈ 63 % (5.32)

is another result of the distributed structure as the TES. It confirms that the found
internal efficiency ηabs of the radiation power in the TES is not just due to an effective
reduction of the signal amplitude but results in changed effective total heat capacities
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and thermal conductances, which constitute the thermal time constant. This stresses the
limitations of the lumped model for such structures, in which the different components of
the TES interact with each other, resulting in a distinct signal course and corresponding
time constant for each pair of components. At the thermistor, an effective signal response
and time constant result from the combination of all of these signals. Therefore, ητ0 and
ηabs can be interpreted as if a significant part of the TES would not interact with the
thermistor, resulting in an effectively reduced total heat capacity by ητ0 compared to the
physical value. The fact that only a part of the incoming radiation power is effectively
transferred to the thermistor reduces its power efficiency, and at the same time lowers the
reaction time as a smaller amount of heat has to be compensated for per time interval. In
the extreme case of a nearly fully decoupled thermistor, this would result in ητ0 and ηabs
both being close to zero, which obviously corresponds to a very small, but fast response.

For comparison to the simulated data shown in figure 5.13, the measured time constants
are given. In addition, the analytically calculated time constant course for the lumped
model based on the I-I curve and the thermal time constant resulting from the FEM
simulation τFEM0 is plotted for ∆Tc = 3 mK. As discussed in section 4.3.5, the course of
the time constants resulting from the lumped model varies much stronger with the bias
current throughout the working range than the measured time constants, which show a
fast drop at the upper end of the transition range and are nearly constant throughout
the rest of the working range.

The resulting values of the comsol simulation reproduce the general tendency of the
measurement: They vary by less than ±10 % throughout nearly the whole transition
range, with a sharp jump close to the normal resistance range. Within the shaded area
of the graph, the simulated time constants rise by approx. 17 % referred to the minimum
value, while in the same range the lumped model values show a rise by approx 420 %.
As the model uses idealized components, this effect again has to be attributed to the
geometrical separation of the different components of the TES.

However, the absolute levels of the simulated time constants significantly differ from
the measured values. In the working range marked in the graph, the simulation resulted
in time constants in the range from 43 µs to 50µs, which is by a factor of 6 lower than
the measured values. To accommodate the difference in the absolute levels of the time
constant plateau of measured and simulated data, the total heat capacity of the comsol
model was scaled by a factor KFEM

C . The timing parameters of the simulation as de-
scribed in figure 5.11 were scaled accordingly by the same factor. By applying it to the
specific heat of every component in the model, a new set of time constants was deter-
mined. As the right side of figure 5.13 shows, a good matching to the measured data was
achieved within the range of low τ for

KFEM
C = 6 (5.33)

which resulted in time constants from 259µs to 302µs and from 246 µs to 264µs for
∆Tc = 3 mK and ∆Tc = 1 mK, respectively, in the shaded area. The resulting thermal
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time constant is

τFEM,C×6
0 ≈ 1.66 ms (5.34)

which is in accordance with the expected value resulting from upscaling the value for
KFEM
C = 1 by a factor of 6:

τFEM,C×6
0 ≈ 6 · τFEM0 ≈ 1.66 ms (5.35)

This and the good accordance in the working range confirms that also in this model the
time constants are proportional to the total heat capacity of the TES, as it is the case in
the lumped model. However, the good matching can be observed for ∆Tc = 3 mK as well
as for ∆Tc = 1 mK. For both simulated transition widths, the minimum time constant
is at the same level, and the ratio of tau0

τ does not exceed 6.4 and 6.7, respectively,
while the theoretical values are 93 and 278. Also the course of the values is very similar.
A slightly stronger rise of the time constants towards higher resistance values can be
observed. However, even in the case of ∆Tc = 3 mK in the shaded area the rise is only
16 %, for ∆Tc = 1 mK it is only 7 %. This is significantly lower than the calculated values
from the lumped model, which show an increase of 419 % and 380 %, respectively, in the
same range.

In the uppermost part of the transition, the measured data show a stronger deviation
from the simulated and calculated data, as well. This is mainly due to the deviation of
the real transition curve from the simplified curves used in the models. However, as this
range is not in a practically useable range because of its very low current response as
discussed above, it is not in the main focus of optimizations. Thus, this mismatch was
accepted in the optimization process.

The observed effects lead to the conclusion, that the time constants for this design are
limited by effects caused by the extended geometric structure and can not be correctly
predicted by the lumped model. Therefore, a supplementary FEM model was used
to analyze the effect of the absorbers more closely. By fixing the temperature of the
thermistor to Tth = Tc and thereby making it independent of its surrounding, a situation
was created in which the thermistor acts as a second thermal bath. This assures that the
time dependent temperature response of the absorbers was not influenced by the response
of the thermistor and can be analyzed separately. Thus, for a given set of material
parameters, it did only depend on the interaction of the absorbers among themselves
and their location with respect to the two thermal baths. All other parameters were
chosen to be identical to the settings in the time constant analysis of the thermistor
described above.

The results of a simulation in this configuration are shown in figure 5.14: For each
pair of dipole absorbers, the temperature response to the step in radiation power was
determined. As the figure shows, significant differences in the amplitudes can be observed.
According to equation 2.5, for each absorber j the equilibrium level of the response
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Figure 5.14: Time dependent temperature response Tabs at the absorbers to a signal step in
the applied radiation power (upper left). For this simulation, a modified model with fixed Tth

was used to separate the interaction of the absorbers with each other from effects of the ETF at
the thermistor. The absorbers are numbered as shown in the upper right sketch. Tabs can not
be approximated by a simple exponential function. Least square fit results of the initial range
up to 50µs (denoted as τ1, lower left) deviate significantly from the results for the upper range
starting from 400 µs (τ2, lower right).
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amplitude depends on the thermal conductance in between it and the heat sinks and
sources in the system, which in this case are the fixed thermal bath, the thermistor and
the other absorbers i. As the signals are small enough to comply with

δT � T (5.36)

constant average thermal conductances Gjth to the thermistor, Gjbath to the bath and

Gjabs,i to the other absorbers can be assumed for an approximation with

P jtoth ≈ G
j
th ·
(
T jabs − Tth

)
(5.37)

P jtobath ≈ G
j
bath ·

(
T jabs − Tbath

)
(5.38)

P jtoabs,i ≈ G
j
abs,i ·

(
T jabs − T iabs

)
, i 6= j (5.39)

where P jtoth, P jtobath and P jtoabs are the effective energy flows per time unit from the
absorber to the thermistor, to the bath, and to the absorber i, respectively. Due to
the conservation of energy, the difference between received radiation power P jrad and the

transferred powers has to be equal to the change in thermal energy U jth = Cjabs · T
j
abs:

d

dt
(Cjabs · T

j
abs) = P jrad − P

j
toth − P

j
tobath −

∑
i 6=j

P jtoabs,i (5.40)

In the equilibrium state, T jabs is constant. Thus, in this case the term on the left hand
side becomes zero and equation 5.40 can be written as

P jrad ≈T
j
abs ·

Gjth +Gjbath +
∑
i 6=j

Gjabs,i

− Tth ·Gjth − Tbath ·Gjbath
−
∑
i 6=j

Gjabs,i · T iabs
(5.41)

The resulting equation for T jabs

T jabs ≈
P jrad + Tth ·Gjth + Tbath ·Gjbath +

∑
i 6=j G

j

abs,i · T iabs
Gjth +Gjbath +

∑
i6=j G

j
abs,i

(5.42)
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Table 5.2: Time constants of the different absorbers in the 16A FEM model. The assignment
of the absorber numbers is visualized in figure 5.14, as well as the definition of τ1 and τ2. τeff
corresponds to the effective time constant determined as the 1/e drop of the response.

absorber no. τ1 τ2 τeff

1 330µs 351µs 323µs
2 26µs 353µs 263µs
3 53µs 356µs 302µs
4 574µs 376µs 375µs
5 416µs 351µs 358µs
6 570µs 354µs 345µs
7 421µs 363µs 365µs
8 580µs 382µs 395µs

leads to the equilibrium small signal step response of

δT jabs ≈
δP jrad +

∑
i6=j G

j

abs,i · δT iabs
Gjth +Gjbath +

∑
i 6=j G

j
abs,i

(5.43)

According to equation 5.43, a higher thermal coupling of the absorber j to the bath
leads to a lower equilibrium step response of this absorber. In addition, the temperature
responses of the other absorbers δT iabs increase the temperature response, scaled by their
individual thermal coupling to j relative to the total thermal coupling of the latter to
its surrounding. Thus, the influence of two absorbers on each other will decrease with
increasing distance between them.

The absorbers marked as number “2” in figure 5.14 are considerably closer to the

thermistor than the other absorbers, leading to a relatively large value of Gjth. Even
though the power signal received by this absorber is 4.5 times as high as the power signal
on the outer absorbers (numbers 1 and 4 to 8) due to the radiation distribution, the

effect is overcompensated by the large Gjth. The resulting δT jabs for these absorbers is
the smallest of all, as can be seen in the graph. In general, the variation of the thermal
response levels by more than a factor of two stresses the individual influence of each
absorber on the behavior of the TES as a whole.

As an effect of the different temperature levels in the initial and the final equilibrium
state, respectively, the thermal energy U jth changes in the transition between these states.
The resulting non-zero differential term in equation 5.40 causes the temperature change
not to happen immediately but to need a certain time. In the most simple case, it will
follow an exponential function with a fixed time constant τ as described in section 2.2.
In general, as the effect of one absorber on another scales with δT iabs, it is increasing with
time after the step until all absorbers have reached the new equilibrium state.
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Thus, the non-equilibrium results show a strong interaction in between the absorbers:
The step response can not be approximated by a single exponential function as it would
be the case for a single element with only one source of heat as described in equation
2.24, but shows a changing time constant throughout the course of the step response. By
approximating the ranges from t = 0µs to 50µs and from t = 400µs to the equilibrium
state with exponential functions as least square fits, significantly different time constants
were determined, as shown in figure 5.14. They are denoted as τ1 and τ2 for these ranges,
respectively. In addition, the effective time τeff constant was determined as the time
needed for the level difference to drop to 1/e as described above. The results are listed
in table 5.2. The absorber number “2” which is located closely at the thermistor, shows
the strongest change in time constant throughout the response curve, as illustrated in
the lower part of the figure: In the beginning of the course the reaction is fast, τ1 is 26 µs.
Closer to the equilibrium state, the response slows down. τ2 is 353µs, which is an increase
of the time constant by a factor of approx. 14. In contrast, absorber number “8“, which
has the farthest location with respect to the thermistor, even shows a reduction from
τ1 = 580 µs to τ2 = 382 µs by 34 %. This is caused by the interaction of the absorbers:
While the initial effect of the other absorbers is small and thus can be neglected, with
increasing amplitude the interaction is intensified. Absorber ”2“ initially is dominated
by its high thermal conductance to the thermistor and a sharp rise in amplitude can be
observed while the other absorbers still show a lower amplitude. However, once δT iabs rise
in amplitude its step response is slowed down. Hence, τ2 of absorber ”2“ has a similar
value as for the other absorbers. Similarly, absorber ”8“ starts with a slow rise, but later
adapts to the other absorbers, once the coupling gets stronger. In summary, the time
constants in the working range are strongly influenced by geometrical effects and limited
by the coupling of the absorbers to the thermistor. Hence, to improve the design, these
interactions have to be taken into account.
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6 Time constant reduction

6.1 Motivation

As discussed above, one of the main demands of a video rate THz camera is a fast TES,
as the number of sensors is limited by the acceptable complexity and production cost
of the system. The FEM simulations in chapter 5 proved to be able to model the time
domain behavior of the 16A TES appropriately, which could not be achieved with the
lumped model in section 2.3. Hence, the FEM model was used as a basis for further
improvements. The findings based on the model presented above suggest the possibility
to reduce the TES time constant by adjusting the geometrical design. Hence, the TES
geometry was revised with respect to sensitivity and speed using adapted models. Again,
also the coupling components were included into the modeling, to take into account
the electro-magnetic interaction between TES, feedhorn antenna and resonator. The
predictions of these models for the redesign were compared to the results of the 16A
TES. Additionally, the model was compared to the predictions of the lumped model.
Finally, a direct comparison to measured data from the new TES design was performed
to verify the models results.

For a TES following the lumped model, according to equation 2.83 the time constant
is given as

τ =
τ0

L · ξ · η + 1
(6.1)

τ0 =
C

G
(6.2)

which can be rewritten using equation 4.51 as

τ0
τ

= 1 +
α · ξ · η
n+ 1

·
(

1−
(
Tbath
T

)n+1
)
· Pel
Prad + Pel

(6.3)

However, the previous findings showed that the extended geometry of the thermal plat-
form limits the minimum time constants that can be achieved. Hence, predictions should
not simply base on the lumped model but need the affirmation of FEM simulations. In
particular, an increase of α does not necessarily reduce the time constant. According to
the FEM simulations, the time constant is still proportional to the thermal time constant
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τ0, and the latter is proportional to the total heat capacity of the TES, in agreement with
the lumped model. However, the proportionality factor depends on the structural details.
Thus, for a given set of working parameters, optimizations have to focus on the reduction
of the heat capacity as well as on the reduction of the structural complexity. While an
increased thermal conductance would also reduce the time constants, this has several dis-
advantageous side effects: Thermal fluctuation noise power is proportional to the square
root of G (cf. equation 4.56) and the current response is reduced by increased thermal
conductance (cf. equation 2.60). A local increase of the thermal conductance on the
thermal platform would increase the coupling between absorbers and the thermistor and
thus result in a properties more close to the lumped model. This again would be possible
in different ways: Either by a local increase of the cross section area of the platform,
which is hard to realize, or by adding conductive material to the platform. However,
both methods increase the heat capacity, which is counterproductive as the thermal time
constant will be increased by this method. Hence, a third way is to be preferred: The
reduction of the lateral distances on the platform, which combines a reduction of heat
capacity with a local increase of the thermal conductance.

As a consequence of these considerations, a simplified TES design with reduced heat
capacitance and a smaller thermal platform was developed. Periodic absorber structures
with finite extensions deviate in efficiency from the ideal infinite structure, and this de-
viation usually increases with decreasing number of periods. However, [64] showed that
an appropriate adjustment of the setup geometry based on simulations can considerably
improve the absorptance. Hence, the electro-magnetic coupling and the resulting effi-
ciency were estimated by FIT simulations which will be presented in section 6.2. FEM
simulations were used to analyze the temperature distribution, the intrinsic efficiency
and the time constants. The results and a comparison to the lumped model are given
in section 6.3. To verify the simulations, this design was used to fabricate TES. The
corresponding measurements are discussed and compared to the simulation results in
section 6.4. Finally, demonstrator of a terahertz video camera was set up equipped with
these TES. This system and the achieved results are described in section 6.5.

6.2 Radiation coupling

Based on the aforementioned criteria, a design with a reduced platform size was created.
As the size of the absorbers depends on the optical wavelength, it was not changed. This
results in a reduced number of absorbers. Thus, to preserve the general structure while
reducing distances and the heat capacity, the number of the absorbers was reduced by a
factor of four, removing the farthest located absorbers with reference to the thermistor.
The platform was scaled appropriately.

The resulting structure equals an extract of the platform of the 16A design in its center
with one quarter of its total size. This is illustrated on the left side of figure 6.1. The
initial structure is given for comparison. Referring to the number of absorbers, the new
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Figure 6.1: Left: absorber structure on the thermal platform for the 16A model (leftmost
sketch) and the 4A model with a reduced platform size, which can be interpreted as an extract
of the 16A platform within the dashed square. Right: Absorptances A(ν) (solid lines) and
averages Ā(328 GHz, ν) (dotted lines) resulting from simulations for the 16A and 4A design
both using the original parameters of 16A as given in table 5.1. In particular, dout = 1000µm
and lf−m = 200 µm.

design will be called ’4A’ in the following. As the effective reduction of the absorbing area
is expected to considerably influence the coupling of the TES to the feedhorn antenna,
a three-dimensional electromagnetic field simulation with this geometry was performed
to analyze the coupling behavior. This model was set up with a simplified structure as
described in section 5.2.1, to be directly comparable to the results found for the 16A
design.

The graph in figure 6.1 shows a direct comparison of the results of this simulation for
the 4A design with the original 16A design results. In both simulations, the same feedhorn
and resonator geometry as listed in table 5.1 was used. As can be seen from the figure,
the absorptance of the 4A design is reduced compared to the 16A design throughout
the whole analyzed frequency range. Within the window from 328 GHz to 368 GHz, the
average absorptance exhibits a reduction by approx. 8 % from 71 % to 65 %. Thus, the
absorbed power is significantly higher than the power absorber in the inner 4 absorber
pairs of the 16A model, which would equal a reduction by 40 % (see section 5.2.2).
This discrepancy can be attributed to the fact that the absorbing structures themselves
influence the field pattern within the resonator. However, significant differences can be
observed between the compared designs: The maximum absorptance of 72 % at 355 GHz
is lowered and shifted to lower frequencies compared to the 16A design, where it was
located at 364 GHz, amounting to 80 %. For higher frequencies, the absorptance of the
4A design drops significantly faster than in the 16A design, reaching approx. 44 % at
440 GHz, while the 16A design is still at 71 % at the same frequency. This reduces the
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Figure 6.2: Absorptance vs. frequency resulting from electro-magnetic simulations of the 4A
model. The distance between opening of the feedhorn and the averted Si3N4 membrane surface,
lf−m and the diameter dout of the output cone of the feedhorn antenna are varied (see figure
5.1). All values of lf−m and dout are given in micrometers. A) dout is fixed at 1000µm, lf−m is
varied. B) lf−m is fixed at 200 µm, dout is varied. C) lf−m is fixed at 100 µm, dout is varied. D)
lf−m is fixed at 150µm, dout is varied.

usability for wider bandwidths, as the average absorptance has its maximum already at
385 GHz at 66 %, while for the 16A design it it at 419 GHz with 74 %.

As discussed in [64], for absorber structures of finite extents, the optimal geometrical
parameter sets of the resonator differ from those for infinite absorber structures. Hence,
when changing the extents of the absorber, changes in these parameters have to be
expected. Therefore, a parameter variation was performed to find settings with higher
absorption results. As variation parameters, the distance between output cone opening
and the averted Si3N4 membrane surface, lf−m as well as the output diameter of the
output cone of the feedhorn dout were chosen, as these parameters strongly influence the
field pattern in the plane of the absorbers.

A chosen set of results is presented in figure 6.2. Sub-figure A contains a variation of
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Figure 6.3: A) Electro-magnetic simulation of the 4A-model. The average absorptance
Ā(328 GHz, ν) is plotted versus ν. Selected values with high absorptances are selected for the
diameter of the output cone of the feedhorn dout and lf−m in µm (see figure 5.1). B) Top view of
the 4A design: Four absorber pairs (yellow) and the thermistor (red) with SP (yellow) are placed
on top of the silicon nitride membrane (gray), that spans the opening of the silicon substrate
(blue). The thermistor is electrically connected to superconducting niobium wires (green).

lf−m, while dout is kept constant at 1000 µm. Compared to the initially used lf−m =
200 µm, the absorptance can be significantly improved by reducing lf−m. Especially, a
nearly constant absorptance can be achieved for a significantly larger bandwidth. The
maximum absorptance is increased to 76 % for lf−m = 100 µm and lf−m = 150µm
compared to 72 % for lf−m = 200µm. Additionally, it is shifted from 355 GHz to 373 GHz
for both distances. Values of lf−m larger than 200µm cause a strong reduction within the
marked frequency range and a fast drop down to approx. 45 % in a local minimum which
is shifted to lower frequencies for higher distances. Towards still higher frequencies, a
slight increase of the absorptance within the analyzed range up to 55 % can be observed.
A variation of dout as presented in sub-figure B with fixed lf−m showed only a small
potential for improvements. Increasing dout by 10 % to 1100µm results in a slight rise of
the absorptance within the atmospheric window from 328 GHz to 368 GHz. However, for
higher frequencies, it drops significantly faster than the absorptance for 1000µm. Still
larger as well as smaller values of dout resulted in worse results compared to 1000 µm.

Hence, dout was varied again for lower values of lf−m. The best results were achieved
for 100 µm and 150µm, which are presented in sub-figures C and D, respectively. They
both show the same tendencies and similar results: The highest absorptance within the
atmospheric window is achieved at dout = 1100µm, with a maximum of 78 % for both
distances. Towards higher frequencies, the absorptance drops faster than for dout = 1000,
which gives the second best results within the atmospheric window.

To evaluate the effective absorptance for a given bandwidth, the average values of
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Table 6.1: Geometry parameters of the 4A design with SP.

component number
height

[m]
length

[m]
width

[m]

total
volume

[m3]

platform 1 1·10−6 8·10−4 8·10−4 6.4·10−13

thermistor 1 1.08·10−7 2.2·10−4 5.8·10−5 1.38·10−15

dipole 8 2.1·10−8 4.3·10−4 1·10−5 7.22·10−16

wiring 2 1.5·10−7 4.41·10−4 6·10−6 7.94·10−16

SP 2 1·10−7 2.28·10−4 8·10−6 3.65·10−16

the range from 328 GHz to ν was calculated for each value of ν for direct comparison.
The results are shown in figure 6.3 A) for the parameter sets with the best results. As
can be seen from the figure, within the atmospheric window, nearly the same average
absorptance can be achieved as for the 16A design. For lf−m = 150 µm and dout =
1100µm, the difference is below 1 %. With a reduced lf−m of 100 µm, the difference rises
to approx. 3 %. With dout = 1000 µm, it amounts 5 %. The results for dout = 1000 µm
have their maximum shifted to higher frequencies. Above 403 GHz, the corresponding
average value for lf−m = 100 µm outnumbers the other configurations and reaches a
value of 71 %. Accordingly, a smaller value of lf−m compared to the 16A setup leads
to improved absorptances. Depending on the bandwidth, the best results are achieved
for values from 100µm to 150µm. For dout, the corresponding values are 1000 µm and
1100 µm. Within the atmospheric window, a coupling efficiency of

η4A
EM ≈ 70 % (6.4)

can be achieved, which is less than 1 % below the corresponding value for the 16A design,
as given in equation 5.6.

Also the maximum value of

η4A,max
EM ≈ 72 % (6.5)

is only slightly below the result of the 16A design of 74 % (see equation 5.7), and through-
out the analyzed frequency range up to 450 GHz, the difference between the 16A results
and the results of the 4A design with the best parameter set in each case is at most 3 %.

6.3 Electro-thermal simulations

The considerations above showed that a TES with a platform in the 4A design can achieve
good electro-magnetic coupling. A constraint resulting from the discussion above was
to keep the total thermal conductance at the same level as in the 16A design to avoid
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Table 6.2: Heat capacities of the 4A design with SP at 0.56 K based on the values given in
table 4.1 and the geometry shown in table 6.1. The electron contribution of Mo is multiplied
by 2.43 to reflect the effect of the superconducting transition. For better comparability to the
tables 4.2 and 4.3, unscaled values are listed (assuming KFEM

C = 1).

component
CAuPd

[J K−1]
CMo

[J K−1]
CSi3N4

[J K−1]
CNb

[J K−1]
Ctotal

[J K−1]

platform 0 0 6.52 · 10−14 0 6.52 · 10−14

thermistor 2.97 · 10−14 3.91·10−13 0 0 4.21 · 10−13

dipole 2 · 10−13 2.2·10−14 0 0 2.22 · 10−13

wiring 0 0 0 1.17 · 10−15 1.17 · 10−15

SP 1.12 · 10−13 0 0 0 1.12 · 10−13

sum 3.42 · 10−13 4.13·10−13 6.52 · 10−14 1.17 · 10−15 8.21 · 10−13

negative effects on noise and sensitivity. Hence, the spider leg structure of the membrane
was defined by downscaling the original structure shown in figure 3.2 appropriately. The
resulting TES design is presented in figure 6.3 B). It was equipped with SP to reduce the
risk of degradation and provide long term stability, as suggested by the results of section
3.3). The used geometry parameters are listed in table 6.1. Based on these, the heat
capacities of the different components of the design were calculated using the literature
values given in table 4.1. Parameters as base temperature, critical temperature and
transition width were assumed to be identical to ensure a maximum of comparability and
to isolate effects of the geometrical differences of the models. Though the measurements
presented in section 4.3 and the simulations in section 5.2.6 revealed significant deviations
from the predicted time constants based on these values and suggested a general scaling
factor of KFEM

C = 6 (cf. equation 5.33), a relative comparison based on these values
is still possible to estimate the significance of each value. Furthermore, the general
scaling does not affect these considerations and allows for a prediction of the relative
thermal time constant scaling referred to the 16A design. Hence, the resulting values for
KFEM
C = 1 are listed in table 6.2.

The total heat capacity predicted by these calculations for the 4A design can be used
to estimate the thermal time constant. A simulated I-I curve without background load
was used to determine the Joule heating power. By combining equations 4.12, 4.38 and
4.39 to

G = G0 · Tn =
n+ 1

T
· Pel

1−
(
Tbath
T

)n+1 (6.6)

T = Tc + ∆Tc (6.7)
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the thermal conductance G was calculated, resulting in

G ≈ 3.9× 10−9 W K−1 (6.8)

which is slightly higher compared to the 16A TES by 10 % due to the smaller platform
dimensions. The resulting calculated thermal time constant is

τ lumped0 = 209µs (6.9)

which is approx. 48 % of the corresponding 16A value. If the scaling of the heat capacity
is taken into account as KFEM

C = 6, the thermal time constant increases to

τ lumped,C×6
0 = 1.26 ms (6.10)

However, the thermal time constant found from the FEM simulations τFEM0 for the
16A design presented in equation 5.31 amounted to only 63 % of the theoretical value.
Due to this significant deviation caused by the geometrical extensiveness of the design, a
different value of the thermal time constant of the 4A design can be predicted by scaling
τFEM0 by the ratio of the total heat capacities of both designs. The total heat capacity
given in table 6.2 is reduced by approx. 49 % referred to the 16A design, which should
be reflected in the expected thermal time constant:

τS,4A0 ≈ 0.49 · τFEM,16A
0 ≈ 814 µs (6.11)

Due to the diminution of the platform and the dipoles both by 75 %, the heat capacity
of the thermistor becomes more dominant. Hence, the 4A design provides a reduced
heat capacity scatter and therefore is closer to the lumped model, where the whole heat
capacity is concentrated within a single point. As a consequence, a reduction of the time
constants in the working range can be expected, that exceeds the reduction of the ther-
mal time constant. However, as still about 50 % of the heat capacity are distributed over
an area that is approx. 50 times as large as the thermistor, still considerable deviations
from the lumped model have to be expected. Thus, for more precise predictions, the ex-
tended geometry again has to be taken into account. To further analyze the temperature
distribution, the intrinsic efficiency and the time constants, a 4A comsol FEM model was
created, following the design shown in figure 6.3 and considering the principles described
in section 5.2.3.

As the contribution of the wiring to the total heat capacity of the thermal platform
is only approximately 0.1 % (see table 6.2), it is ignored in the simulation. However,
different to the 16A model, the SP are taken into account as they provide about 14 % of
the total heat capacity. Again, a simplified electrical circuit containing all the relevant
components was included directly on the membrane, as shown in figure 6.4. This circuit
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(a)

(b) (c)

(d)

(e)

(f)
(g)

Figure 6.4: Geometry of the FEM model used to simulate the electro-thermal behavior of the
4A TES. The superconducting wiring is omitted as it does not significantly contribute to the
total heat capacity (cf. table 6.2). The magnification on the right shows the electrical circuit
that allows for a realistic modeling. It consists of the thermistor (a), that incorporates the
parasitic resistance R0 as well as the heat capacity of the SP. Further elements are the shunt
resistor (b), RL (c) and the current nodes (d), (e) on the wiring (f). The blue frame (g) at the
outer edge of the TES marks the thermal bath which is kept at the fixed temperature Tbath.

Figure 6.5: Left: Temperature distribution of the 4A comsol model in the transition range for
Tbath = 402 mK and Tc = 564 mK without radiation load. The color scale marks the tempera-
ture levels in mK.
Right: The simulated total background radiation power was Prad ≈ 46 pW. A limited temper-
ature range was used to visualize the gradient on the platform.
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is identical to the one used for the 16A model to ensure the comparability and does
not contribute to joule heating, heat capacity and thermal conductance except from the
thermistor. The additional SP was included into the heat capacity of the thermistor
without a geometric representation, as its close location to the thermistor and the small
structures otherwise would increase the simulation computing time, while no difference
in the resulting TES behavior could be expected.

6.3.1 Temperature distribution and efficiency

To acquire the temperature distribution on the platform, a simulation with the thermis-
tor being biased to a working point in the transition range was performed. The resulting
temperature distribution for Tbath = 402 mK is presented on the left in figure 6.5. As
for the 16A model, a significant temperature gradient across the platform can be ob-
served. As the nitride membrane of 4A compared to the 16A membrane is scaled, but
has the same shape, the distribution for both models is very similar. For simulations
including background radiation, the radiation power was distributed equally over the
four absorbers, as they are placed symmetrically around the optical axis of the incom-
ing radiation. The Joule heating power difference ∆Pel between simulations with and
without background radiation, respectively, was adjusted to match the same value as for
the 16A model of ∆Pel = 3.2× 10−11 W, to use comparable conditions for both models.
This was done by adjusting the total radiation power appropriately. This resulted in a
value of

P absrad ≈ 4.6× 10−11 W (6.12)

corresponding to the intrinsic power efficiency of the 4A model of

η4A
abs =

∆Pel
P absrad

≈ 70 % (6.13)

which is only slightly higher than the value for the 16A design of 67 %, in accordance
with the similar temperature gradient.

By combining this efficiency with the coupling efficiency found in section 6.2, the
bandwidth dependent overall efficiency of the 4A TES within the atmospheric window
from 328 GHz to 368 GHz is

η4A
TES = η4A

EM · η4A
abs ≈ 49 % (6.14)

which is very close to the results of the 16A TES at 48 %. Hence, with the reduced
number of absorbers in the 4A design the same efficiency can be achieved as for the 16A
design.
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Figure 6.6: A) Simulated I-I curve with background load of 46 pW. For the marked working
points (a), (b) and (c), the corresponding TES step responses are shown in B) (solid lines, shifted
to a common upper level for comparison). They can not be fully matched by single exponential
functions (dashed lines). Thus, τ was also determined as the time difference between the start
of the step to the drop to 1/e (solid orange line for (a)) of the level differences (dotted lines).
The differences for both methods were only a few percent of τ within the usable working range
(e.g. for (a) and (b)). Due to the strong nonlinearity of the R-T curve close to Rn, in this range
the deviations increase to above 10 % (e.g. 17 % for (c)).

6.3.2 Time constants

For the analysis of the time dependent behavior of the TES, the same simulation setup
as described in section 5.2.6 was used. A rectangular signal was added to the background
radiation power. To determine the amplitude, the same maximum signal difference at
the thermistor as used for the 16A model, (∆Psig)max = 1.4× 10−12 W, was chosen to
achieve comparable results. By applying the internal efficiency of the 4A TES given in
equation 6.13, the resulting amplitude at the absorbers was

δPrad =
(∆Psig)max

η4A
abs

≈ 2.0× 10−12 W (6.15)

For the exact location of the used working points with respect to the bias current, the
I-I curve with background load was simulated. It is shown in the left graph of figure 6.6.
A selection of working points is marked with crosses. For these working points, in the
right graph the current response δIth is shown together with exponential least square fits.
Similar to the 16A model, the curves can not be fully matched by exponential functions,
as predicted by the lumped TES model. However, the differences in the resulting time
constants to those determined from the 1/e drop of the curves amount to a few percent
only except from the range close to the normal resistive state, where deviations of more
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Table 6.3: Amplitudes of the temperature response δTabs of the absorbers for the 16A and
the 4A model, denoted as in figure 6.7. The scaling factor s cancels the effect of the different
radiation power levels per absorber.

absorber no. 1/s s · δTabs s · δTabs/δTNabs
N 1 66 1
F 1 156 2.4
2 0.6 117 1.8
3 0.6 242 3.7
1 0.13 648 9.8
4 0.13 1,180 18
5 0.13 779 12
6 0.13 864 13
7 0.13 1,050 16
8 0.13 1,140 17

than 10 % can be observed. This can be attributed to the strong non-linearity of the R-T
characteristic and the weak feedback, resulting in a stronger thermal component of the
signal.

The 16A model showed a strong variation of the different absorber time constants
that result in the limitation of the TES time constant. Hence, the time constants of the
absorbers were analyzed for the 4A model. To eliminate the influence of the ETF at
the thermistor, its temperature was fixed to Tc as described in section 5.2.6, causing the
thermistor to act as a second thermal bath. In this setup, the temperature responses of
the thermistors were simulated. The results are shown in figure 6.7. For direct compari-
son, also the results of the equivalent simulation of the 16A model are included. Again,
significant differences in the amplitude between the absorbers near to the thermistor of
the 4A model, denoted as N , and the farther located ones, marked by an F , can be
observed. The difference is comparable to the maximum level difference for the 16A
absorbers, which can be attributed to the similar temperature gradients across the plat-
forms. However, as the radiation power is evenly distributed in the 4A model while in
the 16A model the inner absorbers receive a 4.5 times higher radiation power than the
absorbers at the edge of the platform, the radiation power levels have to be taken into
account to compare the total thermal conductance of the different absorbers, as equation
5.43 shows. Therefore, the amplitudes were scaled relative to the inverse of the input
radiation power. The resulting curves are plotted in the upper right graph of figure 6.7.
The scaled amplitudes for N and 2 are the lowest, stressing the strong influence of the
thermistor on these absorbers compared to the thermal bath. The still by a factor of 1.8
lower scaled amplitude for N compared to 2 stresses the larger coupling to the bath of
N due to their closer location to the edge of the platform.

Also the scaled equilibrium level for F is located between results of 2 and 3, meaning
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Figure 6.7: Upper left: Absorber Temperature response to a signal step in the radiation power
with Tth fixed to Tc. The results for the 16A and the 4A model are shown for comparison. The
denotation of the absorbers is marked in the inset sketches. Upper right: To characterize the
total thermal conductance of the absorbers, the curves are scaled relative to the inverse of the
radiation power. Lower left: Least square fit results of the initial range up to 20µs and 50µs
for the 4A and the 16A model, respectively, denoted as τ1. They deviate significantly from the
results for the upper range (τ2) starting from 150µs and 400 µs (lower right).
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Table 6.4: Time constants of the different absorbers in the 4A FEM model. For reference,
results for the 16A model are included. The definition of τ1 and τ2 as well as the assignment of
the absorber names is visualized in figure 6.7. τeff corresponds to the effective time constant
determined as the 1/e drop of the response.

absorber name τ1 τ2 τeff

N 21µs 88µs 61µs
F 61µs 88µs 90µs
2 26µs 353µs 263µs
3 53µs 356µs 302µs

a significantly higher thermal conductance for F than for the outer absorbers of the 16A
model, as the listed equilibrium levels in table 6.3 show.

For both designs, the curves could not be matched by a single exponential function as
it would be the case for a single heat capacity (see section 2.2). As the influence of the
other absorbers on each absorber increases with the amplitude of their response signal,
the initial range of the response curve is close to the unaffected case, while towards the
new equilibrium state significant interaction takes place , as can be seen from equation
5.43. Hence, individual least squares fits with exponential functions to the first 20 µs were
performed, resulting in the time constant τ1. The same was done for the range starting
from 150 µs, which lead to the second time constant τ2. The results are shown in figure
6.7. For F as also for the absorbers 2 of the 16A design, the differences between τ1 and
τ2 were the most pronounced, as these absorbers have a significantly smaller initial time
constant than the others due to the close location to the thermistor. The dominating
influence of the thermistor also causes very similar values for both models of τ1 for these
absorbers (cf. table 6.4). This is also the case for F and the absorber 3, while the other
absorbers of the 16A model exhibit substantially higher values. Hence, the individual
time constants of the 4A absorbers are very similar to the inner 4 absorber pairs of the
16A model which are marked in figure 6.1. Consequently, the lack of the slowest absorbers
in the 4A model results in significantly lower values of τ2, which are reduced by a factor
of approximately 4 compared to absorbers 2 and 3. Therefore, also the corresponding
values of τeff , the effective time constants determined from the 1/e drop of the thermal
response, are reduced by a factor of at least 3. Accordingly, a reduction of the lower time
constant limit of the 4A TES caused by the absorbers and therefore a decrease of the
minimum time constants achieved with this design can be expected.

A series of simulations was used to determine the effective time constant of the 4A
TES, without fixing the temperature as it was used to analyze the absorbers. The left
graph of figure 6.8 shows the resulting time constants referred to the bias current, and the
I-I curve as reference. While in general the current response δIth was used to determine
the time constants, for values of Ibias close to or in the normal conducting range, the
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Figure 6.8: A) τ (Ibias). The symbols mark the FEM results, pentagon (∆Tc = 3 mK) and
triangle (∆Tc = 1 mK) for the 4A design, star and diamond shape for 16A. The τ0 levels are
marked by dashed horizontal lines. The dotted lines represent the lumped model predictions.
The shaded blue and gray areas mark equal working ranges with respect to the I-I curve of 4A
and 16A, respectively. For reference, the 4A I-I curve is plotted as a thick black line. B) The
time constant ratio of the FEM results and the lumped model predictions is plotted versus the
bias current. The assignment of the symbols and the shading is identical to A). For reference,
the R-I curve is given as a thick black line.

temperature response δTth was used to approximate the time constants instead, as δIth
becomes very small in this range and finally fully vanishes once the normal resistance is
reached, as discussed in detail in section 5.2.6.

The found thermal time constant is marked in the figure by a dashed horizontal line.
It amounts to

τFEM0 = 1.06 ms (6.16)

and thus is located nearly centrally in between the predicted value derived from the total
heat capacity and the thermal conductance given in equation 6.10 as τ lumped,C×6

0 and the
value resulting from scaling the result of the 16A model FEM simulations accordingly
by the heat capacity change between both models, shown in equation 6.11 as τS,4A0 . As
the difference between the latter values results from the deviation of the model from
the ideal lumped structure, the decreased difference of τFEM0 to τ lumped,C×6

0 confirms
the improved compliance of 4A with the lumped model. This is also reflected by the
corresponding value of ητ0 ,

η4A
τ0 =

τFEM0

τ lumped,C×6
0

≈ 84 % (6.17)
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Table 6.5: Comparison of the time constant characteristic of the 4A and the 16A model based
on simulations (”FEM”) and lumped model calculations (”lumped”). The used symbols are
defined in the text.

design ∆Tc τFEMmin
τFEM0

τFEMmin
%FEM τ lumpedmin %lumped %lumped

%FEM
τFEMmin

τ lumpedmin

4A 3 mK 71 µs 15 50 % 11 µs 340 % 6.8 6.3
4A 1 mK 64 µs 17 19 % 3.8 µs 380 % 20 17
16A 3 mK 259µs 6.4 16 % 18 µs 420 % 26 14
16A 1 mK 246µs 6.7 7.3 % 6.1 µs 380 % 52 41

compared to

η16A
τ0 ≈ 63 % (6.18)

Nevertheless, the fact that the deviation is reduced only by 55 % stresses that it is still
not negligible and the design can not be described sufficiently with the lumped model.

Similar to the 16A design, within most of the transition range, the course of the
simulated effective time constants of the TES shows significantly smaller variations than
predicted by the lumped model. In the shaded area of figure 6.8, the simulated time
constants vary from 71µs to 107µs for ∆Tc = 3 mK, which corresponds to a rise by 50 %
with respect to the minimum value. In the same range, the lumped model predicts a rise
by 340 % from 11.3 µs to 50µs. For ∆Tc = 1 mK the variation of the simulation results
is still smaller: The values range from 64µs to 76µs, which corresponds to an increase
by 19.3 % referred to the minimum value. The associated lumped model predicts a rise
by 379 % from 3.8 µs to 18 µs. Obviously, there is a strong mismatch of the absolute
values of the minima between lumped model and simulation (cf. table 6.5). Further,
while the predicted minimum values differ by a factor of 3 for the used transition widths,
the simulation results in a ratio of 1.1. Hence, a limitation of the lower limit of the
time constants is obvious, which can not be explained by the lumped model. Instead,
comparing these values to the effective time constants of the absorbers shows that they
are of the same order of magnitude as the minimum TES time constants. Therefore, the
dominant influence of the extended geometry as assumed in section 5.2.6 from the results
of the 16A model is confirmed by these observations and still valid for the 4A design.

However, the above found approach by the 4A design to the ideal structure is also
clearly visible: The ratio of the time constant values of the lumped model and the sim-
ulation, respectively, is visualized in the right graph of figure 6.8. For each transition
width, the time constants of the 4A model are closer to the predictions of lumped model
than the 16A values. Also the general course of the time constants affirms this improve-
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ment: While the predicted relative rise of the time constants

%lumped =
τ lumpedmax − τ lumpedmin

τ lumpedmin

(6.19)

in the marked area results in similar values for both designs and both transition widths
as can be seen from column %lumped in table 6.5, the corresponding rise in the simulated
data, represented by

%FEM =
τFEMmax − τFEMmin

τFEMmin

(6.20)

shows a substantial variation, which is also reflected by the ratio of %lumped to %FEM

(column %lumped

%FEM
). In general, this ratio is significantly smaller for the 4A model, con-

firming the smaller deviation from the lumped model. In addition, the difference between
∆Tc = 3 mK and ∆Tc = 1 mK is larger for the 4A design. As the structural effects define
a lower limit for the time constants, their influence increases with increasing feedback
strength, if the theoretical time constants approach this limit. If the feedback, e.g. by
larger transition widths, is weak enough, the TES will again behave in accordance with
the lumped model. Accordingly, a higher sensitivity to feedback changes for a given
feedback strength is a sign of reduced influence of the geometrical structure. Hence,
the increased sensitivity of the time constants to the transition width change for the 4A
design compared to the 16A design is another affirmation of the approach to the ideal
behavior.

6.4 Measurements

To verify the simulations, 4A TES were fabricated as described in section 3.1.1. In the
simulations discussed above, the same parameters were assumed as for the 16A design.
Hence, for best comparability and to exclude effects resulting from different production
conditions, the compared TES were fabricated on the same wafer. The corresponding
measurements are discussed and compared to the simulation results in this section.

V -T measurements as described in section 4.3.2 were used to determine the R-T
characteristic of the 4A TES. This resulted in Tc = 565 mK. With respect to the
found reproducibility of approx. ±1 mK within the same cool down cycle for each Tc
value, this matches the result of the 16A TES. Similarly, the found transition width
of ∆Tc = (2.5± 1.0) mK matches the value of (2± 1) mK. The found value for Rn =
(2.26± 0.10) Ω was verified by the more precise results of an I-I curve measurement as
discussed in section 4.3.4 without background load. The least squares fits of Qn and Qs
resulted in Rn = (2.25± 0.01) Ω and RL = (0.048± 0.001) Ω.

As already observed from the 16A TES, also the 4A TES I-I curves exhibit distorted
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Figure 6.9: Measured I-I curve of the 4A design without background load. As for the 16A
design, discontinuous regions can be observed (see text).

regions in the transition range, which can be seen in figure 6.9. As they result in arbitrary
offset changes of the measured curve, the same method as described in section 4.3.4 is
used to determine the Joule heating power

Pel = Iminth ·
(
Iminbias ·Rsh − Iminth · (Rsh +RL)

)
(6.21)

of the thermistor in the local minimum of the above mentioned I-I curve and a second
measurement with room temperature radiation background load. Iminbias marks the bias
current in said minimum, and Iminth the corresponding current through the thermistor.
After equation 4.47, the difference between these values equals the effective background
radiation load power at the thermistor

Prad = ∆Pel = (3.2± 0.2)× 10−11 W (6.22)

Hence, the measured overall efficiencies of 16A and 4A model are nearly the same,
which is in good agreement with the predictions by the simulations in sections 5.2.5 and
6.3.1 and hence affirms that the 4A design can be used without a loss in signal efficiency.

Measurements with a rectangular radiation signal were performed to determine the
step response of the TES. The same setup and evaluation method as described in section
4.3.5 was used to identify the time constants to ensure comparability of the results for the
different designs. The results are presented in figure 6.10. The measured time constants
affirm the findings of the simulation results above: Throughout most of the transition
range, the time constants are nearly constant, hence following the same trend as the
simulation. Also the absolute values are in good agreement with the simulation data, as
can be seen from the right graph of figure 6.10. In the marked area of the graph, the
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Figure 6.10: Time constants versus bias current. The shaded area marks the same region
as in figure 6.8. Left: The symbols mark measured data, while the red (∆Tc = 1 mK) and
blue (∆Tc = 3 mK) dashed lines represent the calculated time constant course based on the
calculated I-I curve (straight brown line). By upscaling the heat capacity to a value where the
calculated minimum time constants match the measured data, the general course mismatch can
not be solved (gray and orange dashed lines). Right: The measured data (isolated symbols) is
matched by the simulation results (connected symbols) for ∆Tc = 3 mK (violet) as well as for
∆Tc = 1 mK (purple).

measured time constants lie in the range of

τmeas = (70± 20)µs (6.23)

which is close to the simulation results of (70± 6) µs and (89± 19) µs for ∆Tc = 1 mK
and ∆Tc = 3 mK, respectively. As the simulation model was only adjusted with respect
to the geometry, but all used material parameters and the general setup was unchanged
compared to the 16A model, this agreement certifies the predictive potential of the model.
Hence, it should be possible to make qualitative predictions concerning new geometries,
and even quantitative data can be gained. However, due to the strongly simplified physics
no perfect matching can be expected.

The direct comparison of the time constants to the results for the 16A TES shown in
equation 4.46 reveals a scaling factor of

χ4A
16A =

τ16A

τ4A
≈ 3.6 (6.24)

Hence, the time constants could be improved significantly by the 4A design. For a
comparison of the sensitivity, the found parameters presented above were used to model
the expected noise using equation 4.61 and to compare it to measurements. As thermal
time constant in the calculations, the value given in equation 6.16 was used. The results
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are shown in figure 6.11. As can be seen, within the bandwidth

∆ν4A
el =

1

2πτ
≈ 2270 Hz (6.25)

of the TES, which is defined as in equation 4.63, the measured noise level is

NEP 4A = 4.5× 10−16 W Hz−1/2 (6.26)

which is approx. 30 % higher than the theoretically calculated value. It is also by 18 %
larger than the 16A noise level. The increased noise level could be verified from the
noise level without radiation background load, which is by approximately 60 % above
the theoretical level, while the photon noise found from the noise levels with and with-
out background radiation load is in accordance with the theoretical value. Above the
bandwidth limit of the TES, an excess noise hump can be observed which is much more
pronounced than for the 16A TES (see figure 4.13). In a model with additional heat
capacities, increased in-band noise as well as a high frequency hump is predicted by [92]
for the case of average coupling of these heat capacities to the TES. This effect gains
significance with increasing feedback and has a maximum for medium coupling strength
between TES and additional heat capacities. Therefore, a possible explanation of the
higher noise in the 4A model compared to the 16A model is the improved coupling of
the absorbers as a whole to the TES, while still maintaining a significant decoupling.
However, also various types of excess noise could be observed in the vicinity of distorted
working points, as shown in the right graph of figure 4.13. General noise level increase
could be observed to different scales as well as rather localized peaks. In either case
the usability of such working points was reduced due to the degraded SNR. Still, as the
location of these distortions were well defined referring to the I-I curve for a given base
temperature level, stable working points with low noise levels could be chosen.

Based on the noise level in these points, the effective maximum radiation power dif-
ference and the electrical bandwidth ∆ν4A

el the SNR could be calculated using equation
4.70 as

SNR4A =
(∆Psig)max

NEP 4A ·
√

∆ν4A
el

(6.27)

resulting in

SNR4A =
1.4× 10−12 W

4.5× 10−16 W Hz−1/2 ·
√

2270 Hz
≈ 65 (6.28)

According to equation 1.30, this equals an achievable bit depth of ≈ 6 bit. Compared to
the 16A TES, this is a reduction of the SNR by 50 % (see equation 4.71) which is mainly
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Figure 6.11: Measured NEP and Smax
sig (dotted lines) scaled by κ(ωel). A) NEP under room

temperature background radiation of the 4A (black) and the 16A TES (orange) and with a
background load from 0.4 K for 4A (green). τFEM

0 was used to calculate NEPcomb (eqn. 4.61,
dashed lines; thin dashed lines: strong feedback limit). B) Examples of distorted working points
with different levels of excess noise. Both wide-band and strongly frequency dependent excess
noise could be observed. Discontinuities in the blue curve are due to a strong dependency of the
noise level on small temperature differences between consecutively measured frequency intervals.

due to the electrical bandwidth increase of

∆ν4A
el

∆ν16A
el

=
√
χ4A

16A ≈ 1.9 (6.29)

However, the simulations in section 6.2 suggested an increase of the optical bandwidth
for application distances with low atmospheric attenuation. Within the range of nearly
constant efficiency, a scaling factor n of the bandwidth would roughly rise the signal by
a factor of n. As the phonon noise scales with

√
n while the other noise terms are not

affected by the scaling, a minimum improvement of the SNR of
√
n can be achieved.

6.5 Demonstrator for 10 frames per second

6.5.1 Requirements

A demonstrator of a THz camera that is capable of producing moving pictures in real
time was planned as an improved successor of SCOTI (see section 3.1.1). To demonstrate
an intermediate step from single frame images to 25 frames per second (fps) video with a
full body length FOV, the defined general requirements for this new demonstrator were
a larger field of view (FOV) with a diameter of 1 m and frame rates of up to 10 fps. Also
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the object distance requirement was increased to the range from 7 m to 10 m. Even at a
slightly reduced optical resolution compared to SCOTI of 2 cm, equaling 1 cm/line and
sample, this FOV consists of a number of nearly 8000 pixels in a rectangular grid.

Hence, to fulfill these requirements with a full sensor array, several thousand sensors
would be necessary, including the corresponding readout. This would lead to inacceptably
high production and operation costs. Even for much slower readout requirements like
in astronomical applications where price plays a minor role currently large arrays are
limited to a few thousand sensor elements[40],[42],[104]. In addition, efficiently shielded
sensors use feedhorn antennas as described in section 4.2. In this case, for all array
geometries to fully sample a given FOV, scanning is unavoidable[105][106].

To prevent smearing effects e.g. caused by moving persons in the object plane, the
integration time per frame tint must be limited. The condition to keep the shift

dshift = vperson · tint (6.30)

of a person moving perpendicular to the optical axis significantly below the width of one
pixel per frame, the maximum integration time within this frame is given by

tint �
rmin

2
· 1

vperson
(6.31)

For a line width of rmin
2 = 1 cm and a typical velocity of the person of vperson = 1 m s−1,

a limitation to 10 % of the pixel width results in

tint ≤ 1 ms (6.32)

If the frame rate falls below 1
tint

= 1 kHz, dead times will occur. Alternatively, the
sensors can be used more efficiently by scanning the FOV. This has to be taken into
account for systems with high cost per sensor. While geometrical deformations in the
resulting images can be caused by moving persons using this method, smearing effects
are strongly limited while maintaining continuous signal integration at each sensor[107].

Therefore, for this system, an upper limit of 20 sensors was defined, with 20 parallel
readout channels. To acquire the full FOV, it is scanned using an optical scanner. In the
following the choice of the used scanning mechanism, the parameters of the scanner and
the adaption of the sensor array geometry to it will be explained.

6.5.2 Scanning the field of view

In principle, several scanning methods can be used to sample a given field of view with
a certain number of sensors. A small selection of such methods will be discussed in
this section concerning their advantages and disadvantages with respect to the above-
mentioned application.

The most simple way to acquire a rectangular image is to perform a line scan, with a
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linear array of sensors being virtually moved along a line perpendicular to the orientation
of the array. This allows for fast scanning as only one turning point of the scanning
mechanism per frame is necessary, keeping the occurring mechanical forces on a low
level. No redundancy will occur, as the scan traces of the single sensors will not overlap.
This allows to take full advantage of all sampling points, which can be evenly distributed
over the FOV. However, This method is limited in the lateral resolution achieved parallel
to the line array. To resolve a given number of lines along this direction, an equaling
number of sampling points is necessary. This number is directly defined by the number
of used sensors in the array. To be able to separate for example two bright lines, at
least one dark line is necessary in between. Hence, the resolution usually is defined in as
a spatial frequency νspat in line pairs (e.g. one bright and one dark line) per distance,
equaling the smallest period of the spatial grid that can be resolved[108]. It is limited to

νlinespat =
Nsensors

2
· 1

dFOV
(6.33)

which can be achieved for evenly distributed sensors along an array with the length
dFOV , where dFOV represents the width of the targeted field of view in parallel to
the linear sensor array and Nsensors denotes the number of sensors. For dFOV = 1 m
and Nsensors = 20 as defined above for this demonstrator system, this would lead to a
minimum resolution of

rlinemin =
(
νlinespat

)−1
= 10 cm (6.34)

which is unacceptably large for the aspired detection capabilities. A common alternative
for scanning with single sensors or small arrays is to use a meander scanner with two
orthogonal axes. Its advantage over the line scanner is the possibility to freely chose the
sampling density in both directions, theoretically allowing for any chosen value. Hence,
the achievable spatial resolution is not limited by the scanning. However, to scan a field
of Nc × Nr samples consisting of Nc columns and Nr rows, a single sensor needs to be
moved consecutively along the rows (or columns). Regarding the mechanical load, this
results in the need for a large number Nturn of changes in direction of the deflection
unit, where Nturn in the best case is chosen as the minimum of Nc and Nr. As the
scanning is slowed down in the turning point and the time consumed for the turns has
to be significantly lower than the scanning time per line, large forces on the deflection
unit will occur. In most cases of scanning, a constant angular velocity ω is used along
the scanned FOV, represented by the total scanning angle θ. In this case, the time used
for changing the direction of the deflection unit has to be limited to a small fraction Υ of
the total time per frame ∆tframe. The resulting time for a single turn tturn is given by

∆tturn =
Υ ·∆tframe
Nturn

∝ 1

Nturn
(6.35)
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and hence inversely proportional to the number of turns. Additionally, the angular
velocity ω itself is proportional to Nturn, as it results directly from the time per frame:

ω =
θ

(1− Υ ) · ∆tframe
Nturn

(6.36)

and in the aspired case of Υ � 1

ω ≈ θ

∆tframe
·Nturn ∝ Nturn (6.37)

Therefore, the minimum angular acceleration in each turning point is given by

α =
dω

dt
≥ 2ω

∆tturn
∝ N2

turn (6.38)

and therefore rises as the square of the number of turning points.

This is especially significant in the case of large apertures, as the moments of inertia
increase with the lateral dimension of the aperture. For optical elements, a common
case is a thin disc. for a given density ρm, its moment of inertia with respect to an axis
through its diameter is proportional to the radius R to the power of four[109]:

Idia =
mR2

4
=
ρm · π · d ·R4

4
(6.39)

This strongly limits the achievable maximum frame rate of the scanning mechanism.
The use of an array of several sensors for a meander scan does not reduce the forces if
the possibility to freely chose the sampling density for both dimensions of the FOV is
maintained. A compromise, as scanning with a short line of evenly distributed sensors
along paths of a distance that is equal to the length of this line, would result in the need
for at least

Nturn =
Nc

Nsensors
(6.40)

turns, assuming without loss of generality that Nc < Nr. The achievable spatial resolu-
tion along this line array therefore is given by

rmeander,linemin = 2 · dFOV
Nc

(6.41)

and hence connected to the number of necessary turns per frame as

rmeander,linemin = 2 · dFOV
Nturn ·Nsensors

∝ 1

Nturn
(6.42)
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Figure 6.12: Left: Simulated trace of a sensor for spiral scanning with sampling points at
equidistant time steps. Right: The traces of different sensors overlap at several positions in the
image, hence allowing for direct calibration.

To achieve a resolution of rmin = 2 cm with dFOV = 1 m with 20 sensors, still a minimum
number of

Nmeander,line
turn = 2 · dFOV

Nsensors · rmin
= 5 (6.43)

would be necessary, which have to be accompanied by the same number of fast shifts of
the scan path.

In contrast, a spiral scanner allows to reduce the number of turning points to as low
as 0.5 per frame. In this case, a two-dimensional scanning is achieved by separating the
polar coordinates φ and r. These coordinates define the FOV in the range of φ ∈ [0; 2π]
and r ∈ [0; rmax]. While φ is being scanned by rotating a deflection mirror, r is varied by
tilting this mirror in a range of ± θ2 . As a full tilt from − θ2 to θ

2 requires only one turning
point, but results in scanning twice the range from r = 0 to r = rmax which corresponds
to two full frames, only 0.5 turning points per frame are necessary. By this mechanism,
the sensor array is virtually moved on spiral traces across the circular FOV. The number
of traces Ntraces is defined by the rotations per frame. Constant sampling and rotation
frequencies lead to a decreasing sampling density along the φ direction (see figure 6.12)

and hence a decreasing maximum recoverable spatial frequency νspiralspat with increasing r,
which for a given sampling frequency νsample is given by

νspiralspat =
1

2
· νsample
νframe ·Ntraces · 2 · π · r

(6.44)

Hence, to achieve a certain lateral resolution at the outer edges of the FOV, sampling
parameters have to be chosen that cause significant oversampling in the inner range of
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Figure 6.13: Different array configurations for an array limited to 20 pixels: A) Hexagonal
structure (19 pixels), B) ring structure (20 pixels), C) cross geometry (20 pixels). The ratios of
the minimum diameters are dmin

hex ≈ 0.54 · dmin
ring and dmin

cross ≈ 1.05 · dmin
ring.

the FOV. This results in redundant sampling points which reduces the effective number
of distinct samples. In addition, the scan traces overlap at different positions in the
picture. This causes additional redundancy. However, this redundant information also
results in a great advantage, as it allows for direct calibration of the different sensors
in commonly sampled positions of the image, as illustrated in figure 6.12. By this, the
separate sub-images from the single sensors can be smoothly matched into a combined
image in real time. Another advantage of this scanning mechanism comes from the
independent adjustability of the coordinate parameters r and φ. Similar to the freely
sampled meander scan, the minimum resolution limit caused by the sampling density
can be tuned by varying these parameters. This also allows for full image sampling
with a decreased number of sensors at reduced sampling speed. Hence, sensor outages
can be compensated for without having to accept unsampled regions. In addition, the
possibility to independently tune frame rate and number of traces allows for different
combinations of speed and resolution with varying numbers of activated sensors. Due
to these advantages especially for a demonstrator with a small number of sensors as
demanded in this case, spiral scanning was chosen to be the favorable technique for this
system.

An on-axis telescope was used as the objective of the camera. It was designed as a
Cassegrain reflector, consisting of a large concave primary mirror and a smaller convex
secondary mirror. In this arrangement, the main mirror with a diameter of 0.5 m directs
the received radiation on the secondary mirror, from where it is led towards the sensors.
The secondary mirror was equipped with a tilting mechanism which again was mounted
rotatable around the axis of symmetry of the telescope. This setup allows for spiral
scanning with frame rates up to 10 Hz. The secondary mirror mount allows for varying
the distance of the mirrors, and hence for adjusting the focal distance of the system in the
range from 7 m to 10 m. According to equation 1.1, this results in a diffraction limited
resolution of 1.5 cm to 2.1 cm depending on the chosen distance.
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6.5.3 Sensor array and system integration

To fit the special demands of the spiral scanner, the 20 TES were arranged in an array that
allows for small numbers of scan traces Ntraces, because Ntraces defines the forces that
act on the scanner for a given frame rate. As the scan traces at least have to have a width
wtrace equal to their radial distance to avoid unsampled regions in the image, the width
of the array should be as large as possible. Due to the rotation symmetry of the scanning
movement, the minimum width dmin of the array is deciding when watched from different
directions, which is equal to the minimum linear projection of the array. At the same time,
the sensors have to be placed as close as possible to avoid sampling gaps. The maximum
density in case of the used TES is defined by the feedhorn antennas, as their input cone is
larger than the extents of the TES itself. As discussed in [110], power-efficient feedhorns
need to be scanned for full sampling independent of the arrangement, even in a close-
packed configuration. Because of the small diameter of a densely packed hexagonal array
as shown in figure 6.13 A), it increases the number of necessary scanning traces. Hence,
a good compromise was to use a ring structure, formed by circularly arranged sensors
with densely packed feedhorns. This geometry exhibits a large diameter independent on
the lateral angle of view, which can be seen in figure 6.13 B). It is given by

dminring = 2 · rhorn ·
20

π
(6.45)

with rhorn being the diameter of the feedhorn opening. Compared to the corresponding
minimum diameter of the hexagonal arrangement,

dminhex = 4
√

3 · rhorn (6.46)

the ring structure exhibits a considerably larger minimum diameter with a relative scaling
factor of

dminring

dminhex

=
10√
3π
≈ 1.84 (6.47)

The continuous radial shift while scanning combined with the non-equal spacing of
the sensors projected on the diameter of the array leads to a superior homogeneity of
the sampling pattern compared to a cross-type arrangement, which also exhibits a large
minimum diameter (figure 6.13 C)). The latter is given by

dmincross = 2rhorn ·
(

1 +
8√
2

)
(6.48)
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and thus nearly identical to the diameter of the ring arrangement:

dmincross

dminring

=
π ·
(

1 + 8√
2

)
20

≈ 1.05 (6.49)

A direct comparison of the sampling patterns of the ring and the cross array geometry
is shown in figure 6.14. They are calculated for the same parameters for direct compara-
bility. The frame rate was chosen as νframe = 10 fps, as this was the maximum aspired
frame rate for this demonstrator and hence the most demanding case of operation. The
sampling rate of 4.5 kHz corresponds to twice the electrical bandwidth of the TES as
given in equation 6.25 due to the sampling theorem.

While an optical system that maps the airy disc to the feedhorn diameter avoids losses
in radiation power, it requires at least 16 sampling steps per feedhorn for full sampling in
the case of densely packed feedhorns, independent of the array geometry[110]. For close
packed feedhorns along certain direction, this equals three additional sampling steps in
between two feedhorns for each lateral dimension of the sampled FOV.

These additional steps can be avoided by mapping a quarter of the airy disc diameter
to the feedhorn diameter and the use of close packed feedhorns. However, less than 24 %
of the signal are received from the watched airy disc in this case. Hence, more than
75 % of the signal result from locations outside of this ary disc, leading to a significantly
degraded SNR. As a compromise, for this demonstrator a mapping of half of the airy
disc diameter to the feed horn diameter was chosen. This limits the necessary samples
in between two feedhorns to one. The received power from the airy disc is still approx.
70 %, which limits the SNR reduction to a moderate level. In this case, already 3 traces
result in a good sampling of the FOV. This is shown in the figure for a FOV of 1 m
diameter recorded from a distance of 8.5 m which corresponds to a diffraction limited
resolution of approx. 2.1 cm. The black spots in the figure have a diameter equal to the
projection of the feedhorn entry. Hence, they mark the area of the FOV that is sampled.
The brown spots have a diameter of half the airy disc radius and hence represent the
area that is sampled at full resolution. Hence, Gaps in between these spots represent
regions of reduced resolution.

As can be seen from the figure, both array types result in gapless sampling throughout
most of the FOV. For single frames as shown in sub-figures A and B, a larger contiguous
unsampled area can be observed. As they are sampled in the next frame which can
be seen in sub-figures A and B, these regions are not affected by a reduced resolution
but exhibit a reduced effective frame rate. Both array types also show smaller regions
in the FOV with reduced sampling depth within a single frame. This can not be fully
avoided for still efficient scanning parameters. However, its effect is strongly mitigated
by the fact that these gaps are shifted for successive frames. Sub-figures C and D show
the results for two consecutive frames. These show a strong reduction of the sampling
gaps compared to the single frame results. Hence, these gaps are not permanent in the
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Figure 6.14: Sampling pattern for the ring structure (A, C) and the cross geometry (B, D) for
3 scan traces sampled at 4.5 kHz and for 10 fps. The diameter of the black spots in A and B
equals the projected feedhorn entry diameter, while the brown spots have half of this diameter.
A) and B) show the results for a single frame, C) and D) for two consecutive frames. The dashed
line marks a FOV of 1 m diameter.
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Figure 6.15: Left: Sectional view of the circular feedhorn arrangement. The openings of the
large cones are located on the surface of a sphere centered on the middle of the secondary mirror
to optimize its necessary size and to simplify the optical design constraints. Right: Aluminum
casing used as thermal, magnetic and electro-magnetic shielding.

video stream, but rather lead to flickering effects, which can be minimized by adequately
choosing the number of traces for a given frame rate. For the ring arrangement, the
sampling gaps are smaller and distributed in a more homogeneous way compared to the
cross geometry, which improves the stability of the image stream.

Another advantage of the ring geometry results from practical reasons: To reduce the
demands on the optical components, the input openings of the feedhorn antennas were
arranged on a spherical shell. This allows their optical axes to intersect in the center of
the scanning mirror, resulting in a completely rotation-symmetric arrangement. Hence,
all feedhorns receive radiation from a centered area of this mirror, which allows this
mirror to be much smaller compared to the case of parallel optical axes. This leads to
a significant reduction of the moments of inertia and therefore allows for faster scanning
(see section 6.5.2). In case of the ring arrangement, the constant angle of the feedhorns
referred to the axis of symmetry of the array simplifies the production process and thus
enhances the precision, which leads to reduced production costs while increasing the
reproducibility. The circular arrangement of tilted feedhorns is shown in figure 6.15.

Therefore, the 20 TES were arranged as a ring on a chip consisting of twenty sensors as
shown in figure 6.16. These are connected using superconducting thin film Nb wiring to
avoid parasitic electrical resistances on the chip. The inner area of the chip was kept clear
for a clamping mechanism fixing the chip location with a beryllium copper spring. This
ensures the exact chip distance to the feedhorns and avoids sensitivity due to vibrational
effects.

The wiring leads to bond pads aligned along two opposed edges of the chip to connect
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Figure 6.16: Top view on a sensor array consisting of 20 4A TES arranged equally spaced on
a ring (a). They are connected using thin film Nb wiring (b), connected to gold plated bond
pads (c) including the shunt resistance. For effective thermal coupling to the cooling stage, two
edges are covered with a gold film that is thermally connected to the chip carrier using gold
bonds (d).

(1)(1)

(2)(2)

(3)(3)

(4)(4)

(5)(5)

Figure 6.17: Left: 3 K cold stage (1) with SQUID readout amplifiers (2) and 350 mK stage (3)
with sensor casing (4) attached. Right: Pulse tube cooler with thermal shield (5) mounted on
the 3 K stage.
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the TES electrically. These bond pads are arranged in 4 groups of 5 TES for symmetric
connection. Accordingly, the electrical contacts of the chip are attached by supercon-
ducting aluminum bond wires to four PCBs with wide gold plated strip lines. The PCBs
are are glued to the chip carrier. This connection is realized using a thin film of sty-
cast epoxy, attaching the wired surface of the PCB to the carrier, which provides the
thermalization of the wiring to avoid additional heat load on the chip. To also achieve
a good thermal contact of the chip to the cooling stage, its remaining edges are plated
with gold pads, which are connected to the chip carrier using gold bonds. The carrier
itself consists of gold plated electrolytic copper and is directly connected to the cooling
stage by copper bolts.

A superconducting aluminum casing containing the chip and the carrier serves as
thermal, magnetic and electromagnetic shielding. It is shown in figure 6.15. The carrier
is connected via low resistive multi-pin connectors on the four attached PCBs to PCBs
fixed inside the casing. This allows for simple replacement of the loaded chip carrier.
From inside the casing, superconducting wiring is fed through thin cylindric holes to
maintain the shielding, and led to the SQUID readout amplifiers, as can be seen in
figure 6.17. The THz radiation is coupled into the casing by the above-mentioned twenty
feedhorn antennas which are integrated in the removable front cover.

In this demonstrator system, the sensor chamber was placed on a temperature con-
trolled 3He evaporation cooler with a minimum base temperature of 350 mK. This cold
stage was precooled and thermally shielded by two temperature stages at approx. 3 K
and 50 K, respectively. These stages are cooled by pulse tubes, which produce unavoid-
able microphonic effects. Hence, the thermal coupling between the temperature stages
and the pulse tubes was established by flexible copper wire, which allows to achieve a
good thermal conductance and a weak mechanical coupling at the same time. Figure
6.17 shows the inner cryostat setup.

For a maximum distance of 10 m, the atmospheric attenuation allows for an extension
of the optical bandwidth, as can be seen from figure 6.18. Therefore, The demonstrator
was equipped with optical filters with a bandpass from approx. 328 GHz to 408 GHz,
which results in a slightly reduced average transmission of at least 94 % compared to
the 328 GHz to 368 GHz window (98 %) for the aspired distance of up to 10 m. Due
to the resulting higher radiation power, the signal is increased by a factor of 2. As
the corresponding noise increase is below a factor of

√
2, This adjustment increases the

maximum achievable SNR to

SNR4A
80 GHz = 92 (6.50)

which equals a bit depth of 6.5 bit.
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Figure 6.18: Transmittance of air at 295 K, 1013 mbar and 30 % relative humidity for dif-
ferent object distances. The shown data was calculated using [22]. The range from 328 GHz
to 408 GHz is shaded. The dotted lines mark the average transmittance from 328 GHz to the
current frequency. The average values for 368 GHz and 408 GHz are shown in the legend.
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(6)(6)

Figure 6.19: THz video camera demonstrator for 10 fps. Marked are the primary mirror (1), the
secondary mirror including the scanning mechanism (2), the objective framework for adjusting
the focal length (3), the radiation entrance window (4) to the cryostat containing the sensors
(5), and the readout electronics (6).
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6.5.4 Results and discussion

The demonstrator is shown in figure 6.19. Initially, it was equipped with 16A TES, for
direct comparison of the system performance to the SCOTI system. The results are
discussed in[111]. It could be shown that the system is able to achieve real time imaging
at 10 fps. However, above 3 fps, the spatial resolution was visibly degraded due to the
large time constants of the 16A TES. Hence, the later setup with 4A TES resulted in
significant improvements, as predicted by the previous sections. Figure 6.20 shows single
frames of a video taken at 10 fps from 8.5 m distance using the 4A detectors. It shows
the front and rear view of a person wearing a T-shirt and a jacket. The body becomes
apparent as a white silhouette without revealing intimate anatomic details. This is an
inherent advantage of the passive detection, which occurs in optical frequency ranges
with low reflectivity of the skin (see section 1.2). With increasing optical wavelength and
hence increasing reflectivity[16][20] the formation of shades by reflected radiation gains
weight. This again causes the impression of nudity in the resulting images, which can
not be observed in the presented images in figure 6.20. Different hidden objects can be
seen, represented by dark shades in front of the body. As a demonstration of the versatile
detection capabilities of the camera, a dummy handgun made of aluminum, a cell phone
and a plastic tube filled with screws to simulate a pipe bomb are were hidden and can
be clearly located. To demonstrate the capability to detect non-metallic objects, also a
gel pack and a plastic tube filled with sugar were used, as equivalents of explosives in
liquid and solid powder form, which both could also be detected. While the diffraction
limited resolution of 2.1 cm at this distance could not fully be achieved at the maximum
frame rate, the images show a sufficient detection capability even of small objects. As
the figure shows, even the zipper of the jacket with a width of less than 1 cm can be
clearly seen. At a frame rate of 10 Hz also the advantage of a video could be observed
compared to the slower frame rates, as it was possible to watch a moving person. This
improves the possibility to detect objects that are temporarily hidden e.g. by the hands
of the screened person.

This also stressed the focus of the next development steps, as moderate movements
could be imaged properly, but faster motion still caused significant blurring. Hence, a
further improvement of the time constants of the TES accompanied by a higher frame rate
would improve the performance. In continuous measurements, temperature fluctuations
lead to shifts of the working points. This could lead to a temporary shift of the TES into a
working point with significant distortions as discussed above, causing the sensor channel
to become unstable. While this could be compensated for by dynamic adjustment of the
working point or deactivation of the channel, this effect in general causes unpredictable
distortions of the images. Therefore, the reduction of these distortions will be addressed
in the following.
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(1)(1)

(2)(2)(3)(3)

(4)(4)

(5)(5)
(6)(6)

Figure 6.20: Above: THz images taken from 8.5 m distance, taken at 10 fps. A dummy handgun
(aluminum) (1), a cell phone (2) and a gel pack (3) hidden under the jacket as well as the zipper
(4) show up as dark silhouettes in the front view (left). In the rear view, two plastic tubes
can be detected, the larger filled with sugar (5) and the smaller filled with screws (6). Below:
dummy handgun (aluminum), plastic tube filled with screws to imitate a pipe bomb.
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7 Distorted operating ranges

7.1 Motivation

The different TES analyzed in the previous chapters all show distortions in the I-I curves.
These correspond to working point intervals in the superconducting transition that show
excess noise and, depending on the strength of the effect, also affect the modulation
amplitude of the current sensor SQUID. The modulation amplitude is reduced, which
decreases the dynamic range of the FLL. This again leads to a larger number of jumps
in the output voltage, causing discontinuities in the I-I-curves as described above. In
addition, the instability of such working points makes them inappropriate for the camera
operation.

The strength of this effect varies from slight modulation reduction to total loss of vis-
ible modulation. In the latter case the readout does not work at all. These distorted
operating ranges (DORs) in general are distributed over the whole range of the super-
conducting transition, and no simple pattern to predict them can be observed. However,
the probability of such DORs increases with a decreasing working point resistance as well
as with an increasing temperature gradient Tc − Tbath.

While it is possible for all TES discussed in this thesis to chose working points which
do not show such effects, several facts limit the applicability of TES with this property:
The choice of a working point is limited to regions which are far enough away from DORs
to avoid slight thermal drifts to shift the working point into a DOR. Especially for larger
numbers of TES where groups with common bias are necessary, this can cause significant
disadvantages up to the impossibility to activate all TES at the same time, which will
result in failure of sensors in a camera system. While for a fixed bath temperature the
location of the DORs for a certain TES does not vary, for different TES of the same
type they are not identical. In combination with their unpredictability this significantly
limits the range of common working points for lager numbers of pixels. Hence, In the
worst case, individual pixels can not be used. For a camera system with high redundancy
as described in section 6.5, this is an acceptable limitation as it only slightly affects the
maximum frame rate or the lateral resolution of the achieved images, while no gaps in
the image are caused. However, the spiral scanner used in the aforementioned system is
not suitable for a larger angular field of view and frame rates above 10 Hz. Additionally,
a larger number of TES is necessary. To limit the production cost and effort, a system
design with low redundancy was favored. Hence, to achieve these goals, a line scanner
was implemented. Of course, the total lack of redundancy in such a scanner drastically
reduces the number of TES and readout channels; However, it also causes one of the
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fundamental disadvantages of such a system. If any of the TES does not have a usable
common working point with the other TES e.g. due to disadvantageous location of
DORs, it has to be deactivated. This causes a gap to occur throughout the whole image
of the width of one sampling pixel. This is usually filled by interpolating in between
the neighboring pixels. Still, it causes a reduction by a factor of two of the local spatial
resolution perpendicular to the path of this gap through the image. Therefore, the DORs
were analyzed to find a way to eliminate or at least reduce them in number and strength.

7.2 Measurement method

To obtain a comparable measure of the DOR distribution and intensity, a systematic
analysis of their occurrence depending on the bias current was performed. While excess
noise was found to be the most sensitive indicator of a DOR, due to its diverse location
in the frequency domain (see figure 6.11) and the time consuming measurement it was
not feasible for a routine analysis method covering the whole transition range. All but
very weak DORs did also affect the modulation depth ∆Vmod of the V -φ characteristic
of the readout SQUID at least in their center region. [112] described a strong effect of
radio frequency signals coupled into a SQUID on ∆Vmod. Also [113] demonstrated a
correlation of wideband flux noise and reduced ∆Vmod. Hence, the observed effect in the
DORs might be due to the high frequency component of the TES noise in the DORs
observed in our samples (see above) and commonly found in different TES designs (see
e.g. [92]).

The transfer function of the SQUID is given by [48]

VSQUID(φ) = ∆Vmod · sin
(

2π · φ
φ0

)
(7.1)

as its voltage response VSQUID to a magnetic flux φ with

φ0 =
h

2e
≈ 2.07× 10−15 Wb (7.2)

where h is Planck’s constant and e the elementary electric charge.

The corresponding amplitude ∆Vmod (Ibias) as a function of the TES bias current Ibias
can be measured with the same setup as the I-I curves, which is described in section 2.4.
Additionally, it can be determined significantly faster than the noise. Hence, its reduction
was taken as an indicator of the occurrence and as a measure of the intensity of a DOR.
To measure the actual SQUID modulation amplitude, the FLL, the linearizing feedback
loop of the SQUID (see section 2.4) was deactivated. By feeding a sinusoidal signal at
15 Hz to a superconducting coil attached to the SQUID, a modulated flux was applied to
the SQUID. As the TES was still connected to the SQUID to observe the DORs, the total
flux through the SQUID was also affected by current through the thermistor, causing a
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phase shift of the modulation. However, as the amplitude of the modulation flux was
chosen to be larger than φ0, this did not affect the measured modulation amplitude.
The TES bias current was swept from the normal conducting range of the thermistor
down to zero, while the response to several modulation periods was acquired, as shown
in figure 7.1 A). This resulted in the VSQUID-I characteristic of this TES (sub-figure B).
By determining the peak-peak amplitude ∆Vmod of these samples and plotting it versus
the bias current, the modulation-current characteristic (M-I curve) could be determined.

7.3 Distribution of DORs

An example measurement for the 4A design is presented together with the corresponding
I-I curve in figure 7.1 C). A reduction of the M-I level corresponds to a DOR. If Vmod
reaches zero, no modulation of the SQUID can be observed. In the normal conducting
range as well as in the superconducting range of the thermistor, ∆Vmod is on a constant
level. Throughout the whole transition range, DORs of different intensity occur without
showing a simple pattern. However, it is clearly visible that their number and density
increases with reduced bias current. This was the case for all measurements made,
independent on TES design, measurement setup or used SQUIDs. Therefore, the reason
for the occurrence of DORs can be clearly attributed to the TES thermistor state.

As the M-I and the I-I curve could not be measured at the same time, a small offset
in the bias current due to temperature fluctuations was compensated in sub-figure C)
by shifting the M-I curve accordingly. It was possible to match the strong DORs with
the discontinuities in the I-I curve by applying a constant shift to the whole M-I curve,
revealing a direct correlation between both effects. This could be reproduced by all M-I
measurements for the different designs. Hence, a causal connection is highly probable
meaning the DORs increase the risk of instability of the readout circuit and therefore
are responsible for the discontinuous areas of the I-I curve. This can be ascribed to two
effects: In general, the linearization by the FLL is sensitive to high noise levels. The
linearized voltage output of the FLL is given by

VFLL (Ith) = cFLL · (cI→φ · Ith + φoff ) (7.3)

where cI→φ denotes the current to flux transfer factor of the SQUID current sensor. φoff
is a generally non-zero flux offset that includes all magnetic flux at the SQUID which is
not caused by the input coil. cFLL represents the flux to voltage transfer factor of the
FLL.

A noise spike ∆φnoise exceeding the slew rate of the FLL can cause the stabilized
working point to be shifted by an integral number of periods in the V -φ curve of the
SQUID and thereby shifting the output level of the readout electronics. If this coincides
with a change ∆φsignal in the input signal flux level, the reproduced signal change at the
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Figure 7.1: A) SQUID voltage response to a modulation signal at constant TES bias current.
B) VSQUID-I characteristic of the TES determined by sweeping the bias while measuring the
SQUID voltage response on each bias level. C) M-I and I-I curve of a 4A TES. D) M-I curves
combined with the corresponding I-I curves for the same TES at different bath temperatures
(from top to bottom: 89 %, 82 %, 76 %, 71 % and 64 % of Tc. The curves are shifted in y direction
for better visualization.
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output is given by

∆VFLL = cFLL · (∆φsignal + ∆φnoise +m · φ0) , m ∈ Z (7.4)

Hence, in a DOR with excess noise, this can cause jumps of the measured current level.
The second effect is caused by the reduction of ∆Vmod. As the achievable slew rate scales
with ∆Vmod[48], This will increase the chance of the previously described discontinuities
up to a level of total signal loss when ∆Vmod falls below a level where the FLL can not
stabilize the working point any more. In case of single jumps of the signal, this can be
compensated for by software, as long as the noise is small compared to φ0. However,
an accumulation of such jumps due in a stronger DOR combined with the occurring
high excess noise peaks can lead to arbitrary level changes that can not be correctly
reconstructed, as shown in the I-I curves in the previous chapters.

Figure 7.1 D) shows a series of measurements on the same 4A TES for different base
temperatures. As the temperature ratio Tbath

Tc
is a relevant figure for the theoretical

feedback strength in the lumped TES model (see equation 4.51), the relative values
are given for these measurements, which range from approx. 64 % to 89 %. A general
tendency of the DORs to show a stronger effect for lower temperature ratios can be
observed. Hence, a correlation between the effect DORs and the theoretical feedback
strength is suggested, as the latter rises with decreasing ratios. However, for a chosen
DOR, no exact prediction can be made concerning its intensity at a certain temperature.
This might also be due to the limited bias sampling density of the measurements, as
some of the DORs showed very sharp lines in the curves, with significant changes in
strength for bias current changes of less than 1 µA. Still, the average reduction of the
effect at temperatures closer to Tc, which was 565 mK for this sample, is clearly visible.
A reduction in number of the DORs could not be distinctly observed, considering the fact
that weak DORs might fall below the sensitivity of this measurement method. However,
the density of the DORs increases at all temperatures towards lower bias current, which
corresponds to a rising value of α (see equation 2.37). Therefore, and due to the direct
proportionality of the static loop gain L to α as given in equation 4.51, this observation
is also in agreement with the assumption that the DORs are correlated to the theoretical
feedback strength.

A set of M -I curves for the 16A design TES at the same relative bath temperatures
as used in figure 7.1 is plotted in figure 7.2 A). The general tendencies are the same as
for the 4A TES: For lower bias currents, more and stronger DORs can be observed. Also
for higher temperature gradients, the average strength of the DORs increases. However,
compared to the 4A TES the 16A TES shows a larger number of strong distortions.
As can be seen from sub-figure B), a modified 16A TES with additional SP shows even
stronger distortions than the one without SP, but the same tendencies. The influence of
the SP is confirmed by measurements on a 4A TES without SP, that again shows less
significant DORs than the 4A TES with SP (sub-figure C). [114], [115] and [93] found
a correlation between excess noise and the feedback strength as well as the transition
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Figure 7.2: A) M-I curves combined with the corresponding I-I curves for the 16A design at
different bath temperatures (from top to bottom: 89 %, 82 %, 77 %, 71 % and 64 % of Tc). The
curves are shifted in y direction for better visualization. B) 16A TES with additional SP at the
same relative temperatures. C) 4A TES without SP at 80 %, 74 %, 69 %, 64 % and 58 % of Tc.
D) 4A TES with reduced thermal conductance at 89 %, 82 %, 77 %, 71 % and 64 % of Tc.
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width of the thermistor for TES as x-ray calorimeters, where the noise increased for
lower thermistor resistances as well as for lower transition widths. They could reduce the
excess noise effects by methods to increase the transition width and reduce the feedback
strength. The demands for bolometers in the THz band are substantially different to
those of such x-ray calorimeters in terms of time constants, as they are limited by their
extents due to the large wavelengths. The necessity to reduce the time constants to the
desired level demands for the use of the electro-thermal feedback as a means that ideally
neither increases of noise and loss of sensitivity, as it would be caused by increasing
the thermal conductance (see section 4.3.6). Hence, an intentional broadening of the
transition width is not acceptable in this case. However, recent models of non-lumped
TES suggest general additional noise from the interaction of the different components
of a multi-body TES[92]. These effects have been discussed in [94] for different TES
geometries. It was found that reasons for such non-ideal behavior can result from various
types of thermal separation of the components of the TES, e.g. thermal separation of
superconducting and normal conducting phases inside the thermistor. In case of the
THz bolometers discussed here, the geometrical separation as discussed in section 5.2
above is the most obvious type of such a possible source of additional noise. This would
explain the stronger DORs of the 16A TES compared to the 4A model, as the absorbers
show stronger decoupling from the thermistor (see section 6.3.2). This assumption is
also supported by measurement results on a modified 4A model with reduced thermal
conductance of the platform to the bath by reducing the total cross-section area of the
spider leg structure, while on the platform itself it was kept constant. The analysis
showed a decreased number of DORs compared to the original 4A model (figure 7.2 D).

In another experiment, a general strong increase of the excess noise was found for work-
ing points with higher feedback strength[99]. As a solution, additional metallic structures
were added to the TES and coupled to the thermistor. This increased the heat capacity
and the sensitivity of the TES and reduced the noise significantly. While this reduced
the feedback strength and hence the time constant of the TES, in the calorimeter case,
the achieved time constants at weak electro-thermal feedback oftentimes are sufficient for
the aspired applications[99]. As a reason for the additional noise, the decoupling of the
thermistor from the thermal membrane was suggested. Hence, as an alternative solution,
improved coupling between these layers was suggested to reduce the noise. Different to
slowing down the TES which is not acceptable for the pursued aims in this work, the
adjustment of said coupling does not disagree with the goal of a fast THz sensor.

Therefore, as a straight forward means of examining the effect of the thermal coupling
between membrane and thermistor, a variation of the thermistor size was performed. To
be able to vary the thermistor size without affecting other parameters, a redesign of the
4A TES platform was necessary. As the extents of the thermistor at the original location
was limited by the adjacent absorbers, the thermistor was shifted to the outer edge of the
thermal platform. The platform was slightly enlarged, to allow for a thermistor size of
up to 400µm times 100µm. To emphasize effects of the coupling between thermistor and
membrane, an increased critical temperature was chosen to increase the thermal conduc-
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tance of the thermal platform. To compensate for the higher total thermal conductance,
the number of spider legs was reduced to 16. The resulting design can be seen in figure
7.3. It will be called 4AE in the following.

Three different thermistor geometries, each scaled by a factor of 2 per dimension,
were analyzed. In addition to the thermistor size used for 4A, which consisted of an
uncovered thermistor area of 200 µm times 50 µm, two TES variants were created, one
with an upscaled, the other with a downscaled thermistor. Their uncovered thermistor
areas were 400 µm times 100 µm and 100µm times 25 µm, respectively. The location of
the center of the thermistor was kept constant for the different variants, as can be seen
in figure 7.3. The resulting M-I curves are shown in figure 7.3. A strong correlation
between the strength of the DORs and the size of the thermistor can be observed: The
smaller the thermistor, the stronger the DORs.

To evaluate whether this is an effect of slowing down the thermistor by increasing its
heat capacity similar to the method described in [99] or rather an effect of the coupling of
the thermistor to the substrate, the time constants of these TES were evaluated following
the setup and evaluation method described in section 4.3.5. The measured time constants
are plotted versus the corresponding bias current in figure 7.4. If the above mentioned
effect of reducing the strength of DORs by increasing the size of the thermistor would re-
sult from the additional heat capacity, a corresponding slowdown of the TES would have
to be expected. Hence, with increasing size of the thermistor, the time constants would
rise. However, the measured data show an opposed behavior: The larger the thermistor,
the faster the TES. This gives clear evidence of a different source of the reduction of the
DORs. Decoupling of the thermistor from the membrane would explain the slowdown
due to the weaker coupling to the absorbers. A clear sign of a working-point dependence
of this effect is given by the course of the time constants: They increase towards lower
bias currents, which strongly conflicts with the predictions of the lumped model, as the
loop gain increases with lower thermistor resistance. The relative increase of the time
constants is much stronger for the larger thermistor, suggesting a stronger variation of
the coupling. For any given working point in the superconducting transition, the ther-
mistor can separate into superconducting and normal conducting areas. Independent
of their distribution, the relative fraction of the thermistor that is superconducting will
increase towards lower bias currents and hence lower resistances. While the electrical
heating power is nearly constant throughout the transition range, it is only created in
non-superconducting segments of the thermistor. As this can also involve a reduced ef-
fective cross section of the thermal contact area to the membrane, the thermal coupling is
reduced. As cooper pairs do not contribute to the thermal conductance[76], the latter is
reduced for the superconducting part of the thermistor with decreasing temperature be-
low Tc. Therefore, the observed behavior suggests the decoupling of the superconducting
regions of the thermistor from the membrane. In this case, lower time constants of the
large thermistor at working points with higher bias current result from the larger area of
normal conducting material compared to the smaller thermistors and the corresponding
stronger coupling to the membrane. Comparing these results to the occurrence of DORs,
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Figure 7.3: Geometry of the 4AE design with uncovered thermistor areas of 100 × 25µm2

(A), 200 × 50µm2 (B) and 400 × 100 µm2 (C). Below: Measured M-I curves combined with the
corresponding I-I curves for these TES are shown for Tbath

Tc
= 93 % (D) and 82 % (E) (vertically

shifted for better visualization).
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Figure 7.4: Measured time constants for the 4AE TES with different thermistor sizes: 100µm
times 25 µm (black symbols), 200µm times 50 µm (brown symbols) and 400 µm times 100µm
(green symbols).

we find that for the smallest thermistor, strong DORs occur nearly throughout the whole
working range, corresponding to high time constants throughout this range. In contrast,
the largest thermistor shows a clear tendency of rising strength of the DORs towards
lower bias currents, which correlates to the increasing time constants. As suggested by
[92], such decoupled components of the TES can introduce additional noise components.
Due to the limited thermal conductance within the thermistor, a separation of the ther-
mistor into normal conducting and superconducting regions is probable. Depending on
the degree of this separation this noise will vary and might even induce oscillations of
the normal to superconducting border in between such sections[116]. Structural proper-
ties of the thermistor could be responsible for the irregular, but for a given thermistor
reproducible dependency of the location of the DORs within the I-I curve for a given
base temperature.

7.4 Demonstrator for 25 frames per second

7.4.1 Requirements

To overcome the limitations of the THz camera demonstrator presented in section 6.5,
an improved demonstrator was setup. The main goals were to enlarge the FOV while
achieving smooth video data with frame rates up to 25 Hz. Scanning the FOV on spiral
paths as used for the previous system causes increasing redundancy as the number of used
sensors increases. Additionally, the redundancy as well as the demands on the sensor
time constants increase with rising radius of the FOV, as the scanning speed scales with
the distance from the center of the FOV. Finally, the circular shape of the resulting
images is not ideal for the visualization of the human body, which rather demands for
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a rectangular FOV. Hence, the system was designed to use a horizontal line of sensors
which is vertically scanned by a tilting mirror. In this case, the number of used sensors
directly defines the achievable resolution. For w being the width of the FOV and Ns the
number of sensors along the line, the distance between horizontal samples dh is given as

dh =
w

Ns
(7.5)

corresponding to a horizontal resolution of

rmin,h = 2 · dh (7.6)

where rmin,h is the lateral resolution per line pair which is inversely proportional to the
number of sensors. For an aspired FOV of 1 m, 64 sensors were implemented to achieve a
resolution of approximately 3 cm, which will be extended to 128 sensors in the final state
to achieve 1.6 cm. While the lack of redundancy allows for an efficient use of all sensors,
this also demands for full availability of all TES, as each outage of a sensor causes a
reduction by a factor of two of the local spatial resolution perpendicular to the path of
this gap through the image, as said gap can only be filled by interpolating the image
data of the neighboring sensors. Hence, the TES were chosen to have only few and weak
DORs.

The vertical resolution is defined by the vertical sampling distance dv and hence de-
pends on the number of horizontal rows Nr the FOV is separated into, assuming an even
distribution. Nr is equivalent to the number of samples per frame taken for each sensor.
A vertical resolution of

rmin,v = 1.6 cm (7.7)

was aspired, which is equal to the horizontal resolution in the final setup. The resulting
number of rows is given by the height h of the FOV as

Nr =
h

dv
= 2 · h

rmin,v
(7.8)

resulting in

Nr = 256 (7.9)

for a FOV of h = 2 m height.

From Nr, the necessary sampling frequency νsample can be determined as

νsample = Nr · νframe (7.10)

depending on the frame rate νframe. The corresponding bandwidth ∆ν and the time
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constant τ of a sensor required to achieve the full resolution can be calculated using the
Nyquist–Shannon sampling theorem[117] as

∆ν =
νsample

2
(7.11)

and

τ =
1

2π ·∆ν =
1

π ·Nr · νframe
(7.12)

Accordingly, at a frame rate of 10 Hz, a time constant of 124 µs is necessary to achieve
the full resolution, for 25 Hz, 50 µs are needed. For higher time constants, the vertical
resolution will degrade, causing a vertical smearing effect in the resulting pictures.

7.4.2 Sensor properties

The findings concerning the DORs discussed in section 7.3 were used to create an adjusted
TES design based on 4A with reduced DORs. The found improvement by increasing the
thermistor size was combined with a stronger thermal coupling on the membrane, realized
by a reduced thermal conductance from the platform to the thermal bath, while it was
kept constant on the platform itself, as the results above showed a reduction of the DORs
by this adaption. It was achieved by reducing the spider legs in number as well as in
width. The resulting design is shown in figure 7.5 A). It will be called 4AEL in the
following. The thermistor was chosen to have an uncovered area of 400 µm times 100 µm.
The thermal platform was slightly enlarged to fit this thermistor. However, the platform
was scaled to the minimum possible extents to limit the slowdown of the TES by the
distributed heat capacity. The resulting platform has a rectangular shape with an area
of 800 µm times 920µm, which is only by 15 % larger than the platform of the 4A TES.

Figure 7.5 B) shows the results of M-I curve measurements. The measured TES was
located on the same chip as the 4A and the 16A TES presented in figures 7.1 and 7.2 for
direct comparison. Additionally, the presented M-I curves were taken at the same bath
temperatures as the data shown in said figures. As also the critical temperature of the
measured TES of 567 mK was very close to the 4A and 16A TES (the maximum difference
was less than 0.5 %) differences can be clearly attributed to the different geometrical
designs. For the 16A TES strong DORs could be found throughout the whole transition
range for lower Tbath

Tc
, and even for higher temperatures still strong DORs could be

observed in the working points at lower bias current. While the average strength of these
effects was reduced for the 4A TES, the general behavior was the same. In contrast, the
4AEL TES shows only weak DORs even at the lowest base temperature measured, and
only for low bias currents.

However, the measured time constants as presented in figure 7.5 C) show a strong
variation throughout the superconducting transition range of the thermistor, as observed
on the 4AE TES with the largest thermistor: While for high bias currents time constants
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Figure 7.5: A) 4AEL design with a 400 µm × 100 µm thermistor. B) M-I curves combined
with the corresponding I-I curves for different Tbath

Tc
(from top to bottom: 89 %, 82 %, 76 %,

71 % and 64 %). C) Measured time constants (symbols). The dashed lines mark the 50 µs
and 124 µs levels, respectively. NEP measured under room temperature radiation load in the
marked working points on the I-I curve and the NEP for 0.4 K background (3) are presented
in D) together with the optical signal power spectral density Smax

sig (dotted lines for 10 Hz (red)
and 25 Hz (blue) frame rate), both scaled by κ(ωel).
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of as low as 20 µs were achieved, towards lower bias the time constants rose up to 250µs.
As discussed above, this can be attributed to the increasing decoupling of the thermistor
from the membrane, resulting in a slowdown of the TES. This means that the system
requirements of τ = 50µs for a lateral resolution of 1.6 cm along the vertical axis, which
is affected by the time constant of the TES, are achieved even for frame rates of 25 Hz.
However, this is only the case for a small working range, and even at 10 Hz, where
τ = 124 µs are required, in more than half of the usable bias range, this time constant
requirement is exceeded. However, as this affects the low bias range where still some
DORs occured, the range of time constants fully matching the requirements is free of
DORs and hence fully usable. To achieve a vertical resolution of 3 cm which matches the
horizontal resolution for 64 pixels, the whole bias range can be used at frame rates up
to approx. 10 Hz. At 25 Hz, approx. one third of the bias range can be used without
limitations, while for lower bias values smearing effects will occur.

Subfigure D) shows the noise levels for the working points marked by crosses in subfig-
ure C). While the noise levels within the used bandwidth are approx. 3× 10−16 W Hz−1/2

independent of the working point, again an excess noise hump as discussed in section 6.4
can be observed for higher frequencies. This hump is more pronounced for the working
point at higher bias current, hence corresponding to the lower time constant. Therefore,
this noise component seems to be coupled rather to the effective time constant than to
the theoretical feedback from the lumped model as suggested for the DORs.

The time constant requirements of the camera demonstrator defined in section 7.4.1
were used to define the optical signal power spectral densities Smaxsig plotted in subfigure
D) for frame rates of 10 Hz and 25 Hz, respectively. In combination with the noise level,
the maximum achievable SNR was calculated for the optical window from 328 GHz to
368 GHz as

SNR =
Smaxsig

NEP
(7.13)

resulting in

SNR25 Hz = 82 (7.14)

for 25 Hz and

SNR10 Hz = 130 (7.15)

According to equation 1.30, this equals achievable bit depths of 6.4 bit and 7 bit.

Time constant measurements were performed and evaluated following the setup and
methods described in section 4.3.5. The resulting time constants are plotted in figure 7.5
versus the corresponding bias current.
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Figure 7.6: Top view on a sensor array consisting of eight 4AEL TES in a row. For effective
thermal coupling to the cooling stage, the long edges are covered with a gold film that is
thermally connected to the chip carrier using gold bonds.

Figure 7.7: Transmittance of air at 295 K, 1013 mbar and 30 % relative humidity for differ-
ent object distances. The shown data was calculated using [22]. The range from 272 GHz to
380 GHz is shaded. The dotted lines mark the average transmittance from 272 GHz to the
current frequency. The average values for 380 GHz are shown in the legend.

7.4.3 THz imaging

The 4AEL TES were arranged on a chip consisting of eight TES pixels in a line as shown
in figure 7.6. An additional thermistor is located at the left edge of the chip for testing
purposes and the determination of Tc. To achieve a good thermal connection to the
cooling stage, the edges of the chip are plated with gold pads. This chip design was used
to integrate the 4AEL TES into the THz camera demonstrator, following the general
setup concept described in section 4.2.

The chip is thermally connected to the chip carrier via gold bonds. The carrier itself
consists of gold plated electrolytic copper and is directly connected to the cooling stage
by copper bolts. A superconducting aluminum casing containing the chip and the carrier
serves as thermal, magnetic and electromagnetic shielding. The THz radiation is coupled
into the casing by eight feedhorn antennas which are integrated in the removable front
cover. The demonstrator was equipped with optical filters with a bandpass from approx.
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275 GHz to 380 GHz, which results in a only slightly reduced transmission compared to
the 328 GHz to 368 GHz window even for distances of several 10 m, as can be seen from
figure 7.7. Accordingly, the cut off frequency of the feedhorn antennas was adjusted by
increasing the inner diameter of the cylindrical wave guide to 0.65 mm, which corresponds
to a cut off frequency of approx. 270 GHz. This adjustment increases the maximum
achievable SNR to at least

SNR25 Hz = 130 (7.16)

at 25 fps, which equals a bit depth of 7 bit.

The electrical contacts of the chip are attached by superconducting aluminum bond
wires to a PCB which is screwed to the chip carrier. The whole module is connected
via low resistive multi-pin connectors on this PCB to the electrical wiring outside of
the casing. In the THz camera demonstrator system, eight modules are placed in a row
on a temperature controlled 3He evaporation cooler with a minimum base temperature
of 350 mK. This cold stage is precooled and thermally shielded by two temperature
stages at approx. 3 K and 50 K, respectively. These stages are cooled by pulse tubes,
which produce unavoidable microphonic effects. Hence, the thermal coupling between
the temperature stages and the pulse tubes is established by flexible copper wire, which
allows to achieve a good thermal conductance and a weak mechanical coupling at the
same time. Figure 7.8 shows a sectional view of the cryostat design.

An on-axis telescope was used as the objective of the camera. A main mirror of
1 m diameter was combined with a secondary mirror that was equipped with a tilting
mechanism that allows for linear scanning with frame rates up to 25 Hz. A mechanical
adjusting device allows to vary the position of the secondary mirror along the optical axis.
By this, the focal distance of the system can be adjusted from 14 m to 20 m. According to
equation 1.1, this results in a diffraction limited resolution of 1.5 cm to 2.1 cm depending
on the chosen distance. Hence, the horizontal resolution is clearly limited by the number
of sensors, which allow for approximately rairy ≈ 3 cm for a FOV of 1 m width (see
section 7.4.1) at 14 m. This will be compensated for in the near future with the setup of
128 sensors (which goes beyond the scope of this thesis). This will allow for resolutions
down to 1.6 cm. As the sampling density as well as the diffraction limited resolution
both scale linearly with the object distance, this relation applies to all focal lengths of
the system.

A photograph of the entire demonstrator is shown in figure 7.8. The objective is
mounted on an aluminum framework which includes the mechanism to vary the focal
length. As an independent construction, it is not directly connected to the rest of the
camera to avoid the transfer of mechanical vibrations. It can be moved separately for
simplified transportation and allows for easy by a different objective, which makes the
system very flexible in application. The main camera system contains a common power
supply for all components, the electrical controlling units for temperature regulation and
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(1)(1)

(2)(2)

(3)(3)

(4)(4)

(5)(5)

Figure 7.8: THz security camera demonstrator for 25 fps equipped with 8 sensor arrays (fig.
7.6). Left: Cryostat layout. Right: Primary mirror (1), the secondary mirror including the
scanning mechanism (2), the objective framework for adjusting the focal length (3), the cryostat
containing the sensors (4), and the system monitor showing the current THz video (5).

monitoring, the sensor settings and the data readout. The resulting THz video can be
observed on a monitor.

To verify the achieved spatial resolution at the maximum frame rate of 25 fps, mea-
surements with periodic test patterns were performed. To emulate the application setup
of the camera, the test patterns were cut out of aluminum sheets, which reflect the back-
ground radiation at a room ambient temperature of 22 ◦C. The aluminum sheet was
mounted in front of a heating plate, which was covered with eccosorb[118], a commercial
efficient microwave absorber available as sheets of flexible foam. The plate was heated
up to 37 ◦C, at which the thermal emission of the eccosorb simulates the human body.
Hence, the radiation received from the slits and the remaining aluminum stripes in be-
tween equals the signals from the body and a hidden reflective object. Horizontal as well
as vertical stripes were used to distinguish the different spatial resolutions in both direc-
tions. As discussed above, the horizontal resolution is limited by the amount of sensors,
resulting in approximately 3 cm. This is in good agreement with the results of the test
pattern with 30 line pairs per meter (30 lp/m), corresponding to a resolution of 3.3 cm.
As can be seen in figure 7.9, The horizontal as well as the vertical lines can be clearly
separated even at the maximum frame rate. At 45 lp/m, the vertical lines merge into
a fluctuating area of shades of gray. When moving the test pattern through the FOV,
single lines appear and disappear due to the varying location relative to the sensor grid,
stressing a serious advantage of video rate visualization: While periodic structures below
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2
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Figure 7.9: Upper pictures: Aluminum resolution test patterns with periodic slits. Left:
30 lp/m (line width of 1.7 cm). Right: 45 lp/m (line width of 1.1 cm). Below: THz images
taken at 25 fps from a distance of 14 m. The test patterns are placed in front of a metal plate
(bright frame) heated to 37 ◦C covered with eccosorb[118] to emulate the emission of the human
body while the aluminum reflects the surrounding at room temperature (22 ◦C). While the
horizontal lines which are orthogonal to the scanning direction can be separated in both cases,
the vertical lines can only be resolved for 30 lp/m.

the resolution limit are smeared on single frames, they vary in intensity when watched
as a video stream when moving due to the aliasing effect[108]. This oftentimes allows for
detecting such small structures from a series of frames, while it can not be discovered on a
still framing. The horizontal lines can still be distinguished, which confirms a resolution
close to the theoretical limit of the optical system at the maximum frame rate.

The fact that the resolution is not limited by the speed of the sensors is also stressed
by the comparability of images taken at different frame rates. Figure 7.10 shows a person
hiding different objects under a T-shirt and a pullover, recorded from a distance of 14 m.
No difference can be observed in the achieved resolution at 3 fps and 25 fps, which for
example can be deduced from the separability of the fingers in the images. As the
scanning speed and hence the scanned distance per time is by more than a factor of eight
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(1)(1)

(2)(2)(3)(3)

(1)(1)
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10 cm

1) 2) 3)

Figure 7.10: THz images taken from 14 m distance, taken at 3 fps (left) and 25 fps (right).
A dummy handgun made of aluminum (1), a plastic tube filled with screws to imitage a pipe
bomb (2) and a ceramic knife (tip wrapped with adhesive tape for safety reasons) (3) hidden at
the body under a t-shirt and a pullover can be detected. Even the wedding ring can be vaguely
seen (marked by a red circle).
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different for these rates, the time constants of the sensor still are not dominating the
resolution. This allows for a smooth reproduction of movements in front of the camera
and hence is a significant enhancement compared to the demonstrator presented in section
6.5, for which the resolution at 10 fps was already visibly degraded. The images in figure
7.10 do also again stress the importance of the capability of taking video frames while
the screened person is moving: Depending on the viewing direction, objects oftentimes
change their visibility in the THz images. The hidden ceramic knife for example shows
up mainly by its handle in the left image, as the blade is oriented in a small angle with
respect to the line of sight and can be barely seen. Therefore, an object could be missed
on a single frame, while it will show up in a video as soon as the viewing direction
changes, for example as the person slightly turns the body.

The demonstrator discussed in section 6.5 showed occasional distortions of the images.
This was caused by unpredictable instabilites of the signal, caused when temperature
fluctuations shifted the working point into a DOR. While this could be compensated for
due to the spiral scanning by temporarily switching of the affected sensor, single distorted
frames could not be avoided. Additionally, such effects lead to substantial aggravation
for line scanners. Due to the lack of redundancy, unstable channels would have to be
deactivated and hence cause a local worsening of the resolution. This could be drastically
improved by the significant reduction of the DORs with the 4AEL TES, which led to
higher stability of the sensor signals.
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8 Single absorber TES

8.1 Motivation

The results of the previous chapters show a significant improvement of the TES con-
cerning their applicability for fast THz cameras. Multi pixel sensor arrays could be
implemented, and the single TES showed low enough time constants and noise levels
to obtain videos at frame rates of up to 25 Hz that allow to detect objects of different
materials hidden at the body under clothing in real time. The achieved time constants
were low enough to avoid significant degradation of the resolution, and the amount of
DORs could be reduced strong enough to operate larger numbers of sensors simultane-
ously. Real time imaging at full video rate could be successfully demonstrated with a
linearly scanning sensor line of 64 sensors, assembled of identical modules of 8 TES each.

However, strong bias dependency of the time constants of the 4AEL TES limits the
possibilities of common biasing of the TES, which is a precondition for the efficient
implementation of larger sensor arrays. It allows to reduce the number of electrical
wires to the cold stage and hence increases the maximum number of usable sensors
concerning the maximum acceptable heat load and system complexity. Further, the cost
of implementation is reduced, as up to date large portions of the system setup require
manual labor. Finally, also the controlling electronics and software is simplified due
to the smaller number of free parameters. Hence, in this chapter an alternative TES
design concept will be discussed which provides time constants below 50µs throughout
the whole working range, as required for real time full body scanning at a frame rate of
25 hertz and with 1.6 cm lateral resolution, defined in section 7.4.1. It will in particular
take advantage of the findings of section 6.3 concerning the time constant dependencies
on the geometrical structure.

8.2 Comb structures

The improvements achieved by the 4AEL design concerning DORs are remarkable, and
it could be shown that it is suitable for full video rate passive THz imaging. However, the
strong dependency of the time constants on the working point still demands a compromise
between the width of the working range and the minimum achievable lateral resolution.
The analysis of the effects of the geometrical TES design structure suggested to reduce
the distribution of the components on the TES platform to the possible minimum (see
section 6.3.2), which is supported by the analytical analysis of distributed TES structures
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Figure 8.1: A) to C) 4AE TES with variing thermistor size as shown in figure 7.3 additionally
equipped with normal conducting comb structures on top of the thermistors. Below: Measured
M-I curves combined with the corresponding I-I curves for Tbath

Tc
= 93 % (D) and 82 % (E)

depending on the thermistor area (vertically shifted for better visualization).

.
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Figure 8.2: Measured time constants for the 4AE+comb TES with different thermistor sizes:
100 µm times 25µm (black symbols), 200µm times 50 µm (brown symbols) and 400 µm times
100 µm (green symbols).

in [92]. Unfortunately, the strong increase of the DORs with smaller thermistor sizes and
the resulting use of a rather large thermistor limit the possibilities to concentrate the
thermal platform, absorbers and thermistor to a small area.

An alternative means to reduce excess noise and instabilities at stronger feedback
without the use of improved coupling in between thermistor and membrane and hence
without the necessity of large thermistors was to slow down the TES by reducing α [99].
This could be achieved by adding normal metal structures to the thermistor surface,
which were reported to directly tune α [93]. Excess noise features could be successfully
reduced by such structures in TES calorimeters, as reported by [114][119]. As it was
usually used to intentionally increase the time constants for calorimeters, this method is
expected to increase the theoretical lower limit of the time constants of the bolometers
discussed here due its their limiting effect on the feedback strength. However, as the FEM
models showed that the time constants are not just limited by the feedback strength but
also the geometrical extents. Hence, the effect of normal metal comb structures on TES
with different thermistor sizes was analyzed.

To directly compare the effect on DORs a set of TES as shown in figure 7.3 was
equipped with normal metal comb structures similar to those used in [119]. These struc-
tures were created from the same layer as the SP, hence resulting in a good thermal
connection to the SP. Rectangular stripes starting in alternation from the left and the
right SP of the thermistor span most of the width of the TES orthogonal to the current
flow direction, leaving a meander-like area of the thermistor uncovered. The modified
designs are shown in figures 8.1 A) to C). The M-I curves of these TES were measured
at the same temperature levels as the TES without comb structures in section 7.3. The
resulting curves are shown in figure 8.1 D) and E). The direct comparison to the results
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Figure 8.3: Lateral square resistance distribution over the thermistor in FEM simulations. Left:
Working point showing instabilities. Right: Neighboring working point with stable parameter
convergence using the same resistance scale in Ω/�.

without comb structures shown in figure 7.3 shows that again a significant reduction
of the DORs can be achieved by adding the comb structures. Even for the small ther-
mistor the number of DORs is strongly reduced. The corresponding time constants at
Tbath
Tc

= 82 % are plotted in figure 8.2.

Different from the predictions e.g. in [93], no significant differences in the transition
widths could be measured between the TES with and without the comb structures.
Also no strong differences in the time constant levels could be observed. In general, a
weak convergence of the levels could be observed with respect to the thermistor area,
as the time constants of the smaller thermistor were slightly reduced, while those of the
large thermistor were increased. Also the tendency of the time constants to increase with
decreasing bias was maintained. Hence, the comb structure does not seem to substantially
affect the decoupling from the substrate, which is expected to cause this behavior. The
FEM simulations in section 5.2.4 showed distorted working ranges similar to DORs in
which locally unstable solutions occurred. In these working ranges, a separation of the
thermistor into regions with different electrical resistances could be observed (see figure
8.3). Though this model is strongly simplified compared to the real physical system
of such a TES, this similarity suggests a possible physical reason of the DORs and the
effects of the comb structures. Effects of a segmentation of the thermistor into elements of
fluctuating resistances have been analyzed by [115] using a numerical percolation model,
which allowed to describe noise effects due to the segmentation of a thermistor. The
results of this model were in good qualitative agreement with the noise effects observed
in measurements. As for a given resistance of the thermistor in the transition range
the number of different segmentation patterns in principle is unlimited, new degrees of
freedom occur that can cause variations of the thermal conductance in between different
areas of the thermistor and local resistance fluctuations. Hence, noise due to phase
border oscillations or resistance switching effects might occur, but also the degree of
segmentation itself is expected to influence the noise level, as discussed in [94]. The
limitation of the current path by comb structures to the meander shaped uncovered
part of the thermistor reduces the degrees of freedom in this case and enforces normal
conducting areas in the covered regions, which reduces the occurence of noise effects[115].
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Figure 8.4: Electro-magnetic simulation of the 1A-model. The absorptance A(νopt) is plotted
as solid lines, its average Ā in the interval from the cutoff frequency of the feedhorn antenna
to the respective frequency νopt as dashed lines. Selected values with high absorptances are
selected for the diameter of the output cone of the feedhorn dout and lf−m (see figure 5.1).
Subfigure A) refers to a bandwidth of 40 GHz, B) to 100 GHz.

8.3 Radiation coupling

To make use of the reduced DORs without the disadvantage of rather high time constants,
a new TES design was created that combines comb structures with small area thermistors
that allow for a compact design of the thermal platform. As this implies the use of
only one dipole cross absorber, electro-magnetic FIT simulations of such an absorber
configuration were performed to evaluate the achievable efficiency and hence the practical
applicability of such TES designs. The used model is derived from the model described
in section 5.2.1, and uses a single pair of dipole absorbers. Hence, it will be called
1A in the following. Again, the diameter dout of the output cone of the feedhorn as
well as the distance lf−m between feedhorn and membrane were varied. Figure 8.4
shows the frequency dependent absorptance combined with the corresponding bandwidth
dependent averages. The presented data in sub-figure A) results from two combinations
of dout and lf−m that resulted in the highest average absorptance within an optical
bandwidth of ∆νopt = 40 GHz. Sub figure B) shows the corresponding results with the
highest average for a bandwidth of ∆νopt = 100 GHz. The achieved coupling efficiencies
of

η40 GHz
EM ≈ 71 % (8.1)
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for ∆νopt = 40 GHz and

η100 GHz
EM ≈ 68 % (8.2)

for ∆νopt = 100 GHz
are very close to the corresponding values for the 16A and the 4A design. A significant

difference is the achieved bandwidth for a given set of geometrical parameters: The 16A
setup achieved a high absorptance over a wide bandwidth with a fixed set of parameters.
In contrast, for the 1A design for each chosen bandwidth the optimum set of parameters
has to be determined individually. [64] suggested to overcome this by using an extended
numerical optimization process include a vast set of parameters, and achieved improved
absorptances and increased bandwidth results. While this goes far beyond the scope of
this work, further optimizations for such designs are planned. However, as the found
configurations already allow for good coupling, they can be used for a defined setup
without signifcant losses in coupling.

8.4 Electro-thermal simulations

As the analysis in the previous section showed that a TES with a single crossed dipole
absorber pair can achieve as good electro-magnetic coupling as designs with larger ab-
sorber areas as long as they are optimized for a certain bandwidth, a TES design was
created using the 1A platform. To further improve the temperature homogeneity on the
thermal platform which was found to contribute to the reduction of DORs, the thermal
conductance was reduced by redesigning the spider leg structure accordingly. The re-
sulting design is shown in figure 8.5. To come closer to the ideal lumped TES design,
the thermistor size was scaled down by a factor of four compared to the 16A and the 4A
TES. To compensate for the increased number of DORs found for small thermistors in
section 7.3, comb structures were added to the surface as described above. They were
combined with SP to reduce the risk of degradation and provide long term stability (see
section 3.3). A list of the specific geometry parameters of the 1A design can be found
in table 8.1. These values were used to calculate the heat capacities of the different
components of the design based on the literature values given in table 4.1. To allow for a
direct comparison to the previously discussed models, base temperature, critical temper-
ature and transition width were assumed to be identical to those used for the simulations
and calculations of the 16A and the 4A model. This allows to identify effects of the
geometrical differences of the models. In addition, the heat capacity values were calcu-
lated without a scaling factor as it was the case for the previous models for consistency
reasons. They are shown in table 8.2. The surface area of the circular thermal platform
is given as equivalent square dimensions for practical reasons. In the FEM simulations,
these heat capacities were used with a scaling factor of KFEM

C = 6 (see equation 5.33)
being applied, as it was found to fit the corresponding measurement results for the 16A
and the 4A models.
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A)

(a)

(b) (c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

B)

Figure 8.5: A) 1A TES with an uncovered thermistor area of 100µm × 25µm equipped with
SP and normal conducting comb structures on top of the thermistors. B) Geometry of the
FEM model used to simulate the behavior of the 1A TES. To improve the performance of the
simulations, the spider leg structure is slightly simplified compared to fabricated TES. SP and
comb structures are included only as heat capacity components into the thermistor. Supercon-
ducting wiring is omitted as it does not significantly contribute to the total heat capacity. The
magnification on the right shows the electrical circuit that allows for a realistic modeling. It
includes the thermistor (a), the shunt resistor (b), RL (c) and the current nodes (d), (e) on the
wiring (f). The blue frame (g) at the outer edge of the TES marks the thermal bath which is
kept at the fixed temperature Tbath.

Table 8.1: Geometry parameters of the 1A design. Due to the non-rectangular shape of the
platform, equivalent values were used for length and width that keep the surface area unchanged.

component number
height

[m]
length

[m]
width

[m]

total
volume

[m3]

platform 1 1·10−6 2.66·10−4 2.66·10−4 7.08·10−14

thermistor 1 1.08·10−7 1.1·10−4 2.9·10−5 3.45·10−16

dipole 2 2.1·10−8 4.3·10−4 1·10−5 1.81·10−16

wiring 2 1.5·10−7 1.5·10−4 6·10−6 2.7·10−16

SP 2 1·10−7 1.14·10−4 4·10−6 9.12·10−17

comb 16 1·10−7 2.1·10−5 2·10−6 6.72·10−17
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Table 8.2: Heat capacities of the 1A design based on the values given in table 4.1 and the
geometry shown in table 8.1. The electron contribution of Mo is multiplied by 2.43 to reflect
the effect of the superconducting transition.

component
CAuPd

[J K−1]
CMo

[J K−1]
CSi3N4

[J K−1]
CNb

[J K−1]
Ctotal

[J K−1]

platform 0 0 7.21 · 10−15 0 7.21 · 10−15

thermistor 7.42 · 10−15 9.78·10−14 0 0 1.05 · 10−13

dipole 5.55 · 10−14 0 0 0 5.55 · 10−14

wiring 0 0 0 3.98 · 10−16 3.98 · 10−16

SP 2.8 · 10−14 0 0 0 2.8 · 10−14

comb 2.07 · 10−14 0 0 0 2.07 · 10−14

sum 1.12 · 10−13 9.78·10−14 7.21 · 10−15 3.98 · 10−16 2.17 · 10−13

The resulting total heat capacity C1A
tot can be used in combination with the thermal

conductance G1A to calculate the thermal time constant as it is predicted by the lumped
model as

τ0 =
C1A
tot

G1A
(8.3)

An I-I curve was simulated without background radiation load to determine the Joule
heating power. By combining equations 4.12, 4.38 and 4.39 to

G = G0 · Tn =
n+ 1

T
· Pel

1−
(
Tbath
T

)n+1 (8.4)

T = Tc + ∆Tc (8.5)

the thermal conductance G was calculated, resulting in

G ≈ 1.7× 10−9 W K−1 (8.6)

which is about 44 % of the 4A value. The resulting calculated lumped model thermal
time constant is

τ lumped0 = 130µs (8.7)

which is approx. 62 % of the corresponding 4A value. If the scaling of the heat capacity
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is taken into account as KFEM
C = 6, the thermal time constant increases to

τ lumped,C×6
0 = 780µs (8.8)

Similar to the 4A design, the thermistor contributes approximately half of the heat
capacity of the thermal platform. However, if SP and comb structure are added to
the thermistor as they are strongly thermally coupled to the latter, this increases to
about 71 % (65 % for 4A including SP). in addition, due to the very close location of the
thermistor to the absorber a stronger decoupling of these components can be expected for
the 1A model, as far as the effect of the thermal conductance of the platform is concerned.
To quantify this coupling and to separate it from boundary effects, an FEM model was
created assuming ideal boundaries. Its results will be compared to measurement data,
which allows to assign effects to the influence of the design geometry and to properties
of the boundaries.

As the contribution of the wiring to the total heat capacity of the thermal platform is
only approximately 0.2 % (see table 8.2), it is ignored in the simulation. As for the 4A
model, the SP are taken into account as they provide about 13 % of the total heat capacity.
Also the comb structure, which adds another 10 %, was included. A simplified electrical
circuit containing all the relevant components was placed on the membrane in the near
vicinity of the thermistor, as shown in figure 8.5. This circuit is identical to the one
used for the 16A and the 4A model to ensure the comparability and does not contribute
to joule heating, heat capacity and thermal conductance except from the thermistor.
Only to fit the dimensions of the platform and the thermistor, it was completely scaled
down by a factor of two, leaving all electrical properties unchanged. The additional SP
and comb structures was included into the heat capacity of the thermistor without a
geometric representation, as its close location to the thermistor and the small structures
otherwise would significantly increase the simulation computing time, while no difference
in the resulting TES behavior could be expected.

8.4.1 Temperature distribution and efficiency

A FEM simulation with a constant bias in the working range was performed to determine
the temperature distribution on the platform. The resulting temperature distribution for
Tbath = 402 mK is presented on the left in figure 8.6. As can be seen from the sub-figure
on the right, the temperature gradient on the platform is strongly reduced compared
to the 16A and 4A results: The maximum temperature difference on the platform is
approximately 13 % of Tc − Tbath, while it was 46 % for the 16A TES and 42 % for 4A.
Hence, the 1A model achieves a significantly better thermal homogeneity compared to
the previous designs.

The Joule heating power difference ∆Pel between simulations with and without back-
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402 440 480 520 565 543 565

Figure 8.6: Left: Temperature distribution of the 1A comsol model in the transition range for
Tbath = 402 mK and Tc = 564 mK under a background radiation power load of Prad ≈ 36 pW.
The color scale marks the temperature levels in mK.
Right: A limited temperature range was used to visualize the gradient on the platform.

ground radiation, respectively, was adjusted to match the same value of

∆Pel = 3.2× 10−11 W (8.9)

as for the other models, to achieve comparable conditions. This was realized by scaling
the total radiation power appropriately, which resulted in a value of

P absrad ≈ 3.6× 10−11 W (8.10)

corresponding to the intrinsic power efficiency of the 1A model of

η1A
abs =

∆Pel
P absrad

≈ 89 % (8.11)

which is significantly higher than the values for the 16A design of 67 % and for the 4A
design (70 %), in accordance with the reduced temperature gradient.

The bandwidth dependent overall efficiency of the 1A TES can be calculated by com-
bining this efficiency with the coupling efficiency found in section 8.3, which results in
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η1A
TES = η1A

EM · η1A
abs ≈ 63 % (8.12)

for an optical bandwidth of ∆νopt = 40 GHz, which is even above the results for the 16A
TES (48 %) and the 4A TES (49 %).

For a bandwidth of ∆νopt = 100 GHz, still

η1A
TES = η1A

EM · η1A
abs ≈ 60 % (8.13)

can be achieved.

8.4.2 Time constants

To simulate the time dependent behavior of the TES, the same setup as described in
section 5.2.6 was used: A rectangular signal was added to the background radiation
power. To achieve consistent results, the same ratio of the signal amplitude to the
applied background load was chosen as for the other simulations, which is 4.3 % as cal-
culated in section 1.3. This resulted in a maximum signal difference at the thermistor of
(∆Psig)max = 1.4× 10−12 W as for the other models. The necessary amplitude at the
absorber was

δPrad =
(∆Psig)max

η1A
abs

≈ 1.5× 10−12 W (8.14)

A series of simulations was used to determine the effective time constant of the 1A
TES. The left graph of figure 8.7 shows the resulting time constants referred to the
bias current, and the I-I curve as reference. While in general the current response δIth
was used to determine the time constants, for values of Ibias close to or in the normal
conducting range, the temperature response δTth was used to approximate the time
constants instead, as δIth becomes very small in this range and finally fully vanishes
once the normal resistance is reached, as discussed in detail in section 5.2.6.

The resulting thermal time constant τ0 of

τFEM0 ≈ 773 µs (8.15)

is marked in the figure by a dashed horizontal line. It is very close to the lumped model
value derived from the total heat capacity and the thermal conductance of 780 µs (see
equation 8.8), the difference is approx. 1 %.

The corresponding value of ητ0 , is

η1A
τ0 =

τFEM0

τ lumped,C×6
0

≈ 99 % (8.16)
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Figure 8.7: A) Time constants versus thermistor resistance. The symbols (legend in B) mark
the FEM results. The thermal time constant levels are marked by dashed horizontal lines. The
dotted lines represent the lumped model predictions for the 1A TES. B) The time constant ratio
of FEM results and lumped model predictions is plotted versus the thermistor resistance. The
same working range (shaded) as in figure 6.8 is evaluated (A and B).

compared to 84 % and 64 % for the 4A and the 16A model, respectively. As the deviation
of these time constants results from the deviation of the model from the ideal lumped
structure, the high value for the 1A model confirms its improved compliance with the
lumped model.

Despite this better matching to the lumped model predictions, within most of the
transition range, the course of the simulated effective time constants of the 1A TES still
shows significantly smaller variations than predicted by the lumped model, as it was the
case for the 16A and 4A design, though the mismatch is decreased. In the shaded area of
figure 8.7, the simulated time constants vary from 27 µs to 52 µs for ∆Tc = 3 mK, which
corresponds to a rise by 96 % with respect to the minimum value. In the same range,
the lumped model predicts a rise by 245 % from 9.0 µs to 31µs. For ∆Tc = 1 mK the
variation of the simulation results is still smaller: The values range from 19 µs to 29 µs,
which corresponds to an increase by 55 % referred to the minimum value. The associated
lumped model predicts a rise by 268 % from 3.0 µs to 11µs.

Obviously, there is still a considerable mismatch of the absolute values of the minima
between lumped model and simulation (cf. table 8.3). While the predicted minimum
values differ by a factor of 3 for the used transition widths, the simulation results in a
ratio of 1.4. While the tendency is obvious (the values for 16A and 4A are 1.05 and 1.1,
respectively), still a limitation of the lower limit of the time constants can be observed,
which can not be explained by the lumped model. As the FEM model is set up with ideal
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Table 8.3: Comparison of the time constant characteristic of the 1A, 4A and the 16A models
based on simulations (”FEM”) and lumped model calculations (”lumped”). The used symbols
are defined in section 6.3.2.

design ∆Tc τFEMmin
τFEM0

τFEMmin
%FEM τ lumpedmin %lumped %lumped

%FEM
τFEMmin

τ lumpedmin

1A 3 mK 27µs 29 96 % 9 µs 250 % 2.6 2.9
1A 1 mK 19µs 41 55 % 3 µs 270 % 4.9 6.3
4A 3 mK 71µs 15 50 % 11 µs 340 % 6.8 6.3
4A 1 mK 64µs 17 19 % 3.8 µs 380 % 20 17
16A 3 mK 259µs 6.4 16 % 18 µs 420 % 26 14
16A 1 mK 246µs 6.7 7.3 % 6.1 µs 380 % 52 41

interfaces, this difference has to be attributed to the still not ideal thermal coupling on the
platform due to the extended geometry, similar to the 16A and 4A designs. Nevertheless,
the improved coupling manifests itself in the considerably lower absolute limit of the time
constants that is achieved in the 1A model compared to the previous models. The better
matching can also be found in the ratio of the time constant values of the lumped model
and the simulation, respectively, as visualized in figure 8.7 B).

For each transition width, the time constants of the 1A model are closer to the predic-
tions of lumped model than the 4A values. The difference becomes even more evident in
comparison to the 16A values.

Also the general course of the time constants affirms this improvement: While the
predicted relative rise of the time constants %lumped (see equation 6.19) in the marked
area results in similar values for all designs and both transition widths as can be seen from
column %lumped in table 8.3, the corresponding rise in the simulated data, represented by
%FEM as defined in equation 6.20 shows a substantial variation, which is also reflected

by the ratio of %lumped to %FEM (column %lumped

%FEM
). In general, for each transition width,

this ratio is significantly smaller for the 1A model compared to the 4A model, which
again shows smaller values than the 16A TES. This again confirms the smaller deviation
from the lumped model for the 1A design.

8.5 Measurements

For verification of the simulation results, 1A TES were fabricated as described in section
3.1.1. The used design is shown in figure 8.5. For isolating the effect of the comb structure
in this design, also a bare variant without comb structures was fabricated, called 1Ab
in the following. In the simulations discussed above, the same parameters were assumed
as for the 4A and 16A design. Hence, for best comparability and to exclude effects
resulting from different production conditions, the compared TES were fabricated on
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Figure 8.8: M-I curves combined with the corresponding I-I curves for the 1A and 1Ab
design at different bath temperatures (from top to bottom: 502 mK, 462 mK, 432 mK, 402 mK,
362 mK). The curves are shifted in y direction for better visualization. A) 1Ab: Without comb
structures on the thermistor. B) 1A: With comb structures.

the same wafer. The corresponding measurements are discussed and compared to the
simulation results in this section.

V -T measurements as described in section 4.3.2 were used to determine the R-T char-
acteristic of the 4A TES. This resulted in Tc = 561 mK for 1Ab without comb structure
and Tc = 548 mK for 1A with comb structure. With respect to the found reproducibility
of approx. ±1 mK within the same cool down cycle for each Tc value, the result of 1Ab is
nearly identical to the result of the 16A (564 mK) and the 4A (565 mK) TES. With comb
structure, the reduction of Tc amounted to 3 %. The transition width in both cases was
approx. (2± 1) mK. Hence, no significant lateral Tc variation throughout the thermistor
is caused by the comb structure.

The 1Ab TES showed strong DORs for all measured temperature levels in the lower
transition and for lower temperatures even throughout the whole transition range, as can
be seen in figure 8.8 A). The number and strength of the DORs vastly exceeds the effects
observed for the 4AEL TES, and is even significantly stronger than for the 4A TES,
despite the small platform and reduced thermal conductance of the spider leg structure
due to the small thermistor area (see section 7.3). In contrast, the 1A TES with comb
structures showed only weak DORs throughout the transition range, as shown in figure
8.8 B). They did mainly become noticeable by a slightly increased noise level, while the
modulation amplitude of the SQUID was unaffected. This stresses the necessity of the
comb structures for this design, as they allow to operate the TES in the whole transition
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Figure 8.9: A) Electro-magnetic simulation of the 1A-model using the feedhorn configuration
of the 4A TES. The absorptance A(νopt) is plotted as a solid line, its average Ā in the interval
from the cutoff frequency of the feedhorn antenna to the respective frequency νopt as a dashed
line. B) Measured time constants for the 1A TES (stars) compared to the FEM simulation
results for ∆Tc = 3 mK (pentagons) and ∆Tc = 1 mK (triangles). Lines are added to guide the
eye. The dashed lines mark τ0 resulting from the simulations, the dotted lines mark the 50µs
and 124µs levels which are required for frame rates of 10 Hz and 25 Hz, respectively.

range and hence facilitating the operation of arrays in common working points.

The measurements on 1A TES were performed with the same feedhorn configurations
as for the 4A design. Hence, a reduced sensitivity had to be expected, as predicted by
the corresponding electro-magnetic FIT simulation. The result is shown in figure 8.9
A), which corresponds to an expected radiation power of 3.4× 10−11 W. However, the
measured received radiation power of 7× 10−12 W significantly went below this value.
First FIT simulations including the superconducting wiring suggested a strong influence
of the exact wiring location and length on the TES membrane due to the closeness to
the center of the radiation lobe and its large relative coverage of the platform surface
compared to the absorber. The promising possibility to freely vary the location and
direction of the wiring on the membrane and to attach appropriately designed stub
filters offers many degrees of freedom[101]. Hence, this can be expected to lead to a
solution that involves an absorptance that is close to the value predicted in section 8.3.
However, this requires extensive simulations that go beyond the scope of this thesis. As
these adjustments are not expected to influence other properties of the TES due to the
low thermal conductance and heat capacity of the wiring, further measurements on the
unchanged 1A TES were performed to verify the general applicability of the 1A design
as a future TES design for the THz video camera that allows to increase the working
range while achieving the necessary time constants.

Measurements with a rectangular radiation signal were performed to determine the
step response of the TES. The same setup and evaluation method as described in section
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4.3.5 was used to identify the time constants to ensure comparability of the results for
the different designs. The results are presented in figure 8.9 B).

In agreement with the simulation results, the measured time constants exhibit a fast
drop in the uppermost transition range. A shift of this drop referred to the bias current
compared to the simulation results can be observed in figure 8.9. This is due to the
reduced optical radiation load, which is compensated for by Joule heating. Below this
drop, the measured time constants cover the range of

τmeas = (35± 15)µs (8.17)

The high relative variation of the measurement data is due to the time constants
approaching to the limits of the measurement setup (see section 4.3.5). The measure-
ment data nicely fits in the range of the simulation results between ∆Tc = 1 mK and
∆Tc = 3 mK, Though it does not follow the trend of continuous reduction of the time
constants for decreasing bias current. Instead, at low bias currents, even a slight increase
of the values can be observed, indicating a decoupling of the thermistor similar to the
observations in the 4AEL TES. However, for the 1A TES this effect is weaker and the
time constants do not exceed 50µs, which allows to fully achieve the sampling require-
ments defined in section 7.4.1 and hence the required optical resolution without smearing
effects. This suggests that also for this design, the idealized FEM model still allows good
general predictions, while for fitting the exact trend throughout the transition range, it
comes to its limits as boundary effects become relevant.

The direct comparison of the time constants to the results for the 4A TES shown in
equation 6.23 reveals a scaling factor of

χ1A
4A =

τ4A

τ1A
≈ 2 (8.18)

Hence, the time constant level could be further improved by the 1A design, while achiev-
ing a strongly reduced level of DORs.

To predict the achievable sensitivity, the parameters found above were compared to
noise measurements. Due to the reduced sensitivity, the measured noise without back-
ground load, which will be called “blind noise” in the following, was used to model the
noise under different load conditions. The necessary electrical bandwidth is given by the
need to sample 256 rows per frame and 25 fps:

∆ν1A
el =

1

2
· fsample =

256 · 25

2
= 3200 Hz (8.19)

The measured blind noise base level in this bandwidth was 2.2× 10−16 W Hz1/2. Using
equation 4.60, the photon noise was calculated to achieve the total noise level. In case
of the optical bandwidth of 40 GHz as used in the testing setup, for the reduced effective
background load of 7 pW at the thermistor as measured for the 1A TES this resulted
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Figure 8.10: Measured NEP of 1A with background radiation load from 0.4 K (1) combined
with the optical signal power spectral density Smax

sig (dotted lines for 10 Hz (red) and 25 Hz
(blue) frame rate). A) For ∆νopt = 40 GHz, the calculated NEP for background radiation loads
of 7 pW (2) and 41 pW (3) are shown. B) ∆νopt = 100 GHz, the calculated NEP for background
radiation loads of 7 pW (2) and 39 pW (3) are shown. All graphs are scaled by κ(ωel).

in a total noise level of 2.3× 10−16 W Hz1/2. As discussed above, by optimizing the
superconducting wiring of the TES higher optical efficiencies are probable. Hence, also
the noise level for the aspired efficiency as predicted by the simulation in section 8.4.1
was calculated. For the corresponding effective background radiation load of 41 pW, the
total noise level amounts to 4.2× 10−16 W Hz1/2. The different noise levels are plotted
in figure 8.10. In addition, the signal power spectral density Smaxsig is shown. Using
the maximum signal difference of approx 4.3 % of the effective background load ∆Pel as
defined in section 1.3, it is calculated as given in equation 4.69 by

Smaxsig = 0.043 · ∆Pel√
∆νel

(8.20)

This results in a signal to noise ratio of

SNR =
Smaxsig

NEP
(8.21)

with

SNR1A
40 GHz,reduced = 28 (8.22)
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which equals 4.8 bit at 25 fps for the reduced effective background load. At the aspired
efficiency, the 1A TES will achieve

SNR1A
40 GHz,max = 76 (8.23)

corresponding to 6.3 bit at 25 fps.
The larger bandwidth of the demonstrator of 100 GHz further increases the resulting

SNRs due to the linear dependency of the signal compared to the square root dependency
of the photon noise. Hence, this results in

SNR1A
100 GHz,reduced = 67 (8.24)

which equals 6.1 bit at 25 fps for the reduced effective background load. At the aspired
efficiency, the 1A TES will achieve

SNR1A
100 GHz,max = 137 (8.25)

which equals 7.1 bit at 25 fps. While the results for the current wiring scheme are not yet
satisfactory for the THz camera, the aspired improved efficiency will lead to similar SNRs
as achieved by the 4AEL TES, while DORs are further reduced and the time constants
significantly reduced throughout the whole working range. Therefore, the 1A TES is a
promising candidate for future camera systems.
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Summary

Security screenings currently undergo fundamental changes. While the established com-
bination of metal detectors and pat down searches was commonly used for years without
substantial changes, in the last years a strong demand for expanded detection capabili-
ties came up. This led to the recent development of new screening methods, like x-ray
backscattering or microwave cabin scanners. While they could demonstrate detection
capabilities with respect to different materials that went beyond the capabilities of metal
detectors, they did not solve the problem of delays which occur due to the intense screen-
ings for example in mass transportation. Additionally, they provoked a new discussion,
as these methods imply the creation of images with the impression of nakedness. Also the
active irradiation of the human body, though in relatively small doses, caused widespread
irritation and unsettledness.

Therefore, a different approach was taken at IPHT. To combine the advances of ex-
panded detection capabilities with a fast and flexible screening method and to avoid
irradiation and the exposure of intimate details of the body, a concept for a passive
terahertz camera was developed. Its general prerequisites are discussed in chapter 1.
It involves the use of highly sensitive sensors, which are the subject of this thesis. The
general properties, requirements and the applicability of superconducting transition edge
sensors in bolometric mode is addressed in chapter 2. The common lumped model is in-
troduced, which is used to predict the behavior of an ideal TES and referred to in the
following chapters for comparison to measurements and simulation results.

Starting from an initial TES design, the so-called 16A design, which was used in a still
very limited single pixel demonstrator, reasons for varying and unstable properties of
the used TES were investigated in chapter 3. By performing analyses of the degradation
process of the materials in the bilayer of the thermistor, its sensitivity to humidity and
water in general could be classified. Molybdenum (Mo), which is used as superconducting
material in the thermistor of the TES, was examined in a long-term study concerning the
influence of water on its oxidation level, including effects of physical destruction. The
results were compared to the found effects on bilayers of Mo and an alloy of gold and
palladium (AuPd) which are used as a proximity system to tune the critical temperature
of the thermistor to the desired working temperature. While a general effect of protection
of the Mo by the covering AuPd layer could be observed, it also showed effects of physical
destruction even after short exposition to water in case of defects in the AuPd layer,
while pure Mo was only slightly affected after comparable exposition. In addition, effects
of the oxidation process on the superconductivity parameters of the thermistors were
determined. In this regard, strong effects on the critical temperature and the transition
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width could be found even for states of low oxidation, which caused increased parameter
variation. By applying sidewall passivation to the bilayer, this effect could be reduced
strongly enough to ensure the applicability of the TES in multi-sensor arrays and stability
also in the case of long term use.

A comprehensive characterization of the initial TES design in chapter 4 resulted in
substantial differences to the predictions of the lumped model concerning the course
and the absolute values of the time constants with respect to the working point. To
analyze the reasons for this deviation and to be able to predict the results for adjusted
designs, appropriate FEM models were introduced and discussed in chapter 5. By using
a model with ideal boundaries it could be shown that even in the case of zero thermal
boundary resistance, the initial TES design deviates strongly from the lumped model
due to the distribution of the heat capacity resulting from its extended geometry and
the corresponding finite coupling strength of the components on the membrane to the
thermistor. By introducing a single scaling factor to the total heat capacity of the TES,
the model could reproduce the measured behavior based on bulk values of the literature
material parameters. The model also predicted a strong influence of the internal thermal
conductance in the thermistor on instabilities of the TES, which occurred in the model
as well as in measurements.

These FEM models were used to evaluate an improved design called 4A with reduced
heat capacity and better thermal coupling of the absorbers to the thermistor. It could be
shown that this redesign led to a significant reduction of the time constants by a factor of
3.6 while the same radiation coupling efficiency as with the 16A design could be achieved
with adequately adjusted feedhorn antennas. The corresponding results are presented in
chapter 6 in combination with measurements, that confirmed the simulation results.

Based on this improved TES redesign, a demonstrator of a terahertz camera was set
up that is capable of taking images from up to 10 m distance at 10 fps. To conform to the
need of keeping the system cost-efficient, the number of sensors was limited to 20. Still
high quality imaging could be ensured due to an adapted array design that met the special
demands of the used spiral scanning. Details about the array design, the demonstrator
setup and the sensor performance in this system are presented in section 6.5. While still
limited in the field of view to a disc of approx. 1 m diameter, it could be shown that
moving images could be realized with the 4A TES design in this camera demonstrator.
Images taken at 10 fps were used to illustrate the achieved detection capabilities.

However, this demonstrator also stressed the disadvantages resulting from operating
ranges observed in the 16A and 4A designs that exhibited increased noise and instabilities
of the readout circuit, which led to temporary, but unpredictable outages of sensors
in the case of slight working point variations due to temperature fluctuations of the
cooling stage. Especially with respect to larger arrays, this effect in these so called
distorted operating ranges (DORs) plays a critical role. Hence, in chapter 7, these
distortions are quantified for different TES designs. A found relation to the base area
of the thermistor is described. It was used for a modified 4A design, called 4AEL, that
allowed to significantly reduce the DORs. The time constants for this design changed
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strongly dependent on the working point which limited the usable operating range for
high frame rates. Nevertheless, time constants down to 50µs could be achieved.

Using the 4AEL, an improved demonstrator was set up equipped with 64 TES. Due
to the reduced DORs, simultaneous operation of all 64 sensors could be realized while
temporary outages were strongly reduced compared to the previous demonstrator system.
Therefore, it was possible to use a line scanner which allowed to produce images without
redundancy. Frame rates up to 25 Hz could be demonstrated without significant loss in
spatial resolution with this system, as presented in section 7.4.

Due to the time constant variation mentioned above the operating range of the 4AEL
TES was limited in the case of high frame rates, which made individual biasing of the
single sensors necessary. To overcome this restriction for future systems, a design called
1A was created that achieves low time constants throughout the whole operating range,
which could be verified by simulations and measurements. By adding normal conducting
comb structures to the surface, DORs could be further reduced. This combination allows
for common biasing of larger numbers of sensors. While in first measurements presented
in chapter 8 the optical coupling efficiency for this design was still reduced in compar-
ison to the previously discussed designs, significant improvements can be expected by
optimizing the electric wiring and adding matched filter structures. Electro-magnetic
simulations predict an even higher optical coupling efficiency compared to the 16A and
4A designs if the intrinsic power efficiency of the TES is taken into account.

While the necessary optimization of the wiring of the 1A TES clearly goes beyond
the scope of this work, the simulation results are promising concerning sensitivity, speed
and stability, and the time constant measurements showed the great advantage of a wide
operating range. Hence, after successful adjustment of the wiring these sensors will be
suitable for the next demonstrator system which is under construction at the moment.
It will scan a field of view of one times two meters and hence can map a person as a
whole within one frame, at a frame rate of 25 Hz. The wide stable operating range of
the 1A TES allows for common biasing and hence to increase the number of sensors to
128 without additional bias lines. Considering the results of section 7.4, stable video
imaging with high detection capabilities and at a lateral resolution of approx. 2 cm from
distances up to 20 m can be expected.
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Veiligheidscontroles ondergaan momenteel fundamentele veranderingen. De gebruikelijke
combinatie van metaaldetectoren en aftasten werd zonder grote veranderingen jarenlang
toegepast. In de afgelopen jaren onstond echter een sterke vraag naar uitgebreidere de-
tectiemogelijkheden. Dit leidde tot de recente ontwikkeling van nieuwe screening metho-
den, die gebruik maken van röntgenstraling of millimetergolven. Hoewel deze methodes
gevoelig zijn voor materialen die niet door metaaldetectoren herkend worden, hebben
ze de vertragingen die optreden als gevolg van de intensieve screenings, zoals die bi-
jvoorbeeld in massatransport optreden, niet opgelost. Bovendien ontstond een nieuwe
discussie, doordat deze methoden de indruk wekken naaktbeelden te produceren. Ook
de actieve bestraling van het menselijk lichaam, hoewel in relatief lage dosis, zorgde op
grote schaal voor irritatie en onbehagen.

Om deze redenen werd aan het IPHT voor een andere aanpak gekozen. Er werd een
passieve terahertzcamera ontwikkeld die een uitgebreide, snelle en flexibele opsporingsmo-
gelijkheid zonder actieve bestraling en het zichtbaar maken van intieme details mogelijk
maakt. De algemene vereisten aan zo’n systeem worden in hoofdstuk 1 besproken. Hier-
bij worden zeer gevoelige sensoren, die het onderwerp van dit proefschrift zijn, ingezet.
De algemene eigenschappen, voorwaarden en de toepasbaarheid van deze supergeleidende
transition edge sensoren in de bolometrische modus worden in hoofdstuk 2 behandeld.
Het algemene lumped model, dat gebruikt wordt om het gedrag van een ideale TES
te voorspellen, wordt gëıntroduceerd en in de volgende hoofdstukken gebruikt voor het
vergelijken van metingen met simulatieresultaten.

Uitgaande van een eerste TES ontwerp, het zogenaamde 16A ontwerp, dat werd in-
gezet in een nog zeer eenvoudige één-pixel demonstrator, werden de oorzaken voor de
variërende en instabiele eigenschappen van de gebruikte TES in hoofdstuk 3 onderzocht.
Door de analyse van de degradatie van de materialen in de bilaag van de thermistor, kon
de gevoeligheid voor vocht en water in het algemeen worden bepaald. Molybdeen (Mo),
dat als supergeleidend materiaal in de thermistor van de TES wordt gebruikt, werd in
een lange-termijn studie onderzocht betreffende de invloed van water op zijn oxidatie en
zijn fysische vernietiging. De resultaten werden vergeleken met de gevonden effecten op
bilagen bestaande uit Mo en een legering van goud en palladium (AuPd), die worden
gebruikt als een proximity systeem om de kritische temperatuur van de thermistor op
de gewenste bedrijfstemperatuur in te stellen. Hoewel een algemene bescherming van de
Mo-laag door de afdekkende AuPd-laag kon worden vastgesteld, werd ook deze combi-
natie na een korte blootstelling aan water, in het geval van defecten in de AuPd laag
vernietigd en dan zelfs sneller dan zonder AuPd laag. Verder werd het effect van het
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oxidatieproces op de supergeleidende parameters van de thermistors bepaald. Hierbij
werden zelfs bij een lage oxidatiegraad grote veranderingen in de kritische temperatuur
en de overgangsbreedte gevonden, met een grotere parameter variatie tot gevolg. Door
het passieveren van de zijwanden van de bilaag kon dit effect zo sterk worden vermindert
dat de TES in multisensor-arrays, ook in het geval van langdurig gebruik, ingezet kunnen
worden.

Een uitgebreide karakterisiering van het oorspronkelijke TES ontwerp in hoofdstuk 4,
resulteerde in wezenlijke verschillen met de voorspellingen van het lumped model betr-
effende het verloop en de absolute waarden van de tijdconstanten als functie van het
werkpunt. In hoofdstuk 5 werden passende FEM modellen gëıntroduceerd en besproken
om deze afwijkingen te verklaren en het gedrag van aangepaste ontwerpen te kunnen
voorspellen. Door het gebruik van een model met ideale grenzen kon worden aange-
toond dat zelfs zonder thermische weerstand aan het grensvlak, het oorspronkelijke TES
ontwerp sterk afwijkt van het lumped model. Dit wordt veroorzaakt door de lokale ver-
schillen in de warmtecapaciteit op de chip en de bijbehorende begrenste koppelingssterkte
van de componenten op het membraan aan de thermistor. Door de invoering van een
schaalfactor voor de totale warmtecapaciteit van de TES, kon het model het gemeten
gedrag, op basis van de literatuurwaarden van de bulk-materiaalparameters, reproduc-
eren. Het model voorspelde eveneens een grote invloed van de thermische geleiding in
de thermistor op instabiliteiten van de TES, die zowel in het model als bij de metingen
optraden.

Deze FEM modellen werden gebruikt om een verbeterd ontwerp (het 4A ontwerp) met
kleinere warmtecapaciteit en betere thermische koppeling van de absorber aan de ther-
mistor te evalueren. Het nieuwe ontwerp leidde tot een duidelijke vermindering van de
tijdconstanten met een factor 3,6 terwijl, met goed ingestelde hoornantennes, hetzelfde
stralingskoppelingsrendement als bij het 16A ontwerp kon worden bereikt. De bijbe-
horende resultaten worden in hoofdstuk 6 in combinatie met metingen die de simulaties
bevestigen, beschreven.

Op basis van het verbeterde TES ontwerp, werd een terahertzcamera demonstrator
gebouwd die in staat is om beelden op maximaal 10m afstand met 10 fps te maken. Het
aantal sensoren werd beperkt tot 20 om de systeemkosten te beperken. Desondanks
kon een hoge beeldkwaliteit worden gegarandeerd door een aangepast array-ontwerp dat
aan de bijzondere eisen van de gebruikte spiraalscanner voldoet. Het array-ontwerp, de
demonstrator en de prestaties van de sensor in dit systeem worden in paragraaf 6.5 uitvo-
erig besproken. Met een beperkt beeldveld van ca. 1 m diameter, kon worden aangetoond
dat met deze camera demonstrator bewegende beelden kunnen worden gerealiseerd met
het 4A ontwerp. Opnames met 10 fps werden gebruikt om de bereikte detectiemogeli-
jkheden te illustreren.

Deze demonstrator banadrukte echter ook dat bij de 16A en de 4A ontwerpen bij
bepaalde instellingen een hoger ruisniveau en een slechtere stabiliteit optreden. Die leidde
tot een tijdelijke, maar onvoorspelbare uitval van sensoren bij kleine veranderingen van
deze instellingen, die weer door kleine temperatuurvariaties veroorzaakt werden. Vooral
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voor grotere arrays speelt dit verschijnsel in deze zogenaamde distorted operating ranges
(DORs) een cruciale rol. In hoofdstuk 7 worden daarom deze storingen gekwantifiseerd
voor verschillende TES ontwerpen. Een beschrijving van de gevonden relatie tussen de
oppervlakte van de thermistor en deze storingen werd gebruikt voor een verandert 4A
ontwerp (4AEL), met een duidelijke verminderdering van de DORs. De tijdconstanten
van dit ontwerp hingen sterk af van het werkpunt wat het bruikbare werkbereik voor hoge
beeldsnelheden beperkt. Niettemin konden tijdconstanten van 50 µs worden bereikt.

Gebruik makend van het 4AEL ontwerp, werd een verbeterde demonstrator uitgerust
met 64 TES gebouwd. Door de vermindering van de DORs, konden gelijktijdig alle 64
sensoren worden ingezet, terwijl in vergelijking met de vorige demonstrator de tijdelijke
uitval van sensoren sterk verminderd was. Derhalve was het mogelijk om een lineare
scanner te gebruiken voor het maken van beelden zonder redundantie. In paragraf 7.4
wordt getoond dat met dit systeem beeldsnelheden tot 25 Hz konden worden gerealiseerd
zonder signicant verlies in ruimtelijke resolutie.

Door de eerder genoemde variatie van de tijdconstante was het werkgebied van de 4AEL
TES voor hoge beeldsnelheden beperkt, wat het noodzakelijk maakte iedere sensor apart
te biasen. Om voor toekomstige systemen deze beperking op te heffen, werd TES 1A, met
kleine tijdconstanten in het hele werkgebied, ontworpen, wat door simulaties en metin-
gen bevestigd werd. Door de toevoeging van normaal geleidende kamstructuren op het
oppervlak, kon DORs verder worden verminderd. Deze combinatie maakt het mogelijk
gemeenschappelijk grotere aantallen sensoren te biasen. Terwijl in eerte metingen, zoals
gepresenteerd in hoofdstuk 8, het optische koppelingsrendement voor dit ontwerp nog
verminderd was in vergelijking met de eerder besproken ontwerpen, kunnen significante
verbeteringen worden verwacht door het perfectioneren van de elektrische bedrading en
het toevoegen van aangepaste filters. Elektromagnetische simulaties voorspellen een nog
hoger optisch koppelingsrendement vergeleken met de 16A en 4A ontwerpen, als rekening
wordt gehouden met het interne koppelingsrendement van de TES.

Terwijl de noodzakelijke perfectionering van de bedrading van de 1A TES buiten de
reikwijdte van dit proefschrift valt, zijn de simulatieresultaten veelbelovend betreffende
gevoeligheid, snelheid en stabiliteit, en de bepaling van de tijdconstantes toonden het
grote voordeel van een groot werkbereik. Na succesvolle aanpassing van de bedrading
zijn deze sensoren geschikt voor het volgende demonstratorsysteem dat op dit moment
gebouwd wordt. Dit zal met een framerate van 25 Hz een beeldveld van één bij twee meter
scannen en daarmee een persoon kompleet kunnen afbeelden. Het grote stabiele werk-
bereik van de 1A TES maakt een gemeenschappelijke biasing en daarmee het vergroten
van het aantal sensoren tot 128 zonder extra biasleidingen mogelijk. Gezien de resultaten
in paragraaf 7.4, kunnnen stabiele video-opnames met goede detectiemogelijkheden bij
een laterale resolutie van ca. 2 cm en afstanden tot 20 m worden verwacht.
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∆νel electrical bandwidth, see equation 4.63

∆νopt bandwidth of electromagnetic radiation

∆Tc superconducting transition width, ∆Tc = T 90
c − T 10

c

ητ0 ratio of the thermal time constants of the FEM model and the lumped model,
see equation 5.32

ηabs on-chip power efficiency of the TES, see equation 5.24

ηEM electromagnetic power efficiency of the TES, see equation 5.4

ηTES total power efficiency of the TES, ηTES = ηEM · ηabs
κ ≡ κ(ωel) = 1√

1+ω2
el·τ2

, see equation 4.68

νopt frequency of electromagnetic radiation

φ0 magnetic flux quantum, φ0 = h
2e

ψth scaling factor for kth in FEM simulations, see equation 5.20

σ electrical conductivity

σNCth electrical conductivity of the thermistor in the normal conducting state

θD Debye temperature, see section 4.3.1

A(νopt) frequency dependent absorptance, see equation 5.2

C heat capacity, see section 4.3

c specific heat capacity, see section 4.3

c speed of light in vacuum, c = 299 792 458 m s−1

cabs specific heat capacity of the absorber, see equation 5.13

cmem specific heat capacity of the membrane, see equation 5.14

cth specific heat capacity of the thermistor, see equation 5.12
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List of Abbreviations

dAP aperture diameter

dout output diameter of the output cone of the feedhorn antenna, see figure 5.1

G thermal conductance, see equation 2.2

I-I curve Ith(Ibias): Current-current characteristic of the TES, see section 4.3.4

k thermal conductivity, see equation 4.9

kabs thermal conductivity of the absorber, see equation 5.16

keffabs effective thermal conductivity of the absorber including the subjacent membrane,
see equation 5.19

KFEM
C common scaling factor of the heat capacities in the FEM model with respect to

the bulk literature values, see equation 5.33

kmem thermal conductivity of the membrane, see equation 5.17

k0
mem temperature independent term of kmem, see equation 5.17

kth thermal conductivity of the thermistor, see equation 5.15

keffth effective thermal conductivity of the thermistor including the subjacent mem-
brane and a scaling factor, see equation 5.20

l4He liquid helium-4

L0 Lorentz constant, L0 = 2.443× 10−8 V2 K−2

lf−m distance between output cone opening of the feedhorn antenna and the averted
Si3N4 membrane surface, see figure 5.1

Pbb(T ) Power emitted by a blackbody at the temperature T , see equation 1.2

R-T curve R(T ): resistance-temperature characteristic of the thermistor, see section
4.3.2

R0 parasitic on-chip resistance in series with the thermistor, see section 2.4

rairy radius of the airy disc, see equation 1.1

RL readout resistance in series with the thermistor (outside of the chip), see section
2.4

rmin spatial resolution: minimum distance of two separable objects

Rn normal state resistance of a superconductor, just above the superconducting tran-
sition.
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List of Abbreviations

Rsh (ohmic resistance of the) shunt resistor, see section 2.4

Smaxsig signal power spectral density Smaxsig =
(∆Psig)max√

∆νel

SNR ≡ SNRmax (maximum) signal to noise ratio, see equations 1.31 and 4.70

Tbath fixed temperature of the thermal bath, see section 2.2

Tc critical temperature of a superconductor, Tc =
T 90
c +T 10

c

2

T 10
c temperature in the superconductors transition with a resistance of 10 % of Rn

T 90
c temperature in the superconductors transition with a resistance of 90 % of Rn

V -T curve V (T ): Voltage-temperature characteristic of the thermistor, see section 4.3.2

VSQUID ≡ VSQUID(φ): transfer function of a SQUID, see equation 7.1

τ0 thermal time constant, see equation 2.25

Si3N4 silicon nitride

fps frames per second

at% atomic percent: fraction of a certain type of atoms of the total amount of atoms

AuPd gold-palladium alloy of 50 at% each

DOR distorted operating range

EPMA energy dispersive electron probe micro-analyzer, see section 3.3.2

ETF electrothermal feedback

FEM finite element method

FIT finite integration technique

FOV field of view

IPHT Leibniz Institute of Photonic Technology in Jena, Germany

M-I curve modulation-current characteristic, see section 7.2

nETF negative electrothermal feedback

SP sidewall passivation

TES transition edge sensor(s), see section 2.3

THz terahertz (radiation), see section 1.2
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